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Tliis thesis reports on the results of two distinct but related studies. The first study

investigates the transition to tliree-dimcnsionality of fluid structures in the wake of a

bluff body as a function of a systematic variation in body aspect ratio. The aim of the

study is to determine if the transition to turbulence described for the wake of a circular

cylinder is generic for all bluff bodies. A linear Floquet analysis is made of the wake of

a variety of aspect ratio plates in order to deteniiine the linear transition scenario to a

three-dimensional wake.

For short bluff bodies AR < 7.5, the transition scenario observed agrees with that

described for the circular cylinder. For larger aspect ratios, a three-dimensional in-

stability with a spatial structure similar to the Mode B instability is the first mode to

become critically unstable. Additionally, a tliird mode of instability is observed denoted

as Mode S. The results conclude that for a bhiff body with a large; aspect ratio, the

transition to turbulence follows a different path to that described for a circular cylinder.

The second part of the thesis studies the vortex induced-vibration of both a cylinder

held free to move transverse to the flow field, and a tethered cylinder.

The freely oscillating cylinder study aims to determine a critical mass ratio below

which large amplitude oscillations occur. Previous studies suggest that such a mass ratio

exists for moderate to high Reynolds numbers. The aim of this study is to determine

the variation in the critical mass ratio at low Reynolds numbers.

A two-dimensional study is performed with u* = oo for Reynolds numbers in the

range Re = [40,300]. Of note is that no critical mass ratio is observed in the Reynolds

number range Re = [100,180], however on either side of this range, a critical mass ratio

is obtained.

Further to the study of the freely oscillating cylinder, an analysis is made of the

vortex-induced-vibration of a tethered cylinder. Three branches of oscillation are ob-

served, an in-line branch, a transition branch and a transverse branch; the transverse
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branch compares favorably with the results of the freely oscillating cylinder. A negative

mean lift is noted for a wide range of reduced velocities investigated; this coincides with

a change in the fluid structures in the wake. The effect of mass ratio is investigated

in the range m* = [0.1,0.8], and a critical mass ratio, below winch large amplitude

oscillations are observed, is found. The tether length determines the value of the crit-

ical mass ratio for a particular case. For very large tether lengths, the critical mass

ratio coincides with that found for the freely oscillating cylinder at the same Reynolds

number.

Addendum

The following addresses corrections and qualifications which have been made subsequent

to publication of this thesis. I would like to thank the thesis reviewers for bringing the

following points to my attention.
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Chapter 3

A note on Mode S'

From the results of the Floquet analysis described in chapter 3, a third mode of insta-

bility is identified (Mode S'). On page 106, it is mentioned that the real component

of the Floquet multipliers (A) are oscillatory, indicating that the Floquet multiplier

for this mode of instability has complex-conjugate multipliers. Section 3.5 describes

the spatio-temporal symmetry of all three modes, including Mode S'. In this section

it has been assumed that Mode S' (referred to as Mode C in this subsection) is quasi-

periodic. However, recent results (for example Blackburn k Lopez (2003)) indicate

that instabilities with complex-conjugate pairs physically represent either a standing-

or a travelling-wave pattern in the span-wise direction. As such, figure 3.20, and the

surrounding text may not be a true representation of the structine of the Mode S'

instabilty. Further analysis, using either a Floquet technique which stores the complex

coefficients, or a fully three-dimensional direct numerical simulation would be required

to verify the spatio-temporal structure of Mode S'.

Chapter 5

Page 159, line 1: "From the definition, J = m • L2,...", should be replaced with:

"Following the work of Gov •••*; >n & Williamson (1997), the moment of inertia is

defined as J —• m • L2, (a more precise definition is given in chapter 7). From this

definition,..."
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A note on the critical mass ratio for a tethered cylinder

The critical mass ratio as defined in Chapter 5 describes a mass ratio below which large

amplitude oscillations are observed, up to and including the highest reduced velocity

simulated. Owing to the definition of u* for a tethered cylinder, only a finite reduced

velocity may be reached for a given tether length and cylinder mass ratio (in contrast

with a freely oscillating cylinder where 0 ^ it* ^ oo). In all cases, simulations were

run at a very large Proude number such that the mean layover angle was greater than

89°, in order to check the definition of the critical mass ratio against that described in

chapter 4. The link between the critical mass ratio for a tethered cylinder and that for

a freely oscillating cylinder may be clearly defined by analysing the equations of motion

for both the tethered- and freely-oscillating cylinder. This is the subject of future work.

Chapter 7

Page 226, line 6: "if L* » 1/64...", should be replaced with:

"if L* » 1/V8..."

Page 227, paragraph 3, line 3: "... frequency response as L*

replaced with: "... frequency response as L* -> l/-\/8..."

1/64...", should be
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Nomenclature

Symbol

'-Bs

V

Q

Qg

a

£

X

ft

v

U)

p

pw

p

a

Parameter

control volume boundary.

solid-fluid interface.

control volume.

solid body volume.

oblique shedding angle.

Adams-Basliforth coefficients.

eccentricity parameter.

Adams-Moulton coefficients.

boundary layer thickness.

vorticity tliickness of separating shear layer.

plane strain, relaxation parameter.

span-wise wavelength.

Floquet multiplier.

kinematic viscosity.

vorticity vector.

oscillation frequency.

stream-wise vorticity.

transverse vorticity.

span-wise vorticity.

potential flow field.

phase lag.

solid body density.

fluid density.

combined solid and fluid density.

Floquet exponent.
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C
A

A*

AR

B

C

c

c*

CA

CD

CL

CEA

Cy

D

d!

f
In

fo

forag

fK, fs

fsL

r
Fr

Fr'

FA

FD

FL

growth rate of most unstable perturbation,

tethered cylinder layover angle

damping ratio.

dimensional amplitude of oscillation.

non-dimensional amplitude of oscillation in the direction of motion,

plate avspect ratio,

buoyancy force,

chord length of plate,

damping coefficient.

normalized damping coefficient.

added mass coefficient.

drag coefficient.

lift coefficient,

tension coefficient-

force coefficient in the direction of motion,

effective added mass,

mean lift coefficient-

peak lift coefficient.

base pressure coefficient-

cylinder diameter.

H + twice the momentum tliickness.

body oscillation frequency,

natural frequency.

wake shedding frequency of an oscillating cylinder,

drag trace frequency.

dimensional form of the Karman shedding frequency.

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability frequency,

frequency ratio, ///yv-

Froude number,

modified Froude number,

aerodynamic force,

drag force,

lift force.

FS

FE

F9

Ft

Ftoi

Fo

9

H

J

k

k*

Hi '•hi 'ui

L

L(u)

L*

Lc

n

m

mA

m*

m*crit

N

N(u)

P

P

P'

r'

Re

Ro

St

s9
t

T

side force.

external (non fluid) forces.

force of gravity.

total force.

force tolerance condition.

force acting in the direction of motion.

acceleration due to gravity.

thickness of plate.

polar moment of inertia.

spring stiffness coefficient.

normalized spring stiffness coefficient-

inlet length, cross-flow length, out-flow length

dimensional tether length.

linear diffusion term.

non-dimensional tether length.

cylinder span-wise length.

normal vector.

solid body mass.

added mass.

mass ratio.

critical mass ratio.

number of macro-elements.

non-Linear advection term.

interpolating polynomial order.

pressure factor; base pressure field.

perturbation pressure component.

perturbation field.

Reynolds number.

Roshko number.

Strouhal number.

Skop-Griffin parameter.

non-dimensional time.

Karman shedding period.
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T

u

u,u
u'rms

Uoo

u,v,w

Viol

u,v,w

u', v', w'

x,y,z

y'

V

x

Mean tension force.

velocity vector.

intermediate velocity field.

RMS fluctuating velocity component.

free-stream velocity.

reduced velocity.

velocity components in the x, y and z direction.

velocity tolerance condition.

base velocity components.

perturbation velocity components.

Cartesian coordinates, inertial reference name Cartesian coordinates.

normalized Cartesian coordinates.

oscillation time trace.

normalized oscillation time trace.

gradient operator.

curl operator.
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Chapter 1

Background Information and
Literature Review

1.1 Introduction to the Present Problem

Tins thesis reports on a study of tv/o distinct but related topics in the field of the flow

around a bluff body located within a uniform homogeneous Newtonian fluid.

The first problem deals with the transition to three-dimensionality of fluid struc-

tures in the wake of a blunt flat plate as a function of Reynolds number. Previous

research indicates that transition of the fluid structures, from two-dimensionality to

tlirec-dimensionality, is the first step to a fully turbulent flow field in the wake of a

nominally two-dimensional bluff body. Knowledge of this transition may develop our

understanding of turbulent structures in general. This problem has been studied in de-

tail specifically for the flow around a circular cylinder, however little research has been

undertaken regarding flow transition for other bluff body geometries. The research re-

ported herein aims to extend knowledge to incorporate the effect of a change in bluff

body geometry to the phenomenon.

The second problem deals with the flow-induced vibration of a circular cylinder and

may be broken into two separate parts, the second part being an extension of the first.

Initially the flow-induced vibration of a hydro-elastically mounted, buoyant cylinder

with low mechanical damping and spring stiffness is studied. The cylinder is restricted

to move transverse to the flow field, as tliis motion has the greatest applicability to

practical problems. Tin's problem has practical applications in several fields, including:

submerged pipelines, the motion of lighter-than-air craft, and submerged bodies, such

as submarines. Tins study focuses on the effect of a change in mass ratio, with the

ultimate aim to identify a critical mass ratio below which sustained peak to peak
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oscillations are observed beyond a finite reduced velocity.

As >n extension to tliis problem, the flow-induced vibration of a buoyant cylinder

tethered to a pivot point is studied. Tliis geometry effectively negates mechanical

damping and extends the vortex induced mot ion study to incorporate the effects of both

in-line and transverse oscillations of the body. As with the hydro-elastically mounted

cylinder case, the tethered cylinder has practical applications in submerged pipelines,

however few (if any) previous studies into the motion of a tethered cylinder have been

reported. Hence, of principal importance to this investigation is the effect of mass ratio

and tether length to both the mean lay-over angle (6) and the cylinder angle oscillations

(6') around this mean angle. It is anticipated that observed cylinder oscillations will

mimic that already identified in the previous st tidies of the hydro-elastically mounted

cylinder. Finally, this study aims to determine whether the reduced velocity (u*) is the

correct, parameter against which to non-dimcnsionalize results.

Background information in the form of a literature review will be presented later

in this chapter. Sections 1.2 and 1.3 will present previous research applicable to both

problems presented in this thesis. Section 1.4 will present research in the area of tliree-

dimensional flow instabilities. Section l.C will present prior research in the area of

flow-induced vibration.

Chapter 2 presents both the numerical and experimental tedmiqucs used in the

present investigation. Validation of the methods used will also be covered within this

chapter.

Chapter 3 discusses the findings of the Floquet analysis on tlirce dimensional flow

instabilities in the wake of a blunt flat plate. Three modes are identified mid c 'spared

to those found in previous studies.

In chapter 4, two-dimensional simulations of the flow-induced vibration of a circular

cylinder are presented. In section 4.2.2, a critical mass ratio is found below which

sustained peak to peak oscillations are observed.

In chapter 5, the system described in chapter 4 will be extended to a tethered

cylinder, and findings of two-dimensional simulations will be presented. The effect of

changing mass ratio is presented in chapter 6 and the effect of changed tether length

ratio is presented in chapter 7. In chapter 6, the numerical findings will be compared

with the results of an experimental investigation. From this comparison, the choice of

using a two-dimensional domain may be validated. Finally in chapter 8, conclusions

are drawn and possible future work is cited.

1.2 Vorticity and fluid forces acting on bodies

Vorticity fields are used throughout this thesis to visualize the fluid structures in the

wake of the bluff body of interest. For the second problem studied, the fluid flow induces

forces on the body which in turn induce body motion. The fluid forces acting on the

body have been mathematically i Ja ted to the fluid structures in the wake tlirough the

concept of vorticity (for example see Lighthill (19G3), Batchelor (19G7), Morton (1984),

Wu (1981), a îd Wu & Wu (1996)).

1.2.1 Vor t ic i ty Defined

Vorticity is defined as the the local angular velocity of the fluid (Dsiiiclson (1997)) and

is mathematically defined is the curl of the velocity vector (u),

u> = V x u. (1.1)

Equation 1.1 may be decomposed into Cartesian components as:

dw dv du dw dv du

oy dz dz dx dx dy v ;

Tliis thesis is only concerned with the vortex shedding from nominally two-dimensional

bodies, and as such the tliree components of vorticity will be referred to as:

u)x : stream-wise vorticity,

uv : transverse vorticity,

u)z : span-wise vorticity.

Fully three dimensional flow fields (i.e. flow fields having components of each of

ujx,ujy, and us) occur in general for all bluff body wakes when the Reynolds number

is beyond a critical threshold (see section 1.3). For low Reynolds number flows, it is

possible to assume that the flow field is two-dimensional and from equation 1.2 the

vorticity field can be completely described by OJ~.

For an incompressible homogenous fluid, vorticity can only be generated at solid-

fluid boundaries (Morton (1984), Wu & Wu (1996)). Morton (1984) further found

that vorticity generation results from a tangential acceleration of the boundaiy and

its generation is instantaneous with this acceleration. After the vorticity has been
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generated, it diffuses into the fluid domain and is transported away from the solid-fluid

boundary by both convection and diffusion (Wu (1981)). Morton (1984) further found

that vorticity can only decay in the fluid interior due to diffusion although circulation

is conserved; (lie boundary plays no role in the decay of vorticity.

By taking the curl of the momentum equations for an incompressible homogeneous

fluid, the Helmholtz equation may be written as:

j = V x ( u x w ) + t'V2u> (1.3)

From this equation, vorticity can only decay in the interior of a viscous fluid (Wu

(1981)). As each term in equation 1.3 is proportional to vorticity, if u) = 0 then it will

remain zero. Coupled with a solution for the pressme field, a solution to equation 1.3

is all that is required for a complete understanding of a fluid flow. Several numerical

techniques (vortex methods) have been developed to solve fluid problems by solving

equation 1.3, for examples see Leonard (1985) and Sliiels (1998) among many others.

1.2.2 Vorticity and the fluid forces acting on a body

The force acting on a body due to the surrounding fluid flow may be determined in

terms of vorticity, as was shown by Wu (1981). A sufficiently large control volume (V)

is cliosen to encompass both the body and fluid of interest such that there is a very

small net transfer of momentum through the control volume boundary (!BL). The body

has volume Vs and the solid-fluid interface is defined by 23 s (see figure 1.1).

The total force, Ft acting on V can be determined from the integral form of momen-

tum theory (which is derived in many fluid dynamics text books, for example Wliitc

(1999)) as:

Ft = — j pudV + * pwn(u • n)dSL (1.4)
"* Jv JBL

The first integral on the right hand side of equation 1.4 defines the momentum

generated witliin the control volume. The term p is either the density of the fluid pw

or the density of the solid ps depending on the area of interest within V. The second

integral defines the net flux of momentum into the control volume, where n is the vector

normal to the control volume boundary, BL . Assuming that V is sufficiently large, the

second term on the right hand side of equation 1.4 is negligible, equation 1.4 can be

simplified and assuming there is only one solid body in the control volume, written as:

Figure 1.1: Control volumes and control volume boundaries used in relating vorticity

to fluid forces acting on the body.

7tls Jt (1.5)

The first term on the right hand side of equation 1.5 describes the momentum gener-

ated witliin the fluid region of the control volume. The next two terms describe the

momentum generated by the motion of the solid body witliin the control volume. From

Newton's second law, the second term in equation 1.5 is the total force acting on the

body {FThody).

Equation 1.5 describes the total force acting on the control volume, which includes

forces due to the fluid flow (the aerodynamic force, FA) and external forces which may

act to control the motion of the body witliin the fluid, FE. The effect of the external

forces may be written in terms of a pressme force acting on the body from the invisckl

"far field" by rewriting the inviscid momentum equations such that the pressure term

is the subject and integrating over the surface of the body:

In the above equation, the second term may be neglected as u decays asymptotically

to zero (see Wu (1981)) and does not contribute to the suiface integral; the fimction



/(£) is also neglected as it is independent of position.

The aerodynamic force, FA, is finally determined by negating the external force

(from Equation 1.6) from the total force acting on the body (Frbmly):

= Pw f ^ n d - B h - 1 I PwudV •
dt ,/v<

(1.7)
/ B L , <>"' «*«• , / V "•'• ,/Vs

Tins equation is written in terms of the velocity vector, however, by use of the

Biot-Savart law:

, 2TT -rc
(1.8)

equation 1.7 may be rewritten in terms of the vorticity. In equation 1.8, r and TQ me

position vectors (ro is the initial position of a vortex core).

The above derivation is largely taken from Wu (1981) who provided a complete

derivation relating both the aerodynamic force and moment acting on a body to the

vortex structures in the surrounding fluid. Independent work by Noca (1997) has

extended this idea to allow for finite control volume sizes. By allowing a net flux of

momentum through the control volume and by using Stokes theorem to transform the

volume integrals in equation 1.7 to surface integrals; Noca (1997) allows information

from finite control volumes, in conjunction with experimental techniques such as DPIV

to provide quantitative forces acting on the body. His derivations have been successfully

applied to both numerical and experimental studies in the related papers of Noca et al.

(1997) and Noca et al. (1999) at both low and liigh Reynolds numbers.

1.2.3 Vorticity and fluid s t ructures in t he wake

Fluid structures in the wake of a bluff body are generally depicted in terms of vorticity

for several reasons. The vorticity vector is Galilean invariant (hence the wake structure

is the same regardless of the reference frame of the observer). Regions of high vorticity

only occupy a finite space, and the observer may restrict attention to the rotational

region of the wake (Wu & Thompson (1973)). Regions of the wake may be classified as

regions of diffusion and regions of convection.

1.2.4 Summary: Vorticity and the current problem

For both studies undertaken in this project, vortex fields have been used extensively to

depict the flow field around nominally two-dimensional bluff bodies.
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In the first study, the individual Cartesian components of vorticity are used as a

representation of the three-dimensional wake, and "vortex structures" are used to visu-

ally identify different stability modes which occur during the onset of three-dimensional

instability in the wake of bluff plates.

In the second study, the property of Galilean invariance allows the study of the

fluid structures in the wake of the moving body regardless of the reference frame. By

analyzing the vorticity field, one is able to relate the force acting on the body to the

surrounding flow structure.

1.3 Introduction to the Flow Around Bluff Bodies

Rosliko (1955) defined a bluff body by describing two critical features of the flow past

the body:

"The main feature(s) of flow past a bluff body is its separation from the

body surface, well ahead of the rear stagnation point, and the formation of

a large wake."

This study is restricted to the flow past nominally two-dimensional bluff bodies

(cylinders). The first part of this project is confined to the intrinsic wake transition from

two- to three-dimensional flow, for cylinders of varying cross-sectional geometry. For a

circular cylinder, these intrinsic transitions oecur in the range Re > 180 (Williamson

(1996b)). The second part of the project concerns the flow-induced vibration of a

tethered circular cylinder at low Reynolds numbers.

The formation of vortex structures in the wake of two-dimensional bluff bodies has

been the subject of intense study and debate for close to a century, e.g, Karman (1911),

Rosliko (1954), Berger & Wille (1972) and Williamson (1996c).

Much of this work has focused on the circular cylinder, due in part to the geometric

simplicity, engineering practicality, and variation in results obtained over a wide range

of investigations (to be discussal herein). Several comprehensive review articles exist

on the topic (for example Gerrard (1978), Berger & Wille (1972), Williamson (1996c)

and many others).

In the second part of this project, all simulations were carried out using a two-

dimensional domain, and as such were restricted to low Reynolds number flows (Re <



200). Direct comparisons were made between this work and experimental work eon-

ducted in collaboration with Josie Carbcrry in the Monash FLAIR, water channel (see

section 6.7) which was conducted up to Re ~ 10000.

As a result of the requirements of the two studies, flow phenomena up to Re = 10000

will be examined in detail, however phenomena occurring at higher Reynolds numbers

will only be briefly examined.

1.3.1 2D Transition

For very low Reynolds number flow fields, Re < 47, the flow around a circular cylin-

der is steady-state in nature. Above Re = 4, the wake consists of two recirculating

vortices attached to the rear surface of the cylinder and symmetrically placed about

the centreline; together they form the recirculation region. Within this Reynolds num-

ber range, the size of the recirculation region varies in proportion to Reynolds number

(Coutanceau & Bouard (1977), Gcrrard (1978)).

Taneda (1956) observed irregular perturbations forming within the recirculation

region for Re > 35. These perturbations convected downstream and were quickly

damped out However, oscillations of the wake 'trail' further downstream were ob-

served for Reynolds numbers as low as 30. He further found a critical Reynolds number

of itecri = 45 beyond which the recirculation region of the wake became unstable.

Coutanceau & Bouard (1977) found a critical Reynolds number, Recr\ = 39.5, beyond

which the size of the two vortex cores varied independently of each other. The dis-

crepancy between Taneda (1956) 's and Coutanceau & Bouard's findings may in part

be explained by the highly sensitive nature of the recirculation region and wake to

perturbations. Taneda (1963) found slight oscillations of the cylinder cause near-wake

oscillations for Reynolds numbers as low as 1. A comprehensive summary of the flow

structures in the wake of a cylinder at these low Reynolds numbers is given by Gerrard

(1978).

As the Reynolds number increases beyond Rea-i, there is a Hopf bifurcation of the

near wake, and a transition in the flow structures in the wake of the cylinder, itecri

has been found by Shair et al. (1963) and Provansal et al. (1987) to vary between

47 < Recri < 123 inversely with the cylinder aspect ratio (defined as the ratio' of

span length to cylinder diameter), however the generally accepted, experimentally-

determined value of Rea-i (for "infinite cylinders") is between 47 and 49 (Norberg
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Figure 1.2: Karman vortex street in the wake of a circular cylinder at Re = 105;

Van Dyke (1982)

(1994) and Williamson (1996c)). For Re > iJe^i, the recirculation region becomes

unstable and the two vortices begin to shed alternately. The steady wake is replaced

with a pattern of alternating negative and positive vortex cores converting downstream.

The wake structure is described as a Karman vortex street, after von Karman (1911)

(see Lamb (1932)) who analytically described the stability of the wake structure. An

example of the Karman vortex street is shown in figure 1.2. von Karman (1911) found

that the spatial anangenieiit of the observed vortex cores exhibits neutral stability. The

vortex formation and shedding mechanism is described in detail by Perry et al. (198*>}.

They found that viscous diffusion was not part of the basic shedding mechanism. Tliis

explains why the Karman type instability is observed over a very wide range of Reynolds

numbers.

For Reynolds numbers in the range Re ~ [49,140], the wake flow field is intrinsically

two-dimensional in nature. The vortex shedding mechanism in this Reynolds number

regime is commonly referred to as laminar shedding.

1.3.2 Extrinsic 3D transition

In the Reynolds nmnber range of [50,150] Rosliko (1954) observed a continuous curve

describing the variation in the Strouhal number as a function of the Reynolds number

given by the following equation:

Re - St = 0.212#e - 4.5, (1.9)



where the term on the left hand side of the equation is commonly referred to as the

'Roshko' number. Several investigators have since found different relationsliips between

St and Re, see for example figure 1.3.

022

Figure 1.3: Comparison of results of measured Strouhal number as a function of

Reynolds number; Gerrard (1978); results from: — , Rosliko (1954); - • —, TYitton

(1959); , ; from Berger (19G4).

Tritton (1959) found a discontinuity in the Strouhal-Reynolds relation resulting in

a reduction in the Strouhal number of around 5% for Reynolds numbers above the

discontinuity (Res). The transition occurred in the range Res = [90,100] for his wind

tunnel experiments and Res -- 70 in his water channel experiments. He proposed that

the low speed mode arose from an instability of the wake, whereas the high speed

mode arose as a direct result of the flow interaction with the cylinder surface. His

findings were confirmed by Berger (1964) (see Tritton (1971)). Tritton (1971) repeated

liis experiment in a new facility in order to establish the repeatability of his findings,

here he found Res = 110. Frielie (1980) found qualitative agreement with Berger and

Tritton for cylinders with aspect ratios L/D > 150.

In liis investigation of vortex shedding beliind tapered cones, Gaster (1969) found

no evidence of the discontinuity in the Strouhal-Reynolds number relationship. Gaster

(1971) found a number of span-wise cells of constant shedding frequency. From the evi-
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dence of these two papers, Gaster (1971) suggested that observations or a discontinuity

were due to a non-uniformity in the flow field of Tritton's facility. The repeatabil-

ity of the phenomenon found across experimental setups in Tritton's (1959,1971) work

questioned this conclusion.

Figure 1.4: A chevion pattern of oblique shedding, Re — 90, induced by end (span-wise)

boundary conditions; from Williamson (1996c)

A related observation is the phenomenon of oblique shedding (that is, vortex shed-

ding at an angle a to the span direction - for example see figure 1.4) observed in this

Reynolds number regime, even for exceptionally long cylinders (Norberg (1994) found

oblique shedding for Lc/D < 2000). Tliis phenomenon was found to be related to the

clioice of end conditions by Geiich & Ecklemann (1982) who hypothesized a connection

between their findings and the observed Strouhal-Reynolds number discontinuity. They

found a region of low frequency shedding ranging from 6 to 15 cylinder diameters from

the cylinder ends. The extent of this low frequency region depended on the clioice of

end conditions, however with Lc/D < 30, the low frequency region extended across the

entire span.

Ramberg's (1983) study of the flow past yawed cylinders allowed him to characterize

the Strouhal frequency by taking the velocity component perpendicular to the cylinder.

He noted an interdependence between the Strouhal frequency and the cylinder yaw. He

also found that the addition of end-plates angled to be in-line with the flow influenced

the shedding angle near the cylinder ends.

Williamson (1988a) extended Ramberg's (1983) work to the flow past a circular

11



cylinder with no yaw angle to the flow. He observed a universal continuous Strouhal-

Reynoids number curve by relating the StrouhaJ number measured frcn? flow with a

oblique shedding angle a to a universal Strouhal number StD using following equation:

Stv = StJ COS(Q). (1-10)

He found Stv corresponded almost exactly with the Strouhal number measured exper-

imentally for the flow past a circular cylinder with induced parallel shedding, achieving

a continuous Strouhal-Reynolds number relationsliip up to Re ~ 178 (see figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.5: The continuous universal Strouhal Reynolds number relationship proposed

by Williamson (1988a); data from laminar parallel shedding using different techniques

agrees within 1%; from Williamson (1996c)

Williamson (1988a, 1989) further found that a could be controlled by changing

the end conditions and parallel shedding could be induced across a majority of the

span. Tliis finding has been observed also by Hannnache & Gharib (1989), Miller &

Williamson. (1994), Eisenlolir & Eckelmaim (1989) and others. By using a Ginzburg-

Landau equation to model the flow, Albarede & Monkewitz (1992) found that in general

a slight increase in the local Reynolds number near the cylinder ends acts to induce the

observed parallel shedding.
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The two-dimensional simulations used tliroughout this project do not incorporate

extrinsic (i.e. external forcing) three-dimensional effects, and the shedding is modelled

as being parallel to the span dimension. The Sist part of the project does not concern

the tliree-dimensional transitions caused by extrinsic effects. Extrinsic effects continue

beyond the laminar regime and are apparent up to and including Re = O(l0A) (Norberg

(1994)) and they must be taken into consideration when comparing numerical results

to experiments.

1.3.3 Intrinsic 3D transition

In his «tudy of the flow past a circular cylinder, Rosliko (1954) found transition oc-

curred in the Reynolds number range Re = [150,300]. Velocity measurements in the

wake featured irregular bursts of energy accompanied by low frequency fluctuations.

Witlu'n this range, as the Reynolds number was increased, these irregular bursts be-

came more frequent and more intense. Beyond the transition range, no irregular bursts

were observed. Dye visualizations of the wake flow field by Hama (1957) in the Reynolds

number range Re = [80,300] indicated that the transition range corresponded with the

appearance of an irregular transverse waviness in the near wake wliich became more

intense and violent with increased Reynolds number. By taking time traces of veloc-

ity fluctuations within the wake, Bloor (1964) showed that the transition range is not

associated with transition to turbulence in the free shear layers.

Fiuther dye visualization by Gerrard (1978) showed 'fingers of dye' emanating from

the newly shed primary vortex and orientated in the stream wise direction. The 'fingers

of dye' were observed to connect between the cores of successive Kannau vortices. The

span-wise distance between neighboring stream-wise structures was found to vary across

the length of the cylinder span, however observation of his figures 25-28 indicates that

the distance between the neighboring structures decreases with increasing Reynolds

number.

Williamson (1988b) was able to distinguish two distinct three-dimensional flow in-

stabilities within the transition region. He found a discontinuous drop in the Strouhal

number marking the inception of the first instability as the Reynolds number was in-

creased above the critical Reynolds number (Rea — [140,194]). Williamson & Rosliko

(1990) noted a discontinuous drop in the base suction coefficient (—Cpa) at the same

Reynolds number, as shown in figure 1.6. Associaud with this drop is the observa-

13
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Figure 1.6: Plot, of the base suction coefficient over a wide range of Reynolds numbers;

from Williamson (1996c)

tion that the primary Karman vortices undergo sinusoidal span-wise perturbations (in

agreement with the findings of Hama (1957)). The perturbations have a span-wise

wavelength of 3-4 cylinder diameters (Williamson (1996b), Brede et al. (1994)). Over

several shedding cycles, the initial span-wise waviness grows until vortex loops, pulled

out of X\>e deforming primary vortices, are stretched hi the braid regions to form counter-

rotating stream-wise vortex pairs. These vortex pairs occur with the same span-wise

wavelength as the initial sinusoidal perturbations. Over successive primary Karman

vortex cycles, stream-wise vortex structures form at the same span-wise location as

their predecessors, however their vorticity is of opposite sign; that is, the mode exhibits

out of phase symii etry. The structure described above has been termed "Mode A"

shedding by Williamson (1988b) and is shown in figure 1.7. Similar wake patterns have

been observed experimentally by Brede et al. (1994) and Hammache & Gharib (1989).

A relatively large range of critical Reyiiolds numbers (ReC2 = [180,194]) have been

experimentally recorded for Mode A transition. This is partly due to the hysteretic (or

sub-critical) nature of the transition. Free stream turbulence (Bloor (1964)), cylinder
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Figure 1.7: Dye visualization of the Mode A instability in the wake of a circular cylinder.

Re = 200, X/D = 4.01; flow is from right to left; from Williamson (1996c)

aspect ratio (Norberg (1994)) and end conditions (Williamson (1996b)) all affect the

transition Reynolds number. The use of end plates to exclude extrinsic effects has

enabled reseaichers to study intrinsic transition in isolation (for example Williamson

(1988b)). However, the inclusion of end-plates induces large scale vortex dislocations

(Williamson (1996b)) which disturb (he Karman vortex shedding at the cylinder ends

and effectively reduces the span over which parallel shedding is observed, an example

of wliich is shown in figure 1.8. Miller & Williamson (1994), using non-mechanical end

conditions, yielded "clean" end conditions, and observed the critical Reynolds number

for Mode A transition as Re^ = 194. This was taken as the critical Reynolds number

for purely intrinsic transition to tluee-dimensional flow.

As the Reynolds number is further increased to Re = [230,250], a new mode of

instability is intermittently observed (Mode B (Williamson (1988b))). With increasing

Reynolds number, Mode B is established as the dominant mode and Mode A is no longer

observed. For a circular cylinder, Mode B has a span-wise wavelength of 1 diameter

and is shown in figure 1.9. From this observation, Williamson (1996c) has suggested

that Mode B scales on the vorticity thickness in the braid shear layer. The span-wise

wavelength remains constant over a broad Reynolds number range; Mode B has been
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Figure 1.8: Dye visualization of a two-sided vortex dislocation in the wake of a circular

cylinder, Re = 140, x/D = 18 to GO (vertically); from Williamson (1990c)

Figure 1.9: D;,v visualization of the Mode B instability in the wake of a circular cylinder,

Re = 270, X/D ^ 1.0; flow is from right to left; from Williamson (199Gc)

largcvscale vortex dislocations appear to be due to a nonlinear instability and occur

naturally once the Mode A instability has reached a non-linear saturated state. The

linear analysis performed by Barkley i; Henderson (1990) could not predict the largo-

scale instabilities or the associate*! mluetion in St and dp.

observed experimentally at Reynolds numbers up to 10 ()()(). Mode B exhibits in-phase

symmetry; that is, successive stream-wise vortex structures have the same sign.

Miller & Williamson's (1994) results correspond very well with the numerical Flo-

quet stability analysis performed by Barkley k Henderson (1990). Barkley k Henderson

(1990) confirmed the critical span-wise wavelengths for both Mode A and Mode B. They

found critical Reynolds numbers of 188.(5 for Mode A, and 259 for mode B, correspond-

ing well with experimental findings. Due to the nature of Floquet stability analysis,

only intrinsic linear instabilities may be deduced.

Williamson (1990) has associated the reduction in both Strouhal number and base

pressure coefficient with the spontaneous formation of larg<vseale vortex dislocations,

which occur experimentally at the same critical Reynolds number as for mode A. These

10

Figure 1.10: Iso-surface visualization of a Mode A instability from a direct numeri-

cal simulation; the yellow surface represents positive ux; the blue surface represents

negative u^; the ml surface represents us; from Thompson at al. (1994)
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Williamson's (1998b,1996a) observations have been verified both experimentally

and numerically by a number of authors. Thompson et al. (1996) conducted (DNS)

computational studies of the flow around a circular cylinder using a three-diincnsional

flow field. Their work verified the existence, and critical span-wise wavelength, of both

Mode A and Mode B (see, for example figure 1.10). Henderson (1997), Zhang et al.

(1995), Brede et al. (1994) and Hainmache & Gharib (1989) have, through independent

experiments, verified the existence of both Mode A and Mode B in the wake of a circular

cylinder.

1.3.4 Transition to Turbulence

As the Reynolds number is increased further, the iarae scale three dimensional structures

constituting Mode B become increasingly more disordered. Associated with this is an

increase in the base suction coefficient, —CPB (Williamson (1996b)) wliicli peaks at

Re ~ 260. A corresponding peak is observed in loth the formation length (Una! &

Rockwell (1988)) and in the parameter:

\

^rms
(1.11)

This implies a maximum value in the instantaneous velocity fluctuations in the near

wake and is inferred by Williamson (1996b) as an increase in the near-wake Reynolds

stresses, (defined as —pu'v'). As the Reynolds number is increased beyond 260, the base

suction coefficient gradually decreases (Williamson K: Roshko (1990)), as does uj.ma/̂ oo

(Williamson (1996b)).

Two theories have been suggested in order to explain the local peak at Re ~ 260.

Barlcley & Henderson (1996) find that this corresponds to the Reynolds number at wliicli

Mode B becomes linearly unstable to the two-dimensional flow field. The inception of

Mode A would appear to allow Mode B to become unstable at lower Reynolds numbers

experimentally. Williamson (1996c) suggests that this finding may explain the distinctly

ordered patterns observed at this Reynolds number. He further proposes that the local

peak may be due to a resonance between the Karman frequency and Kelvin-Hcimholtz

instabilities in the shear layer, based on the following equation proposed by Prasad &

Williamson (1997):

SK
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where /SL is the frequency of the Kelvin-Hehnholtz instability within the shear layer
and fk is the Karman shedding frequency.

Kelvin-Helmholtz iastabilities in the shear layer of a circular cylinder were analyzed

in detail by Bloor (1964), who found a critical Reynolds number equal to 1300 below

wliicli iastabilities were not observed. A more recent study by Prasad & Williamson

(1997) found that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in the shear layer are only observed

for Re > 1200 for parallel shedding and Re > 2600 for oblique shedding. They relate

tills finding to the requirement that at least one spatial wavelength of the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability must propagate within the formation length. Prom these findings

it seems difficult to use equation 1.12 at Re ~ 260; the origin of the base suction

maxima at Re c? 260 remains unresolved.

As the Reynolds number is increased beyond the critical Reynolds number marking

the onset of the shear layer instability (Re ~ [1200,1600]) the base suction coefficient

increases once more (Norberg (1994)) and the Strouhal number gradually vkcreases.

Consistent with these findings, Schiller & Linke (1933) found that the formation length

decreases with increasing Reynolds number beyond the onset of the shear layer insta-

bility. They also found the turbulent transition point in the separating shear layers

moves upstream with increasing Reynolds number. Visualization of the wake by Unal

& Rockwell (1988) and Lin et al. (1995) confirms the findings of Schiller & Linke (1933).

Braza et al. (1986) found the shear layer instability is principally two-dimensional in

nature and contributes to the rise of the 2-D Reynolds stresses and the base suction

pressure coefficient.

The base suction coefficient continues to increase with Reynolds number in the

Reynolds number range Re = [1000,100000] ( Norberg (1987) and Bearman (1969)).

1.3.5 Higher Reynolds number flows

As the Reynolds number is increased beyond Re ~ 100 000, both Cps and Co de-

crease dramatically in the well known 'drag crisis' or 'Critical Transition'. This is due

to the turbulent transition point in the boundary layer moving sufficiently upstream

that a separation-reattachment bubble forms on the sides of the cylinder resulting in

a dramatic reduction in the width of the downstream wake (see Roshko (1993) and

references cited therein). As the Reynolds number is increased beyond Re ^ 200 000,

the turbulent transition only occurs on one side of the cylinder which acts to generate
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a net mean circulation inducing a mean lift (Schewe (1983)).

In the Reynolds number range 0.5 x 106 < Re < 1 x 106, the flow is symmetric

again. The drag coefficient is extremely low; Bearman (19G9) detects fluctuations in

the wake however it is unknown if vortices still form and shed in the traditional Karman

manner. This Reynolds number region is known as the 'supercritical regime'

As the Reynolds number is increased beyond 1 x 106, the drag begins to increase

with increasing Reynolds number. The boundary layer is now turbulent upstream of

the separation point. See Roshko (1961) for further details.

1.4 Instability theory and intrinsic flow transition

In sections 1.2-1.3, previous work has been reviewed which pertains to both problems

analyzed in tins thesis. Tins section is restricted to analyzing previous work pertaining

to the first problem (i.e. intrinsic flow transition in the wake of blunt flat plates with

elliptic leading edges). Section 1.6 reviews previous work in relation to the second

problem in the thesis.

As stated in section 1.3, a majority of research into the flow past bluff bodies has

focused on the flow past a circular cylinder. Tin's section will focus on intrinsic flow

transition in the wake of bluff bodies of non-circular cross-section. Following this will be

a review of stability theory for each instability mode: identified, which allows comparison

of the flow transition in the wake of a wide range of bluff bodies.

1.4.1 Flow Transition in the Wake of Non-Circular Cylinders

Zhang et al. (1995) experimentally observed the existence of a Mode C instability in

the wake of a circular cylinder when a tripwire was placed adjacent to the cylinder in

a direction transverse to the fluid flow. The Mode C instability was found to have a

span-wise wavelength of 1.8 cylinder diameters (between the wavelength of the other

modes), and was found to occur when the tripwire was located witliin 1 diameter of

the cylinder. No information of the symmetry of the Mode C instability was provided.

They hypothesized that the suppression of the flow field near the boundary layer results

in a Mode C instability occurring in preference to Mode A and Mode B. Numerical cal-

culations performed by Zhang et al. (1995) supported their experimental observations.

Williamson (1996b) suggested that Mode C was only present due to the forcing on the
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two dimensional wake by the trip-wire and did not represent a "natural" instability of

the Karman vortex street.

Tlma

Tlnvi

Figure 1.11: Space-time reconstruction of a>., of normalized Floquet modes for Modes

A, B, and S. Dark contours represent negative vorticity, light contours represent positive

vorticity; from Robichaux et al (1999)

Robichaux et al (1999) performed a Floquet stability analysis on a criinder of

square cross-section. Their model predicted the existence of a third mode of instabil-

ity, winch they denoted Mode S. Wliile many physical features of tins instability mode

con-esponded to those of Zhang et aVs (1995) experimental and numerical work, Ro-

bichaux et al (1999) did not refer to this instability as Mode C as a trip wire was not

required to artificially break the planar symmetry and trigger the instability. The wake

of the square cylinder was found to b' unstable to Mode S for Reynolds numbers beyond

200. However, at this Re3Tiolds number, the wake is already unstable to both Mode A

and Mode B and hence the two-dimensional wake may not adequately model the fully
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three-dimensional wake observed experimentally at this Reynolds number. Due to the

restriction of using linear analysis, their research did not indicate if Mode S would be

observed experimentally. The structure of the tliree modes they identified are shown

in figure 1.11.

Recently, Blackburn & Lopez (2003) repeated a Floquct analysis of both a square

and circular cross-section cylinder. They found a tlurd mode of instability with a

critical wavelength between that of Mode A and Mode B (A a 2.5), coinciding with the

critical wavelength foimd by Robichaux et al. (1999) for the flow past a square cross-

section cylinder. This mode of instability was found to have complex conjugate Floquet

multipliers (for a discussion of the Floquet method see section 2.3) with the direct

implication that the mode represents either standing or travelling waves. They refer to

tins instability mode as the quasi-periodic (or QP) mode. This finding is in agreement

with Barkley & Henderson's (1996) finding for a circular cylinder but it contradicts

the findings of Robichaux et al. (1999) for the wake of square cylinder. Blackburn

& Lopez (2003) demonstrated that the Floquet multipliers approach the negative real

axis with increasing Reynolds numbers and suggested that Robichaux et al. (1999), by

looking at Reynolds numbers above the onset for the QP mode, confused what they

saw for a subharmonic instability, as at these higher Reynolds numbers, the imaginary

component is comparatively small.

Blackburn & Lopez (To Appear) demonstrated that three-dimensional structures

consistent with Mode A, Mode B and Mode QP existed for the case of a periodic driven

cavity flow. They found that, for their geometry, many of the properties of mode QP

were similar to those of Mode B. From this evidence, they hypothesize that mode QP is

an example of a -entrifugal instability. Blackburn et al. (To Appear) postulate that the

QP mode becomes unstable via a Niemark-Sacker bifurcation. They further postulate

that the QP mode is an example of a centrifugal type instability.

Meiburg & Lasheras (1987, 1988) conducted combined experimental and numerical

investigations of the flow in the wake of a very thin flat plate held parallel to the flow.

In these investigations they perturbed the flow in the span-wise direction generating

several three-diinensional structures, two of which appear to have similar spatial sym-

metry to Mode A and Mode B in the wake of a circular cylinder. Julien et al. (2003a)

experimentally investigate the flow over very thin flat plates. They find, in the case with

no external forcing, that the two modes of tliree-diraensional transition corresponding
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with Mode A and Mode B of a circular cylinder occur naturallv in the wake.

Previous studies have been conducted on the wake of blunt flat plates with elliptical

leading edges (which is the subject of the first problem discussed in the thesis). Tan

(2001) studied the flow around a blunt flat plate with elliptic leading edges both with

and without imposed three-diinensional perturbations, using three-dimensional DNS.

He found for a plate aspect ratio C/H = 7.5 (where C is the chord length of the plate

and H is the plate thickness), a Mode A like instability for Re = 500. He found no

three-diinensional instabilities below this Reynolds number, however the next lowest

Reynolds number investigated was 400.

For a shorter plate, C/H = 2.5, he found a Mode A instability at Re = 300 and

a Mode B type instability at Re = 350. For both plate C/H values, t! t itical

wavelength of Mode A is uncertain, as only one complete wavelength was •;• ;> jd in

the span-wise domain. Details of these findings are also presented in ITy •>•!-:• u. et al.

(2001).

1.4.2 Theory of wake transition

In the previous section, tliree instability modes have been identified, and it has been

shown that each of these modes may grow in a wide range of flow geometries. By

modelling each of these modes analytically in terms of an instability theory, similarities

in many flow field types can be related, and the complex problem of three-dimensional

transition may be simplified. The current theories for the growth of each of the modes

are presented briefly here.

Mode A

Mode A transition has been studied by numerous authors, and several transition media-

nisms have been suggested. Leweke & Provansal (1995) used a Ginzburg-Laridau model

to model the flow in the wake of a circular- cylinder and from their findings proposed

that Mode A was a form of a Benjainin-Feir instability. The wake dynamics cf a Mode

A instability are consistent with this finding, however the Benjamin-Feir instability

has a vanishing span-wise wave-number which is inconsistent with experimental and

numerical observations of Mode A (e.g. Williamson (1988b), Barkley & Henderson

(1996)).
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Brcde et al. (1996) suggested that the strong curvature of the streamlines observed

in the wake was consistent with a centrifugal type instability, however nc conclusive

evidence exists to support their theory.

Williamson (1996b) suggested that Mode A was associated with an elliptic insta-

bility of the primary Karman vortex cores, Leweke & Willimson (1998) concurred.

The theory of elliptic instability was originally developed for the idealized flow

field consisting purely of elliptic streamlines in an unbounded region. Several authors,

including Pierrehumbert (1986), Bayly (1986), Landman & Saffman (1987) and Waleffe

(1990) have contributed to the development of elliptic instability theory within this

idealized flow field.

Figure 1.12: Elliptic flow stream-lines; from Williamson (1995c)

The elliptic streamlines of the idealized flow are created by the superposition of a

solid body rotation of constant vorticity u; and a plane strain e to give the following

equation for the flow field:

0

0

0 (1.13)

(see Leweke & Williamson (1998)) which results in the flow field depicted in figure 1.12.

For values of the eccentricity parameter, /? = 2e/\u)\ < 1 the flow is elliptic; for 0 > 1
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the flow is hyperbolic. In either case, the flow is unstable to perturbations acting in

the z direction (that is, normal to the elliptic streamlines).

The instability of the elliptic flow field is due to an amplification of inertial waves

in the rotational frame of reference of the base flow (Waleffe (1990)), and for inviscid

flows, the growth rate, <r» of the most unstable perturbations is:

~ ~ ^ ( 1 - pm)n for 0 < j3 < 1 (elliptic flow) (1.14)

where the values of m — 2.811 and n - 0.3914 have been found by Landman & Saffman

(1987). Importantly, in the idealized case, all the perturbation wavelengths, Xz, are

equally unstable.

Both elliptic and hyperbolic regions can be observed locally in the wake of a bluff

body, where the local hyperbolic regions correspond to the braid regions and the local

elliptic regions correspond to the primary vortex cores. Here, the extent of either the

local hyperbolic or local elliptic regior. is clearly finite and is restricted by adjacent

wake structures. However, Waleffe C.99Q) showed that there were localized modes of

elliptic instability which would grow within the primary vortices in the same fashion as

the idealized unbounded elliptic fields.

Eloy & Le Dizes (1999) and Eloy & Le Dizes (2001) found analytically that the

perturbation lengt.li scale iu the span-wise direction is coupled So the length scale in the

cross-stream plane. Therefore, as the size of the elliptic region of the flow is restricted to

the pririary vortex core region, there is an upper limit of allowed span-wise perturbation

wavelengths, Xz. Further, the addition of viscosity imposes a lower a limit to the span-

wise wavelength.

Leweke & Willimson (1998) find that the most unstable span-wise wavelength is

X~ ~ 3D given that 0 ~ 0.6. They further 2nd that there is an invariant stream-tube

wliich is not disturbed by the growing perturbation. These findings ere in agreement

with experimental and numerical observations for a Mode A instability in the wake

of e circular cylinder. However Henderson (1997) questioned this finding, as the most

significant growth for Mode A is not found in the vortex core as would be expected for

an elliptic instability, but in the hyperbolic braid region.

Recently Thompson et al. (2001c) proposed that Mode A is due to a co-operative

elliptic •nstability between two adjacent primary Karman vortices. Using numerical

tecliniques, they were able to separate span-wise perturbations growing in the braid re-

gion from perturbations growing within the vortex core, and perform tliree-dimensional
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Figure 1.13: Iso-surface visualization of the perturbation UJ- after removing (left) the

hyperbolic or (right) the elliptic component of the Floquet mode and evolving the flow

for 2.4 shedding periods; from Thompson et al. (2001c)

DNS simulations to evolve both solutions separately. They found a topology similar to

Mode A evolved for the simulation initially disturbed by vortex core perturbations. The

simulation perturbed only in the braid region took longer to evolve back to the Mode

A field. From this they concluded that perturbations occurrhig in the elliptic vortex

core region are essential to generate a Mode A instability (see figure 1.13). The higher

growth rate noted in the braid region by Henderson (1997) appears to be due to the

elliptic perturbations being amplified in the highly strained braid region. These results

agree with Leweke & Williamson (1998) who found a co-operative elliptic instability

occurred in the flow of two interacting counter-rotating vortices.

Mode B

Williamson (199Gb) related the span-wise wavelength of the Mode B instability with

the vorticity thickness of the separating shear layer, 8^. He found for the wake of a

circular cylinder that 8^ measured one diameter downstream of the cylinder could be

related to the Reynolds number by:

4,
D

4.2
(1.15)

For Re = 230, marking the critical Reynolds number beyond which Mode B occurs,

8u/D ~ 0.28 and Xz ~ 0.981? ^ 48^. He related this finding to studies on mixing layers

by Corcos & Lin (1984) who find that the inobt unstable wavelength of an instability

in a shear layer is A a 38^. Williamson (1996b) suggests that a system of counter

rotating vortices may have a critical wavelength of twice this value (i.e. A- ~ G^).

close to his observed value. Williamson (1996b) proposed that Mode B may be a result
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of a hyperbolic instability in the braid region. However as a hyperbolic instability has

no preferred perturbation wavelength, this suggestion does not agree with the very

consistent wavelength observed for a Mode B instability.

More recently, Ryan et al. (To appear) have suggested that Mode B is due to a

centrifugal instability. They find that Mode B has the greatest growth between the

hyperbolic saddle point found in the braid region, and the elliptic flow field of the

vortex core. They quantified the maximum perturbation amplitude of Mode B as

approximately 7.2(Uoo/D)2, where t/oo is the free stream velocity.

hi order to test the theory of a centrifugal instability, the profile of a primary vortex

core was isolated from the surrounding flow field creating an idealized flow field. A linear

stability analysis was conducted on the idealized vortex core which found a maximum

growth rate of 10(Uoo/D)2 with a preferred span-wise wavelength of 0.6D. This is close

to the growth rate and span-wise wavelength observed for the Mode B instability.

They propose that the amplitude of the perturbation is maintained over time and

that the perturbation remains in the braid region which is then convected downstream.

They further propose that the perturbation is sufficiently large to influence the upstream

production of the Mode B instability and the process is repeated.

Ryan et al. (To appear) are careful to emphasize that the proposed centrifugal

mechanism may only be applicable to the wake of a circular cylinder. For the wake

beliind a blunt flat plate with an elliptic leading edge, a Mode B' was found which was

subtly different in topology to Mode B for a circular cylinder (see chapter 3). This

may be due to the elliptic instability playing a more dominant role for this bluff body

geometry when compared to a circular cylinder.

1

Mode QP

Considerably less research has been devoted to the existence and generation mechanism

governing mode QP. However Blackburn et al. (To Appear) suggest that it is an example

of a centrifugal instability. However, at this stage there is little evidence to support or

reject this suggestion.
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1.5 Scope of First Investigation

Despite intrinsic transition being noted for a range of cylinder cross-sectional geome-

tries, to the author's knowledge, no study has been conducted which systematically

alters the bluff body aspect ratio, C/H, and observes the effect of this alteration on

the intrinsic transition to tliree dimensionality discussed in sections 1.3.3 and 1.4. That

is, it has generally been believed that the circular cylinder transition scenario is fairly

generic. A primary aim here is to test this hypothesis (with a body geometry which

can be specified by a simple parameter).

The aim of this study is to quantify the characteristics of the three-dimensional

instabilities in the wake of a nominally two-dimensional bluff cylinder. The leading-edge

geometry is chosen to be streamlined to prevent any vortex shedding into the boundary

layer as it convects along the plate surface and into the wake. Experiments with a semi-

circular leading edge showed that small boundary layer vortices could occur at Reynolds

numbers of order 1000 and possibly less. An elliptical leading edge prevents this from

occurring. For all numerical experiments described in this paper, the elliptic leading-

edge has a major to minor axis ratio of 2.5:1. The cylinders have a square trailing

edge such that vortices are shed at the same spatial location regardless of the Reynolds

number. In each investigation the cylinder is modelled »xs being immersed within a

uniform homogeneous incompressible Newtonian fluid with constant inlet velocity U.

There are two parameters governing the flow behaviour. The first is the aspect

ratio, AR = C/H, and the second is the Reynolds number, Re — UH/u, where v is

the kinematic viscosity. Within the scope of this investigation, four aspect ratios were

studied (AR = 2.5, 7.5,12.5, 17.5), encompassing a non-equilibrium boundary layer at

small aspect ratio to a near-universal boundary layer (prior to flow separation) for the

larger aspect ratio studies. Through the course of the investigation it was found that the

critical Reynolds number range for three-dimensional transition increased substantially

with aspect ratio. Hence, it was necessary to use liigher Reynolds numbers for the

larger aspect ratios.

Numerical modelling was performed in two stages. Initially, the time-dependent two-

dimensional flow field around the cylinder is predicted by solving the time-dependent

Navier-Stokes equations in two dimensions. Above the critical Reynolds number, Reci

two-dimensional instabilities saturate to form the familial" periodic flow field in the form

of a Karman vortex street of period T. The stability of this periodic, two-dimensional,
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base flow field to threeKhmensional disturbances is then determined usi
bility analysis.

using Floquet sta-

1.6 Vortex-Induced-Vibration

As discussed in section 1.2, fluid forces acting on a body may be directly related to the

vortex structures in the surrounding fluid. For the case of a bluff body, the vortices in

the wake form periodic fluid structures referred to collectively as the Karman vortex

street (discussed in section 1.3.1). These structures induce periodic forcing on the body.

Depending on the mass of the body, its mechanical damping and its spring stiffness, the

periodic forcing can induce vibrations of the body. Vortex-induced-vibration of circular

cylinders is comprehensively reviewed by Sarpkaya (1979), Griffin & Rainberg (1982),

Bearman (1984) and the books by Blevins (1990) and Naudascher & Rockwell (1993),

as well as many others.

Studies of vortex-induced-vibration of bluff cylinders generally consider either the

motion of a stiff, flexibly-mounted cylinder which has the same motion along the entire

length of the span; or a flexible cylinder, in wliich vortex-induced vibration creates

travelling modes along the span. A flexible cylinder generally exhibits vortex-induced-

vibration along part of the span which subsequently forces oscillations at different span-

wise locations. This review will focus on stiff, flexibly-mounted, circular cylinders.

Variations in the inlet velocity are quantified by the reduced velocity u* = U^/ fnD,

where Uoo is the inlet velocity, D is the cylinder diameter and fn is the natural frequency

of the flexibly mounted cylinder.

Flexibly mounted bluff bodies generally exliibit vortex-induced-vibrations with com-

ponents in-line and transverse to the flow field. Across a wide range of u*, the largest

amplitude of the transverse component of oscillations is typically an order of magnitude

greater than the largest amplitude of the in-line component Beaiman (1984). It could

be anticipated that large amplitude transverse oscillations, excited by the lift force, oc-

cur when the shedding frequency, /,, approaches the natural frequency of the system,

fn (i.e. a peak in the transverse component of oscillation occurs as u* —• 1/St).

As the Strouhal number for a fixed circular cylinder can be assumed to be roughly

equal to 0.2 over a wide range of Reynolds number, a peak amplitude in transverse

oscillations should occur as u* —* 5; this phenomenon has been widely reported (see
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for example Griffin & Ramberg (1982)). Similarly for in-line oscillations, it may be

anticipated that a peak in the amplitude will occur as /Drag = 2 • fs —•» /n , as the drag

force is now driving the oscillation. Appreciable in-line osciLlations have been reported

in the range u* = [1.5,4]. by King (1974).

1.6.1 In-Line Oscillations

k s mcreoumj

Figure 1.14: Amplitude response of a cylinder free to oscillate in the in-line direction;

as a function of reduced velocity; from King (1974)

King (1974), by restricting the cylinder to only oscillate in-line with the flow, ob-

served oscillations up to 0.15 diameters in amplitude in the Reynolds number range

6 x 104 to 6 x 105. He observed two modes of shedding. The first is a symmetric mode,

where both positive and negative vortices are shed from the cylinder for each oscilla-

tion cycle and convect downstream symmetrically. Further downstream, the symmetric

structure becomes unstable and the wake reverts to the staggered Karman type. The

symmetric mode was found to occur in the range, u* = [1,2.5]. A local minimum in the

in-line oscillation amplitude was noted at u* ~ 2.5, however in the range u* — [2.5,4], a

second mode of shedding was observed (see figure 1.14). In tins mode, a single vortex is

shed per oscillation cycle, and the wake resembles the traditional Karman arrangement.
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King (1974) further speculated that a critical Reynolds number existed, in the range

Re = 1200 — 1500, below which in-line oscillations were not observed. King's (1974)

results have been qualitatively verified by Jauvtis & Williamson (2002).

1.6.2 Transverse Oscillations

Many studies have analyzed the freely oscillating cylinder, restricted to oscillate trans-

verse to the free-stream. Of these studies, several have considered the case of a rigid,

spring-mounted cylinder. This will be of principal interest in this review, as it repre-

sents the geometry winch most closely resembles that investigated in the second part

of this thesis. The equations of motion for this system will be briefly discussed. Non-

dimensional groups arising from the linearized solution of the equations of motion form

the basis of much discussion in the literature. The equations of motion governing an

elastically-mounted cylinder system may be written in Cartesian form as:

m>y + c - y + ?:-y = FLt (1.16)

where m is the mass of the cylinder, c is the meclianical damping acting on the cylinder,

k is the mechanical spring stiffness of the supporting springs, and FL is the lift force

acting on the system (see figure 1.15).

y'

K

F rD>

Figure 1.15: Hydro-elastically mounted, transversely oscillating, cylinder system,

hi the case where both the wake shedding frequency, /<,, of the oscillating cyli
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der, and the oscillation frequency, / , coincide (referred to as iock-in' by Khalak &

Williamson (1999) and Sarpkaya (1995)); both the cylinder oscillation and the lift force

acting on the cylinder may be modelled as the sinusoidal functions:

y = A • sin(art)

FL = FL • sin(ojt

(1-17)

(1.18)

where A represents the peak amplitude, and FL represents the peak lift force. Prom

standard vibration analysis (for example Rao (1995)), the forcing signal (FL) must

precede the cylinder oscillation signal (y); this is commonly referred to as the 'lag'.

This is accounted for by the inclusion of the phase lag term (<fi). For positive work

to be done by the fluid on the cylinder, 4> must be in the range 0° to 180° as pointed

out by Blackburn & Henderson (1999). The phase lag may be related to the structural

damping, spring stiffness, and cylinder mass by the equation:

C-UJ
= tan- l (1.19)

where u> = 2ir • / is the oscillation frequency of the cylinder systems-

Substituting equations 1.17 and 1.18 into equation 1.16, and using the trigonometric

identity:

sin (a + b) = sin(a) • cos(6) + cos(a) • sin(6),

the equation of motion may be reduced to,

—mu2Asin(cut) + avAcos(uJt) + kAsin(u>t)

— Fy • [sin(ut) cos(<j>) + cos(t>£) sin(<p),

or in non-dimensional terms as,

(1.20)

(1.21)

1 A

*sin{ut) A*sinorf

cos
(1.22)

where definitions of the non-dimensional parameters are listed in table 1.1.

Two identities may be derived from equation 1.22 (following Bearman (1984) and

Khalak & Williamson (1999)):

C sinf'M fu*\2

A* = . o / . ~r— ( — I /*, (1.23)
47T3(m* + CA)£

j .
CA (1.24)

Mass Ratio

Damping ratio

Reduced velocity

Amplitude Ratio

Frequency Ratio

Peak Lift Coefficient

m"

C

u*

m

2y/k(m + mA)

Uoo

r

Cy

A
D

h
FY

Table 1.1: Non-Dimensional parameters used to normalize the equations of motion of

a freely oscillating cylinder.

where the term CEA is defined as,

Cy

Prior research has considered three fundamental questions in relation to vortex-

induced-vibrations of cylinders:

• Can the maximum amplitude of oscillation

for a range of system parameters?

be characterized by one plot

• What modes of oscillation response exist for cylinders constrained to oscillate

transverse to the flow field?

• What vortex structures exist in the wake of the oscillating cylinder as it ap-

proaches synchronization?

Two further questions have relevance to this thesis, and shall also be addressed:

• What is the effect of Reynolds number on the cylinder response?

• What are the implications of the limiting case of zero spring stiffness and zero

damping on the system?

Each of these questions shall be considered in turn.

i\
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Characterizing the Maximum Amplitude Response

For large mass ratio cylinders (m* » 1), Beannan (1984) found that, under resonance

conditions, the oscillation frequency / approached both the shedding frequency of the

fixed cylinder (/0) and the natural frequency of the cylinder system (i.e. / ~ f0 ~ /„)•

This implies that (for large m') /* - 1 « * «* ~> llSi' A s t h e S t w M I W m b e r

St ~ 0.2 for a wide Reynolds number range, resonance should occur as u* -> [5,6],

yielding large response amplitudes, A*. This phenomenon has been observed by Griffin

& Ramberg (1982) for m* = 4.8 and 43. Therefore, for resonance, both u* and f*

approach constant values, and from equation 1.23, the amplitude of oscillation may be

written:

A*<x
Cy siu(^) (1.26)

Further, from equation 1.23, if u* and /* are constant, CYsm(</>) is purely a function

of A*. The conclusion drawn by several investigators (for example Vickery & Watkins

(1964), Scruton (1965) and Skop & Griffin (1973)), is that for large mass ratios under

resonance conditions:

A*r- l (1.27)
(m* + CAK

Several parameters have been developed in order to plot against A^ such that

the amplitude data collapse over a wide range of m* and C- The best known of these is

a term developed by Skop & Griffin (1973) and Skop (1974) who modelled the vortex-

induced-vibration of an elastically mounted cylinder using a Van-der-Pol equation; they

suggested the term,
S9 = 27C*St2 • (1-28)

Griffin et al. (1982) compiled several sets of results from separate studies, plotting

A^ax as a function of Sg, and found an overall trend was evident across the experi-

ments, An example Skop-Griffin plot is shown in figure 1.16. Griffin (1980) and Skop

& Balasubramanian (1973) have provide updated versions of this plot,

Considerable scatter was noted for results where Sg < 1.0. Sarpkaya (1978, 1979)

reported variations in A*max of between 50-100% by varying m* independently of m* • <

at S si 2.0. Beannan (1984) found that for the case of small mass ratio, /* will be

affected by both mass ratio and damping constant independently. Analysis of equation

1.24 agrees with Bearman's (1984) conclusion, for small mass ratios, the value of CEA

begins to dominate the right hand side and /* varies accordingly.
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Figure 1.16: Skop-Griffin plot showing peak amplitude A* versus the Skop-Griffin pa-

rameter Sg; from Khalak & Williamson (1999)

Sarpkaya (1993, 1995) concluded that the A^^, Sg plot could only be used to give

an approximate indication of the maximum amplitude observed; Zdravkovich (1982)

concurred.

Ramberg k Griffin (1981) reviewed two sets of experimental results for m* = 3.8

and m* = 34.0 respectively at Sg = 0.5 — 0.6. They found two results of interest; first,

A^^ was found to be roughly equal to 0.5 for both mass ratio values; second, the range

of u* for which large amplitude, synchronous oscillations were observed was larger for

the lower mass ratio case.

Khalak & Williamson (1999) found A^^. remained reasonably constant for the

values m* = 2.4,10.3 and 20.6, when A* was plotted against Sg. For low mass ratios,

they found a mode of oscillation not observed at higher mass ratios (the upper mode)

wlucli explained the variation in amplitude for low Sg (Sg < 1.0, see 1.17) as the mass

ratio was varied.

Finally, the maximum amplitude that could be obtained in the limiting case of zero

damping has been estimated as A^^ ~ 1.1 by Skop & Balasubramanian (1973) from

evidence of prior investigations. Beannan (1984) suggested a value of A^^ ~ 1.5.

Experimental evidence from Hover et al (1997, 1998) gave A^ax - 0.8 for zero mass-

damping. Khalak & Williamson (1999) point out that this large scatter of results is

probably due to the wide variety of experimental setups used (including cantilevers,
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Figure 1.17: Griffin plot of the present peak amplitude data, compared with data

compiled by Griffin (1980). •, Khalak & Williamson (1999); o, data compiled by

Griffin (1980); — Skop & Balasubrainaman (1973); Av P ckburn & Karniadakis

(1993); - - • - - , Karniadakis (1996); from Khalak & Williamson (1999).

pivoted cylinder and elastically mounted cylinders), they found no experiment which

has found -A ôa: > 1-13 for an elastically mounted cylinder, and conclude that tin's value

approximates the value of A^^ with no damping.

Modes of Oscillation for the Elastically Mounted Cylinder

Feng (1968) investigated the flow past an elastically-mounted, low-damped, freely-

oscillating cylinder with m* ~ 250. He found two branches of oscillations (see 1.18). As

the oscillation frequency approached the natural frequency of the cylinder system. As

the reduced velocity was increased from u* cz 5, the maximum amplitude of oscillation

increased rapidly with reduced velocity reaching a maximum value of A^^. ~ 0.6. A

hysteretic jump was noted in the amplitude in a very narrow reduced velocity range

(u* ~ 6.0). As the reduced velocity was further increased, the amplitude decreased

gradually. Khalak & Williamson (1997) have termed the first mode of oscillation the

"initial branch", and the second mode of oscillation the "lower branch". Brika &

Laneville (1993) found qualitatively similar results for the case of a vibrating cable, as
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Initial excitation branch

Lower branch

Figure 1.18: Schematic of the large mass-damped response of a freely oscillating cylin-

der, showing the initial and the lower branch; from Khalak & Williamson (1999).

did Saltara et al. (1998), and Pesce & Fujarra (2000), who independently investigated

the response of flexible cantilevers.
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Figure 1.19: Amplitude response for constant m*(, but for different values of m*,

plotted as a function of «•//*. Data: ;m* = 2.4 and m*< = 0.014; D,m* = 10.3 and

m*C = 0.017; ^ m * = 20.6 and m*C .= 0.019; from Khalak & Williamson (1999).
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Khalak & Williamson (1999) considered mucli lower values of mass ratio (m* ~

10), and mass damping values (m* • £ ~ 4% of Feng's (1968) value). They found a

third branch of oscillation, referred to as an "upper branch" which exhibited much

larger amplitude oscillations {A^^ ~ 1-0) when compared to Feng's (1968) findings.

They also found the extent of reduced velocity over which significant amplitudes were

observed varied inversely with m*. In Khalak & Williainsoirs (1999) results, the upper

branch occurred for low mass ratios, between the initial branch and the lower branch

(see figure 1.19). The jump between the initial and upper branch was found to be

hysteretic, whereas the jump between the upper branch to the lower branch was found

to occur intermittently.

In the author's opinion, the hysteretic jump between the initial and upper branches

may contribute to the large scatter found when A* is plotted against Sg for low mass

ratio cylinders. This conclusion is supported by Khalak & Williamson (1999), who

found the A^^ values collapsed when plotted against Sg for mass ratios in the range

m* = 1.2 — 20.6 for both the upper and lower branch. Their results coincide with

previous experimental findings.

Khalak & Williamson's (1999) findings were confirmed and extended by Govardhan

& Williamson (2000). Govardhan & Williamson (2000) studied mode transitions for

oscillating cylinders of low m* and m* • (,. They split the lift force into a potential force

and a vortex force (following Lightliill (1986). In a fashion similar to that described in

section 1.2, where,

Fvortex = —^Pw [jA I (* X Ua)dV = FTotal ~ FPotential, (1-29)

= -CA • npwD2Lc/4 • y(t), (1.30)

and Lc is the span of the cylinder; they rewrote the equations of motion in the form,

(m sin(a;i

= FTotai si <j>Totai)-

(1.31)

(1.32)

In equation 1.31, <j>vortex represents the phase lag of the vortex component of the force

and in equation 1.32, <}>TataX represents the phase lag of the total force, both with respect

to the cylinder displacement.

By rewriting equation 1.19, both <j>Totai and fvortex can be represented by the

damping coefficient, and the frequency ratio as:

ffluid

- f*2

J flfluid ^

Jvacuum_

(1.33)

(1.34)1 — f*2

Lx J vacuum J

where fZamum = f/fnvncv.um a n d ///„„* = f/fn}tuid; fnvnCu»m
 i s the natural frequency of

the oscillating cylinder in a vacuum, and fnfhlid is the natural frequency of the cylinder

in the fluid in which it is immersed.
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Figure 1.20: Relationship between total transverse force (Ctotal), the potential added

mass force {Cpotentiai ), and the vortex force (Cvortex) in the initial, upper and lower

brandies, (m* = 8.63, < = 0.00151); from Govardhan & Williamson (2000).

Govardhan & Williamson (2000) found that the transition from the initial to the

upper branch occurred when f*fluid -> 1, and involved a jump in (f>Vortex&om <pVortex ~

5° to <f>vortex ^ 175°, as predicted from equation 1.33. They further found the transition

from the upper to the lower branch occurred as fvacuum -* *> corresponding to a jump

in footai from <f)Totai a 5° to <hotai ^ 175°. For large mass ratios f*^^ -» f}lnid, and

no distinct upper branch was observed, the transition in <j>rotal and <f>vacuum occurring

simultaneously (as shown in figure 1.20).
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Govardhan & Williamson (2000) found a good collapse of amplitude data across a

wide range of mass ratio m* = 1.19-8.63 when plotted against the term {u*/ff[uid)-St.

They concluded from observation of equation 1.25 that, since A* was independent of m*

in the lower branch when plotted against (u*/ffluid) -St, CEA must also be independent

of m* for the lower branch. They also concluded that as /* was constant for a given

m* in the lower branch; from equation 1.25, CEA must be a constant value. Combining

these observations, they found that for a cylinder oscillating in the lower branch, CEA

should be the same constant value regardless of cylinder mass ratio. They found this

value to be CEA = —0.54.

Substituting this into equation 1.24 for the lower branch, they obtained,

f* - (1.35)

From equation 1.35, they conclude that a critical mass ratio exists (m^.it = 0.54),

below which the lower branch cannot exist. They confirmed this result by observing

oscillations of a cylinder with m* = 0.52 which oscillates in the upper branch up to the

highest reduced velocity measured by their experimental setup. Finally they derived two

equations which described the extent of u* over wliich the lower branch was observed,

Ktart - 5.-
m*+CA

m*-0.54'
nor: I™* + CA

«finish * 9-25V^~oT54-

(1.36)

(1.37)

In light of their findings of a critical mass ratio, Carberry (2003) questioned the

validity of the jump between the upper and lower branch being associated with ff^d-

Clearly, for the case of m* < 0.54 the cylinder oscillation frequency passes tlirough

ffluid' m i d ye*' n o imaP between the upper and lower branch is observed, their results

are shown in figure 1.21.

Vortex Structures in the Wake of a Freely Oscillating Cylinder

Each branch of oscillation described in the previous subsection is associated with a

different vortex pattern in the wake. Khalak & Williamson (1999) associate this with

the sharp changes in <f>Totai and <j>vortex associated with the jump between oscillation

brandies. The diange in vortex structures coincides with a switdi in the timing of

the vortex shedding with the body displacement, This was first shown by Zdravkovidi

(] 982). His findings were confirmed by Griffin & Ramberg (1994) who studied the forced
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Figure 1.21: Amplitude of oscillation response for a low mass-damped cylinder for two

mass ratios; the smaller mass ratio is less than the critical mass ratio found for this

Reynolds number range; from Govardhan & Williamson (2000).

oscillation of a cylinder at low amplitudes. Simulations by Meneghini h Bearman (1995)

and Lu & Dalton (1996) also agree with this finding.

Griffin & Ramberg (1974) found an asymmetric shedding mode associated with

forced in-line oscillations. Here, two positive vortex cores and one negative vortex core

were shed over each oscillation cycle. Williamson & Roshko (1988), by studying the

forced oscillation of a circular cylinder, found three wake types whidi they referred

to as the 2S, 2P, and P + S modes. The 2S mode corresponded to a single positive

vortex and a single negative vortex being shed over eadi oscillation cycle; the 2P mode

corresponded to a pair of negative vortices and a pair of positive vortices being shed per

oscillation cycle; and the P+S mode corresponded to the asymmetric wake structure

observed by Griffin & Ramberg (1974). Their results have been confirmed by Sheridan

et al. (1998), and by Brika & Laneville (1993) who were the first to observe both the

2P and 2S modes for the case of a freely osdllating cylinder.

Govardhan & Williamson (2000) found that the initial branch-of'oscillation corre-

sponds to a 2S mode (see figure 1.22), whereas both the upper branch and the lower
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Figure 1.22: Vortex structures in the wake of a low-mass damped hydro-elastically

mounted cylinder, for oscillations in the initial branch: the cylinder is at the top of its

oscillation cycle. UJZ-D/U = ±0.4, ±0.8. ±1.2... u* = 5.18. Re ~ 3000: from Govardhan

& Williamson (2000).

branch corresponds to the 2P mode (see figure 1.23 and 1.24). For the upper branch,

they found that the second vortex in the 2P mode was considerably weaker than its

neighbor, and was very quick to dissipate; further downstream, the wake resembled a

2S mode.

To the author's knowledge, the 2P mode has not bevn observed numerically. Evan-

gelinos k Karniadakis (1999) simulated a freely vibrating cable at R.c = 1000. and found

a transient. P + S mode corresponding to the lower branch of oscillation. A study by

Blackburn et al. (2001) compared two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations

with experimental results for a freely oscillating cylinder. Their two-dimensional study

did not find either the 2P or P+S wake modes for any of the modes of oscillation.

However, their amplitude response, while significantly lower than A*nax found either

experimentally or by the three-dimensional simulations, did find an initial, lower and

upper branch. By taking the span-wise average of the span-wise vort icity of their tlmxv

dimensional simulations, they found a vortex pattern which resembles the 2P mode for

the lower branch of oscillations, as shown in figure 1.25.
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Figure 1.23: Vortex structures in the wake of a low-mass damped hydro-elastically

mounted cylinder, for oscillations in the upper branch, showing the 2P mode of shwl-

diug; the cylinder is at the top of its oscillation cycle. uz • D/U -• ±0.4, ±0.8, ±1.2...

u* = 5.39, Re ~ 3100: from Govardhan & Williamson (2000).

The Effect of Reynolds Number

As discussed in the previous subsection, two-dimensional numerical simulations have

not managed to capture a 2P mode of shedding. Numerical simulations have also

consistently found lower A*max values when compaml to experimental results. This

is most likely due to the limited Reynolds number range which numerical algorithms

can accurately simulate the flow field. To the author's knowledge, all direct numerical

simulations conducted to date have considered Re ^ 1000. Most experiments have

considered a higher Reynolds number range, for example Govardhan & Williamson

(2000) considered Re ~ [1000,10000], as did Khalak & Williamson (1999).

Anagnostopoulos k Bearman (1992) experimentally investigated the case of a freely

oscillating cylinder at low Reynolds number (Re = 90 - 150); in this range, from

section 1.3.1, the flow is laminar. They found, for m* = 150 and m*C = [0.18,0.228], a

maximum oscillation amplitude of A* ~ ().(>. This value occurred very close to the lower

limit of the lock-in region. A slight variation in the amplitude is noted in comparing

the case of an increasing w* to a. decreasing u*, indicating a possible hysteresis between
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Figure 1.24: Vortex structures in the wake of a low-mass damped hydro-elastioally

mounted cylinder, for oscillations in the lower branch, showing the 2P mode of shedding;

the cylinder is at the top of its oscillation cycle. uiz-D/U = ±0.4, ±0.8, ±1.2... u* = 0.40.

Re ~ 3700; from Govardhan & Williamson (2000).

the initial and lower branch similar to that reported by Feng (19(58) and many others.

Finite element simulations performed by Anagnostopoulos (1989) at Re = 106 and

115 were in good agreement with Anagnostopoulos & Bearnmn's (1992) experimental

findings. All vortex structures observe! in the wake of the oscillating cylinder in the

numerical simulations were 2S in nature.

Shiels (1998) and Sliiels at al. (2001) considered the flow past a freely oscillating

cylinder at the limiting case of £ = 0 and with A" —* 0 and m —• 0, at a Reynolds number

of 100. Their results agraxl qualitatively with Anagnostopoulos & Bearman's (1992)

experimental findings, despite the significant difference in mass ratio values investigated.

Govardhaji k, Williamson (2003) re-interpreted Shiels e.t al. (2001) data to find a critical

mass ratio, m^ = 0.25, below which appreciable oscillations were observed for u* = oc.

Tliis value was compared to the experimental finding of tn*crit = 0.54 at higher Reynolds

number.

To the author's knowledge no systematic investigation has taken place wliich in-

vestigates the effect of Reynolds number on the critical mass ratio, or indeed if such a
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Figure 1.25: Phase and span-wise average contours of span-wise vorticity for a cylinder

oscillating in the lower branch, (top), numerical simulations; (bottom), experimental

results; from Blackburn et al. (2001).

critical mass ratio exists for all Reynolds numbers.

The Effect of Zero Damping and Zero Spring Constant

Shiels (1998) and Shiels et al. (2001) both considered the case of a freely oscillating

cylinder with no mechanical damping. From equation 1.33 and equation 1.34, tliis

restricts the phase lag (pTotai «»)<! <f>vOrtex to 180° for finite amplitudes of oscillation, or

0° for no oscillation. From Govardhan & Williamson's (2000) findings, oscillations are

therefore restricted to the lower branch of oscillation near the resonance condition, as no

phase jump can occur. However, relatively high amplitude oscillations, reminiscent of

the upper branch, were found by Govardhan & Williamson (2003) when re-interpreting

Shiels et a/.'s (2001) data, and from this data they determined a critical mass ratio

(as discussal in the previous subsection). Therefore, the dramatic: change in amplitude

noted as m* < m*rit is not necessarily associated with a jump in the phase lag angle.
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Govardhan & Williamson (2003) extended the findings of Govardhan & Williamson

(2000) by determining the response of a elastically-mounted cylinder at an infinite

reduced velocity. They obtained an infinite reduced velocity by setting the mechanical

spring constant, k, to zero. Tins allowed for u* — oo through,

: 0 ; «• = — = 00. (1.38)

They found a jump in A* as a function of m*, such that large peak-to-peak oscil-

lations were observed for all mass ratios m* < 0.54 (as shown in figure 1.26). They

used tins result to support their hypothesis that large peak to peak oscillations (corre-

sponding in Govardhan & Williamson (2000) to the upper branch) continue up to and

including u* = oo for m* <

Figure 1.26: Amplitude response (A*) of a hydro-elastically mounted cylinder at u* —

oo, as a function of mass ratio; from Govardhan & Williamson (2003).

It would appeal- from casual observation that tliis result corresponds to the upper

branch discussed in Govardhan & Williamson (2000). However, by rewriting the equa-

tion of motion (equation 1.16) with a zero spring constant, the author has concluded

that a jump in (hotai (associated with the transition from the upper branch to the lower

branch) is not possible at an infinite reduced velocity. This conclusion is drawn from
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the following 'Amplitude' equation:

s\ — — ~—n ~. (i.oyj
&7T 771

For a finite amplitude, the cos(<£rof(1/) must be negative, and therefore footai = [90°, 180°]

for finite A*. As <}>Totai -* 0° in the upper brancli (Govardlian & Williamson (2000)),

the upper branch cannot be reached for an infinite reduced velocity.

Tins conclusion was confirmed in private communication with Govardhan and WiUiamson

Govardhan concluded that the large peak to peak oscillations observed in Govardhan

& WiUiamson (2003) corresponded to large peak to peak oscillations within the lower

branch. Tins was also observed in Govardhan & WiUiamson (2000) when fyacuum is

marginally greater than 1.

hi conclusion, both the initial branch and the upper branch (as described by Go-

vardhan & Williamson (2000) can only exist with a finite spring stiffness and mechanical

damping. However, when k and/or c are set to zero a critical mass ratio below which

large amplitude osciUations are observed, has been confirmed to exist for the Reynolds

number range, Re ~ [1000,10000] and Re = 100.

1.6.3 Combined In-Line and Transverse Oscillations

Two distinct areas of research have involved cylinders with oscillation components in

both the in-line and transverse directions.

The first area restricts the cylinder to osciUate at an angle a inclined to the free

stream. Ongoren & Rockwell (1988) investigated the forced oscillation of a cylinder

at an angle to the free-stream. They found that phase locking between the.cylinder

oscillations and the cylinder wake was possible for aU oscillation angles investigated

(a — [0°, 90°]). Kocabiyik (2003) numerically investigated the case of a freely osciUating

cylinder osciUating at an angle to the free-stream. She found a net positive h'ft for all

positive angles of attack.

The second area of research allows the cylinder to freely oscillate with components

in the in-line and transverse directions. Moe & Wu (1990) studied this case, however,

due to their experimental setup, the in-line mass ratio was different to the transverse

mass ratio. The experimental setup also gave distinct in-Une and transverse natu-

ral frequencies. They found a broad range of reduced velocity over which large peak

to peak oscillations were observed. However, they did not find any evidence of the
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distinct branches of oscillation discussed previously. Sarpkaya (1995), using a similar

experimental setup, found that the response of a cylinder allowed to oscillate with com-

ponents in both the in-line and transverse directions could, in certain circumstances,

behave substantially differently to the freely oscillating cylinder, restricted to transverse

oscillations discussed earlier.

Jauvtis & Williamson (2002) and Jauvtis & Williamson (2003) investigated the case

of a cylinder allowed to freely oscillate in both the in-line and transverse directions,

where the mass ratio and natural frequency was the same in both the in-line and

transverse directions. They investigated the mass ratio range, m* = [5,25] and the

reduced velocity range, u* = [2,12]. For u* > 5, they found remarkably little difference

in the results between their experimental setup and the transverse oscillating cylinder

discussed in the previous section. For low reduced velocities the cylinder oscillated

similarly to that described by King (1974) for the case of a cylinder oscillating in-line

with the flow field.

1.6.4 Te thered Bodies

As an extension to the case of the flow-induced vibration of a hydro-elastically mounted

cylinder in a uniform flow field, a study has been performed on the flow-induced vibra-

tion of a buoyant tethered cylinder. This system geometry has practical applications in

submerged pipelines, ocean spars, and tethered lighter-than-air craft. It is also of inter-

est as it exhibits flow-induced oscillation where the combined effects of in-line oscillation

and transverse oscillation may be observed. Finally, both numerically and analytically,

the tethered cylinder provides a simplification to the fully tliree-dimensional problem

of a tethered sphere, which has been the subject of recent investigation (Govardhan &

Williamson (1997), Williamson & Govardhan (1997), Jauvtis et al. (2001)).

For the case of a tethered body, for large tether lengths, the natural frequency may

be related to the tension in the tether through the equation,

(1.40)

where T is the tension force acting through the tether. The mean tension force may be

related to the fluid forces acting on the body tlirough the equation,

T = (FL
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F2
S, (1,41)

where B is the buoyancy force acting on the body, and Fs is the mean side force acting

on the body.

The reduced velocity defined earlier is now implicitly a function of the fluid forces

acting on the body, and in general is equal to,

(1.42)

where V is the volume of the body, A is the cross-section&J area normal to the flow

field, D is the characteristic length of the body (corresponding to the diameter for the

case of a tethered cylinder or sphere), and L* - L/D is the normalized tether length.

The term, gV^/(l^U^As), is effectively the reciprocal of the Froude number squared,

where the Froude number is defined as Fr = Uoo/V9 • £>•

Most previous work regarding tethered bodies has focused on the free sxnface in-

teraction with tethered buoys (Harlemann & Shapiro (1961), Shi-Igai & Kono (1969),

and Ogihara (1988)). hi each of these studies the tethered bodies oscillate due to the

combined effect of a uniform (or sheared) free stream and free surface wave effects. This

combination, incorporating the interaction of a free surface, has made interpretation of

results complex and conclusions difficult to draw.

The Tethered Sphere in a Uniform Flow-Field

The related work of Williamson & Govardhan (1997), Govardhan & Williamson (1997),

and Jauvtis et al. (2001) deal purely with the action of a tethered sphere in a uniform

flow. In these investigations, the definition of the reduced velocity was simplified by

neglecting the mean force coefficients in equation 1.42, giving the equation,

1-m*

This simplification was justified by assuming a maximum Froude number in the order

0.45 in any practical application; however this simplification does limit the applicability

of their findings.

Williamson & Govardlian (1997) studied two positively buoyant spheres with m* =

0.73 and m* = 0.082, in the Reynolds number range Re = [500,14000] for three tether

lengths, L* = 3.8,8.9 and 9.3.

When plotted against UQW, their amplitude data collapsed independently of mass

ratio and tether length (see figure 1.27). Two local peaks in the amplicude of transverse
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Figure 1.27: Tethered sphere results; AY as a function of reduced velocity for the case

of A, m* - 0.26; and o, m* = 0.76; from Govardhan & Williamson (1997).

oscillation were observed. The first, at u* cz 5, had an amplitude Ay = 0.4. Williamson

& Govardhan (1997) hypothesize that tlus local maximum was due to a lock-in effect

as the frequency of oscillation approached the shedding frequency of a fixed sphere (see

tho results of Sakamoto & Haniu (1990) for fixed sphere data).

A second mode was found for u* > 10 with considerably larger amplitudes {Ay =

0.8). For both modes, the same amplitude was noted regardless of tether length. How-

ever, the maximum transverse oscillation amplitude varied inversely with mass ratio,

the sphere with m* = 0.082 only exhibiting maximum amplitudes of Ay = 0.6 in the

second mode. Govardhan & Williamson (1997) found that despite the variation in

the transverse amplitude, the maximum amplitude hi the direction of oscillation was

Alnax a 1.1 regardless of either the sphere mass ratio or tether length.

Williamson & Govardhan (1997) found that the mean drag measured was consid-

erably higher for all Reynolds numbers investigated when compared to that measured

for a fixed sphere.

Jauvtis et ai. (2001) extended the findings of Govardhan & Williamson (1997) and

Williamson & Govardhan (1997) by investigating a tethered sphere with mass ratios
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m* = [0.1,1000] and reduced velocities uGW = [0,300]. They characterized mode one

and mode two as analogous to the 2S and 2P modes discussed in the case of a freely

oscillating cylinder (see section 1.6.2). They found two further modes of oscillation:

mode three, which existed in the reduced velocity range u*GW ~ [20,40] and which

exliibited extremely sinusoidal oscillations; and a fourth mode which existed for all

reduced velocities investigated above uGW > 100. The fourth mode was characterized

by intermittent bursts of high amplitude oscillations.

Pregnalato (2003) and Pregnalato et al. (2003a,b) numerically investigated the case

of a tethered sphere for the much lower Reynolds number range, Re = [200,500]. hi

these investigations, the first mode of oscillation was not found. The numerical results

compared well with experiments perfonned in the same Reynolds number range (see

Pregnalato (2003)).

The Tethered Cylinder in a Uniform Flow-Field

Apart from the work reported by the author in collaboration with colleagues at Monash

University and the work discussed herein, almost no studies have been conducted for

the case of the tethered cylinder. The only work found was' by Meier-Windhorst (1939)

(see Khalak & Williamson (1999)) who investigated the case of a tethered cylinder using

a water table. The cylinder had a very small span/diameter aspect ratio, AR = 1.8.

Due to the experimental setup, the buoyancy force discussed earlier was exactly equal

to zero. They found the existence of an initial, upper and lower branch for tethered

cylinders with sufficiently small damping.

1.6.5 Scope of Second Investigation

For the case of a low mass-damped cylinder, free to oscillate transverse to the free-

stream, Govardhan & Williamson (2000) found a critical mass ratio, and in Govardhan

& Williamson (2003), they expanded their findings to include the numerical results

of Shiels et al. (2001), performed at a much lower Reynolds number. No systematic

investigation has taken place which investigates the effect of Reynolds number (and

especially low Reynolds numbers) on the amplitude response of a freely oscillating

cylinder. Therefore, an initial investigation is made of the amplitude response of a

positively buoyant cylinder restricted to oscillate transverse to the flow field at an

infinite reduced velocity (with spring constant and damping coefficient set to zero) both
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as a function of mass ratio and Reynolds number. The mass ratio range investigated was

m* = [0.075,0.7] and the Reynolds number range investigated was Re = [30,300]. All

simulations used the two-dimensional spectral-element method. A major aim was of the

determination of a critical mass ratio m ^ t , as described by Govardlmn & Williamson

(2000), as a function of Reynolds number. Also of interest was the peak amplitude

response and the frequency characteristics of the oscillating cylinder system.

Despite practical applications existing for the tethered cylinder (the most recent

example found being the PELAMIS 750 kilowatt power generation system, which har-

nesses ocean wave energy, see Knott (2003)), to the author's knowledge, there is almost

no research in existence which quantifies the amplitude response of a tethered cylinder

system. The second component of this study investigates the flow around a positively

buoyant, tethered cylinder system. Once again the simulations used a two-dimensional

spectral-element method which restricted the Reynolds number to less than or equal

to 200. All simulations were conducted at Re = 200. Initially a constant mass ratio

and tether length were investigated as a function of changing flow inlet conditions.

Subsequently the mass ratio and tether length were independently changed in order

to investigate the effect of both these parameters. The results are compared with the

experimental findings conducted by Josie Carberry. The experimental and numerical

findings have qualitatively good agreement.
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Chapter 2

Numerical and Experimental
Methods

The numerical component of tliis project comprises two distinct investigations. The

three-dimensional growth of flow field structures in the wake of a blunt flat plate, and

the flow induced motion of a circular cylinder. The second component of this project

is further subdivided into the flow around a hydro-elastically mounted cylinder and

a tethered cylinder. Both components utilize a Galerkin spectral-element method to

discretize the spatial domain in two dimensions. The Galerkin spectral-element method

is a well known, high-order teclmique, and has been described by several researchers

(for example see Karniadakis & Henderson (1998) and references therein).

Section 2.1 discusses techniques used for the temporal advancement of the governing

equations. Section 2.3 presents the Floquet stability teclmique to analyze the stability

of the flow in the wake of blunt flat plates. Section 2.4 discusses both the equations of

motion and the predictor-corrector teclmique required for simulating the flow-induced

vibration of circular cylinders. Validation of each aspect of the code, along with grid

independence studies are presented in section 2.5.

2.1 Numerical Method: 2D Flow Fields

The equations governing the fluid flow are the incompressible form of the Navier-Stokes

equations. These are comprised of the momentum and continuity equations, which in

non-dimensional form are:

du
dt

Vu = o,

(2.1)

(2.2)
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where u = u(x,y,t) = (u,v) is the normalized velocity field, p is the normalized

kinematic pressure field, Re in the Reynolds number, iV(u) is the non-linear advection

term defined as:

JV(u) = - ( u • V)u (2.3)

and L(u) is the linear diffusion term defined as:

L(u) = V2u (2.4)

The techniques used for solving the above form of the Navier-Stokes equations are ad-

dressed in the following sections. The spatial derivatives are evaluated using spectral-

element discretizations. Temporal derivatives are evaluated using a classical three step

splitting scheme. The basic code was developed largely by Mark C. Thompson and

Kerry Hourigan (Both at the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Monash Univer-

sity), and has been validated extensively for several geometric configurations (see for

example: Thompson et al. (1996), Pregnalato (2003) and Tan (2001)).

2.1.1 Time-advancement of the Governing Equations

Many techniques exist for integrating the Navier-Stokes equations forward in time (for

examples see Karniadakis et al. (1991) and references cited therein). In general, these

techniques inherently contain splitting errors winch result in divergence errors to prop-

agate at the domain boundaries; (Karniadakis et al. (1991)). Splitting errors lead to

temporal inaccuracy in the zeroth order pressure. Tin's also manifests as a divergence

error of the pressure field at the domain boundaries. Typically, temporal error is pro-

portional to I/Re.

The time-splitting algorithm employed in tins thesis uses a pressure boundary con-

dition reducing the divergence error at the boundaries to O(St/Re)J, where J is the

order of the time-integration employed, the scheme was developed by Karniadakis et al.

(1991). They demonstrated that the time-splitting algorithm produced time-splitting

errors in the velocity, one order smaller in St than in the divergence error. The scheme

divides the coupled Navier-Stokes equations (equations 2.1 and 2.2) into three sepa-

rately solvable sub-steps for the pressure and velocity terms. Each sub-step is solved

using a mixture of high-order implicit and explicit teclmiques.

The first of the three sub-steps (the non-linear convective step) solves an intermedi-

ate velocity field u as follows. For the first iteration through the time integration loop
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u is solved using an explicit third order Adams-Bashforth technique:

(2.5)
q=0

subsequent sub-step iterations are performed explicitly using a tlurd-order Adams-

Moulton technique:

9=0
(2.6)

The parameters aq and j3q are the Adams-Bashforth and Adams-Moulton coefficients,

the values of which are presented in table 2.1 (see Chapra & Canale (1998) and Gerrard

(1978) for further details). The value of u(n+1> is an approximation from the previous

iterate.

J

1

2

3
H

3/2

23/12

-1/2

-16/12 5/12

1/2

5/12

A

1/2

8/12

A

-1/12

Table 2.1: Values for the Adams-Bashforth and Adams-Moulton coefficients

In general, the update equation is applied to the entire domain, including the bound-

ary nodes (see Canuto et al. (1988)). No boundary conditions are imposed in this

sub-step, with the direct consequence that u is not forced to a prescribed value at the

boundaries.

The second sub-step is the pressure correction step which is written as:

u — u
At

(2.7)

where u is the second intermediate velocity field and p is related to the pressure term

in equation 2.1 by (see Karniadakis et al. (1991)):

(2.8)

A Poisson equation for the pressure term is obtained by taking the divergence of

equation 2.7 and forcing the second intermediate velocity u to satisfy the incompress-

ibility condition (equation 2.2) to form:

(2.9)
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This requires that the pressure boundary condition for this sub-stop be chosen to en-

sure continuity is satisfied at the boundaries. Karniadakis et al. (1991) suggested the

following Neumann pressure boundary condition be imposed for this sub-step:

(2.10)
an

f 1 1
Pq\ N{\in-q) - -±-V x V x un~q on F,H [ Re J

where n is the unit normal vector to the boundary surface F. Tins formulation proposed

by Karniadakis et al. (1991) uses the flow field from the previous time steps to form a

condition for the normal pressure gradient at the boundary. Karniadakis et al. (1991)

showed that the order of the time-advancement sclieme can only be one order above

the order of extrapolation used to find the pressure boundary condition. As the sclieme

requires at least first order accurate boundary conditions for the pressure field, this

gives second order accurate boundary conditions for the velocity fields. Higher order

boundary conditions can be used for the pressure field, however this reduces stability.

The third sub-step is the diffusion step and is written as:

- = T U ( U ) , (2-11)

which is solved implicitly using a second order Crank-Nicholson technique, combined

with a theta scheme modification. This results in a Helmholtz equation wliich is solved

by inverting the equation matrix. Boundary conditions are imposed on the final velocity

field, un + 1 in this sub-step, ensuring that the velocity boundary condition is satisfied

at the end of this time step and at the start of the next. Also, since u is divergence

free, un + 1 remains divergence free (provided that un is divergence free).

The above sclieme has been shown by Karniadakis et al. (1991) to produce time-

differencing errors in the velocity field one order smaller in At than the corresponding

boundary divergence error. The numerical scheme used in tins study uses a first-order

pressure boundary condition results in an overall second order time-accurate scheme.

2.2 Three-dimensional Method

In chapter 3 a fully tliree dimensional simulation was performed to verify the flow

structures determined using the Floquet technique. The three-dimensional simulations

were undertaken using a Fourier /spectral-element code documented and validated in

Thompson et al. (2001a) and Thompson et al. (1996).

The three-dimensional method extends the two-dimensional spectral element method

by using a global Fourier spectral discretization in the third dimension. Tins approach
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has been employed previously for the case of the flow past a circular cylinder by Kar-

niadakis & Trintafyllou (1992) and Thompson et al. (1996). The global spectral ap-

proach has the advantage of spectral convergence, however the boundary conditions in

the span-wise direction are restricted to be periodic.

The spatial discretization consists of / equi-spaced planes in the span-wise direc-

tion, each consisting of an identical spectral-element mesh. The flow variables are

transformed into Fourier space in the span-wise Erection for each node on the spectral

element mesh using a fast Fouriei- transform. This decouples the problem into a set of

F Fourier modes which are then solved independently for the linear operators.

2.3 Floquet Analysis

The first part of the project analyzes the linear stability of the two-dimensional von Kar-

man vortex street in the wake of blunt flat plates to minute disturbances. The growth of

these disturbances along the cylinder span indicates a transition to a three-dimensional

wake. In order to do this, a Floquet method is employed, hi general, Floquet theory

is used to analyze the linear stability of a periodic solution. The general development

of Floquet theory is described in several texts (for example Iooss & Joseph (1990)),

and we will restrict ourselves to the case of the stability of the periodic solution in the

wake of bluff bodies given by the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations (referred to

herein as the base flow field).

Two variables determine the stability of the solution, these are the Reynolds number

and span-wise wavelength (A). The same spectral-element code used to calculate the

two-dimensional base flow field was extended to include the Floquet stability analysis

technique.

The velocity components and the kinematic pressure are expanded as the base field

plus a perturbation:

u(t,x,y,z) =

v(t,x,y,z) =

w(t, x, y, z) -

p(t,x,y,z) =

u'(tix,y)sin(2irz/X),

v(t,x,y)+ v/(t,x,y)sin(2irz/\),

w'(t,x, y) cos(2nz/\),

p(t,x,y)+ p'(t,x,y)sm(2nz/\).

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

The chosen sinusoidal z (spanwise) variation of the perturbation fields is appropriate

to satisfy the linearised (and constant coefficient with respect to z) time-dependent
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tliree-diinensional Navier-Stokes equations for the perturbation fields exactly. Alter-

natively, complex forms for the z variation could be incorporated into the expansions

which would automatically determine the phase information, however, this is only of

consequence if the Floquet multiplier is complex at transition (such as for Mode S for

the square cylinder). These cases can be detected since the real Floquet multiplier will

be oscillatory. However further analysis would require the complex form of the Floquet

multiplier (see Blackburn & Lopez (2003)).

The equations for the time evolution of the perturbation fields is given by linearizing

the full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

du'
dt

~dt

+ (u-

+ (u-

vXJ ,y

Vxy)v'

dw'
dt
du'
dx

+

+

+

(«'•

(u •'

dv'
dy

Vxy)u =

Vxy)v =

dw'
+ dz

dx
dp'
dy

dp'
dz

+ u{Vlyu'-

+ "<?&-

0.

2?r.

2TT.

2TT.
( A

)V),

)V),

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

According to Floquet theory, the velocity and pressure perturbations satisfy the

relationship:

r'(t + T, x, y) = exp(aT)r'{t, x, y), (2.20)

where r' represents any of the perturbation fields (u', v', w' or p1). That is, the pertur-

bations grow or decay exponentially from period to period. The coefficient exp(oT) is

often grouped to form the parameter /J. (the Floquet multiplier). If the Floquet mul-

tiplier is greater than unity, a perturbation at that wavelength will be exponentially

amplified and hence result in three-dimensional flow. In reality there are an infinite

number of different modes with different Floquet multipliers, but the mode(s) of most

interest is that/those corresponding to the largest Floquet multiplier, since it is that

mode that grows fastest or decays slowest and hence will dominate. The Reynolds

number corresponding to n •• 1 is said to be the critical Reynolds number of inception

(Rea-it). In experiments, this is the lowest Reynolds number above wliich the insta-

bility will be observed provided the Reynolds number is increased from below. (The

three-dimensionality may be maintained below tins critical Reynolds number if it is

decreases from above if the transition is hysteretic, as it is for Mode A in the wake of

a circular cylinder (Williamson (1988b))).
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Initially the perturbation fields, r' are randomized and the perturbation equations

are stepped forward in time using the same temporal technique described in sections

2.1.1. The perturbation fields are re-normalized at the end of each base flow period.

After many cycles only the dominant Floquet mode remains. At this point, the ratio of

the mode amplitude to the amplitude exactly one period prior is equal to the Floquet

multiplier for the dominant mode. (Here the amplitude is measured by the Li norm of

any of the velocity perturbat ions). The number of integration periods required depends

on the ratio of the Floquet multipliers of the two most dominant modes. At the end of

each period the amplitude of the dominant Floquet mode relative to all others increases

by at least this factor. Typically, in the simulations reported in this paper, 30-100 base

flow periods were required to obtain results accurate to at least three significant figures.

hi the computational code, both the base flow and the perturbation field are simul-

taneously integrated forward in time. This is slightly inefficient, since the base flow

can be calculated independently and a Fourier time decomposition used to supply the

base flow fields to the linearized perturbation equations (Barkley & Henderson (1996)).

However, it has the advantage of examining the pseudo-stability of non-periodic base

flows. In addition, it has been implemented for a parallel computer cluster so that

the base flow is calculated on one node and the Floquet modes corresponding different

wavelengths are simultaneously calculated on many other nodes, thus the inefficiency

is reduced considerably.

2.4 Methodology of Moving Body Simulations

2.4.1 Equations Governing the Motion of a Freely Oscillating
Cylinder

For the case of the freely oscillating cylinder, the motion of the cylinder is restricted to

move in a. direction transverse to the flow field.

Given these restrictions, the only force acting on the cylinder is the lift force (F&).

The equations of motion have been determined by writing Newton's second law of

motion, relating the instantaneous acceleration of the cylinder to the forces acting on

the cylinder:

cy + ky = FL (2.21)

The following non-dimensional parameters may be used to rewrite equation 2.21 in
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Figure 2.1: Freely oscillating cylinder geometry and coordinate system.

non-dimensional form:

7 . * _

C

oo \pwUooDLc'

Using these non-dimensional definitions, we may rewrite the equations of motion in

the following non-dimensional form:

m*y* + c*y* + k*y* = CL (2.22)

Equation 2.22 is solved numcricauy using the predictor-corrector technique which

is described in section 2.4.3.

2.4.2 Equations Governing the Motion of a Tethered Cylinder

Both experimentally and numerically, the motion of the cylinder is Restricted to a

two-dimensional domain such that the effects of side forces acting in the span-wise

direction are neglected. The cylinder is further restricted to move along a circular arc

around a specified pivo* point. The radius of the arc is referred to as the tether length.

Experimentally, the restrictions on the cylinder motion are acliieved by tethering the

cylinder to a pivot point such that its motion is restrained in the span-wise direction,

hi the present numerical study, the restraining tether is assumed to be massless. The

calculations further assume that the tether has significantly smaller dimensions than

the cylinder such that the fluid loading forces acting directly on the tether may be

ignored.

The cylinder is attached to the tether such that, it remains fixed during its motion

along the arc, that is the cylinder cannot <;nod" about the tether attachment point.

The tether is assumed to have a fixed length, and is further assumed to be in-elastic.

Wall and floor effects are not considered in this study. This final point is especially

important for both cylinder end effects ) and also, in the case of large cylinder lay over

angles, floor effects have been neglected in tliis study. Experimentally, this implies that

the pivot point cannot be attached to a floor when the cylinder's layover angle is large

and the span-wise dimension of the cylinder is significantly greater than the cylinder

diameter such that end effects can be neglected.

FL+B,y

Figure 2.2: Tethered cylinder geometry and coordinate system.

Given these restrictions, the only forces acting on the cylinder are the tether tension

(T), drag, lift and buoyancy forces (FQ, FL, B). Examination of figure 2.2 shows that

the tension in the tether is related to buoyancy and fluid forces by:

T = FD sin(0) + (FL + B) cos(0) (2.23)

The equations of motion have been determined by writing Newton's second law of

motion, relating the instantaneous acceleration of the cylinder to the forces acting on
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the cylinder; in Cartesian coordinates this is written as:

mx = FD-Tmn(e)

my = (FL + B)-Tcos(0)

(2.24)

(2.25)

By substituting the definition of the T (equation 2.23) into the equations of motion

(equations 2.24 and 2.25) and gathering like tenns we may rewrite the equations of

motion as:

mx = FD cos2(0) - (FL + B) cos(0) sin(0)

my = (FL + B) sin2 (e)-FDsin(f))cos(9)

(2.26)

(2.27)

The parameter 6 can be rewritten in terms of x and ?/, using this the equations of

motion may be simplified and rewritten in the form:

mx =

my =

(2.28)

(2.29)

The following non-dimensional parameters may be used to rewrite equations 2.28

and 2.29 in non-dimensional form:

FD FL m* = J L

Fr =
U * x

Jb ~~"

XTTD

2UI0 0

These non-dimensional definitions, combined with the definition of the buoyancy

force:

B = ( ,m_p ) . s .^£ (2.30)

allows us to rewrite the equations of motion in the following non-dimensional form:

(2.31)

^

Equations 2.31 and 2.32 are coupled and non-linear, they are solved numerically

using the predictor-corrector technique which is described in section 2.4.3.
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2.4.3 Solution of the Governing Equations: The Predictor-Corrector
Technique

y

Y(t)

e •' L

X(t)

X

X

Figure 2.3: Transformation used to map from inertial to non-inertial reference frame.

Solving fluid-structure interaction problems generally involves the use of deforming

and/or moving meshes. Figure 2.3 shows the transformation used to map the inertial

reference frame to the time-independent reference frame. This mapping is described by

the following transformation:

x = x°-X(t), (2.33)

where X(t) is the normalized displacement of the cylinder and is described in terms of

X(t) = L* an(0 + <f>(t)), Y(t) = V cos(0 (2.34)

In the transformed system of coordinates the cylinder appears stationary, although

it is free to rotate. Given the transformation (2.33), the Navier-Stokes and continuity

equations (2.1), (2.2) become:

du
at

v-u = o, .

. : (2.35)

(2.36)
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where the forcing term A is an additional dimensionless acceleration term introduced

by the coordinate transformation, Equation (2.33), and is the acceleration of the cylin-

der normalized by the inlet velocity and the cylinder diameter. Due to the attachment

of the coordinate system to the cylinder, the cylinder will rotate as it moves about the

base pivot.

The addition of the acceleration term, A* in the Navior-Stokes equations, alters the

time stepping scheme used for the fixed body calculations discussed in section 2.1.1.

The first of the three sub-steps (the non-linear convective step) solves an intermediate

velocity field u as follows. For the first iteration through the time integration loop u is

solved using an explicit third order Adams-Bashforth technique:

u —

9=0

(2.37)

subsequent sub-step iterations are performed implicitly using a third-order Adams-

Moulton technique:

J-i

(2.38)u -
At

9=o

The parameters aQ and f3q are the Adams-Bashforth and Adams-Moulton coefficients,

the values of which have been previously presented in table 2.1. The bracketed terms

on the right hand side of equation 2.37 and equation 2.38 is due to the motion of the

cylinder relative to the tether attachment point. Here the velocity of the cylinder is

denoted by uB and the displacement of the cylinder is denoted by xB. The current

best estimate of the cylinder velocity is denoted by u^ '. The pressure and diffusion

substeps remain unchanged in the moving body scheme, however the diffusion equation

(equation 2.11) requires the velocity of the reference frame at the boundaries which

again comes from the current best estimate of u^ .

Prom the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations at the (n + l)st timestep we have

estimates of the fluid velocities &\A the pressure field. We then use these to calculate

the fluid forcing coefficients, Co and C/,, acting on the body at the (n -f l)st time step.

The acceleration of the cylinder is the., calculated using equation 2.22 for the freely

oscillating cylinder and equations 2.31 and 2.32 for the tethered cylinder. Initially,

the displacement of the cylinder (required in the equations of motion) is unknown and

the equations of motion (Equations 2.22 or 2.31-2.32) use a linear interpolation of the

position at the ( n - l)st and nst timesteps in order to provide a current best guess of the
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position at the present (i.e. the (n + l)st) timestep. This prediction of the acceleration

is then substituted into a predictor-corrector scheme as detailed below.

The predictor-corrector method uses K < K substeps in an iterative process which

calculates convergent values of the cylinder displacement and velocity to satisfy the

following convergence criterion:

< utoi, (2.39)

< Utah (2.40)

4- < ** <w
Equation 2.39 states that the normalized cliange in the velocity of the cylinder between

predictor-corrector substeps must be less than some tolerance Utoi- Equation 2.40 states

that the normahzed maximum cliange in the velocity field between substeps must be

less than the tolerance utoi at any point in the entire domain. The last convergence

criterion ensures that the normalized cliange in the force of the body between substeps

is less than some tolerance Ftoi. For all of the simulations, the values of utoi and Ftoi

were kept at 0.0001 and 0.01 respectively.

The first substep of the predictor-corrector method calculates the velocity and dis-

placement of the cylinder at the (n+l)st timestep as:

i ^.(u-l)

u
(n+l)* _ ,,(n)

B= u + 24
-At

_ -y-Vn> _| i u
(n-l)

12
-At

(2.42)

(2.43)

where the asterisk denotes if'at t)i<> solution is from the first substep in the predictor-

corrector scheme. Subseq-hyat substeps calculate the velocity and displacement of the

cylinder as:

Uv,

u

xv.

= uB 24
-At

(n+l)' _
B ~

5u(n+l)'

12

,(n-D
~B— At

(2.44)

(2.45)

(2.46)

where the double asterisk denotes the velocity and displacement predicted at the cur-

rent substep. In equation 2.45, we improve the convergence characteristics by em-

ploying underrelaxation, in which e is the relaxation parameter. The primed velocity
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term, u^ ^ , denotes prediction of the predictor-corrector scheme at the current sub-

step. The underrelaxation parameter was introduced after extensive testing without

it found that for some parameter combinations, the method was unstable except for

very small timesteps. The introduction of underrelaxation improves the convergence

quality considerably. The choice of an optimal value for e is highly problem specific

and, beca ve are solving a very large system of PDE's that arise when modelling

continuous variations of variables, the efficiency introduced by a wise choice of e can

be extremely important (see Chapra & Canale (1998)). This will be further discussed

in section 2.5.7.

At the conclusion of each sub-step, the equations of motion are evaluated (equation

2.22 or equations 2.31 and 2.32), which allows a current evaluation of the force and

acceleration acting on the cylinder. These results, along with the current best guess

of the velocity is substituted into equations 2.39 - 2.41 and the solution is tested for

convergence. If the convergence criteria are not met, ther the process restarts at the

first sub-step, i.e. the solution of equation 2.37 However, if equations 2.39 - 2.41 are

satisfied, then we can continue to the next time step.

The local truncation errors introduced by the approximations are typically of the or-

der (At3) for both the third-order Adams-Bashforth predictors and the Adains-Moulton

correctors used in the present method, although overall the combined problem is second-

order accurate. Even though the errors are small, the position of the cylinder drifts

away from the surface defined by the tether, although only marginally over a single

time step. However when considering the long time traces that are needed for accu-

rate determinations of oscillation amplitudes and frequencies for example, tliis position

drifting is no longer insignificant. Accordingly, for the tethered cylinder, the position

of the cylinder x£ is projected onto the surface defined by the tether and, for con-

sistency, the velocity of the sphere is also projected. This stabilizes the scheme without

affecting the accuracy.

2.4.4 The Tethered Cylinder: Differences between Experiments and
Numerical Simulations

When comparing the two-dimensional, low Reynolds number results from this study

with results of experiments performed at much higher Reynolds numbers (as is discussed

in section 6.7), a problem arises in the need to characterize the motion of the cylinder in

terms of a suitable parameter. For a tethered sphere, Govardhan & Williamson (1997)

and Williamson & Govardhan (1997) elected to use the reduced velocity as the flow field

controlling parameter. As described in section 1.6.4, when plotting their results against

the reduced velocity, their data from tethered sphere setups with several different tether

lengths and mass ratios collapsed onto a single hue. The reduced velocity has similarly

been used in studies of the flow past a freely oscillating cylinder as is also discussed in

section 1.6.

Experimentally, the reduced velocity is changed by increasing the flow velocity, UQO-

Numerically, this is undesirable, as it inherently increases the Reynolds number Re,

wliich would severely restrict the parameter space which could be investigated numer-

ically. For example, Josie Carberry (private communications), ex^jnined the reduced

velocity range, u* = [0, ~ 20] for a range of cylinder mass ratios. Tliis reduced veloc-

ity range coincided with a Reynolds number range of Re — [2000,14000]. The entire

Reynolds number range falls well outside the possible range that could be investigated

using direct nuin?rn.'.a? simulations at this time. Direct numerical simulations using

two-dimensional domains further require that the Reynolds number be of the order

Re = 200 or less.

By numerically simulating the flow around a tethered cylinder at Re = 200, the

vortex dynamics in the near wake is also significantly different when compared to higher

Reynolds number flows, wliicli exhibit essentially inviscid flow fields in the near wake.

As the proportion of viscous force is greater for the low Reynolds number simulations, it

is impossible to know a priori if similar modes of response will be observed numerically.

As previously mentioned, a range of reduced velocity is obtained experimentally

by by increasing the flow velocity (and hence increasing the Reynolds number). When

performing the computations, however, it is desirable to keep the Reynolds number fixed

at a suitable value. As the Reynolds number is increased, smaller scale structures are

gradually introduced into the flow field, as the flow undergoes transition to turbulence.

In order to accurately capture these small scales, a finer mesh density is required, whicli

translates to much liigher computational cost. It was therefore investigated whether

the reduced velocity could be altered without altering the Reynolds number.

The equation for the reduced velocity (which is derived in section 5.2) is reproduced
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below,
1/2

2TT3/2

v/2
(m*+CA)-L*

7

(2.47)

Here, C^ is the added mass for a cylinder and is e3*cial to 1.0. Fo*. any given

numerical simulation or experiment performed, both the W^JSS f̂ l0 a3i^ k^jjer length

must be held constant. The drag and lift forces acting oi» ̂ h e cruder a r ^ juc to the

flow interaction with the cylinder and cannot be predetermined, cither eTvP^fimentally

or numerically. Therefore, the only parameter which cat1 v a r y the r e d u ^ ^ velocity

either numerically or experimentally is the Froude ninnb^-, 'J'lic Froude jjuniber is

defined as:

'OO (2.48)

where g is the gravitational acceleration. Evidentally, g c»J :^ot be altered

tally, so the only way to alter the Froude number experimoJit^Jiy js by altering the flow

velocity U^- However, numerically, the Froude number c^an \ye altered b y changing

the g in place of Uoo, this allows a wide range of reduced V^dociti08 to be investigated

at a single Reynolds number. By altering g, a much liig!><^ iaJ)Se of red\jced veloc-

ity is attainable, when compared to experimentally alterii*^ the ^°w velo^^y, as the

experimental range of Uoo is limited by the experimental fi^^Jity.

Altering the gravity term in equation 2.48 effectively d^Vjup l^ t n e red\ic ed veloc-

ity from the Reynolds number. An obvious question is wb^t; j ^ decoupling fjiese two

parameters will affect the response of the tethered cylinder appreciably, I*x their in-

vestigations of the tethered sphere, Govardhan & Williamson (J097) four*^ that the

vibrational response of the tethered sphere was essentially iii^^peflO^ut of t h ^ jleyiiolds

number, but was a strong function of the reduced velocity- TJuu)crical inv^fjgations

into the wake of a tethered sphere by Pregnalato (2003) found t i jijs ^sumption ^0 be rea-

sonable. It is therefore likely that the tethered cylinder geoif*%try ^'" also b ^ ^variant

to Reynolds nmnber within a reasonable range.

The next question is what Reynolds number should be Vjsed 'n *ne sitHulations?

As the simulations are conducted on a two-dimensional doiu^n, tl*c HeynoM8 niunber

should be restricted to values Re < 200.

The Re = 200 was chosen as it is the Iiighest Reynold^ number wliic^j caa be

justifiably simulated on a two-dimensional domain. Beyotfd. this Reynolds jj

experimental and numerical investigations conclude that tliree-dimensional structures

in the wake of a stationary cylinder act to alter the wake characteristics when compared

to the results obtained from two-dimensional simulations (Williamson (1996a)). Wbjle

large amplitude oscillations act to increase the correlation length along the span of a

cylinder, and as such two-dimensional simulations of these systems may be used to

study higher Reynolds number flows (for example Blackburn & Henderson (1999)),

Koopman (1967), in his investigation of forced cylinder oscillation, found that i?e= 200

is the highest Reynolds number with a two-dimensional field regardless of the amplitude

of oscillation.

When considering the flow past a fixed cylinder, both the mean drag coefficient and

the Strouhal nmnber remain relatively constant in the range 200 < Re < 10000. Within

the Reynolds number range, Re.— 200-10000, both the formation length, and the ratio

of viscous to pressure drag terms alter when comparing the flow past a fixed cylinder at

Re— 200 to that at a higher Reynolds numbers. Clearly, these discrepancies will alter

the body-fluid interaction when comparing the numerical results to the experimental

results, in particular, the amplitude of cylinder oscillation will be greatly affected by

the ratio of viscous to pressure drag terms.

2.5 Validation

Rigorous validation of the numerical techniques, domain size analysis, and mesh inde-

pendence studies were performed for each of the coiifigurations investigated further in

the thesis (results of which are presented in chapters 3 - 7 ) .

Section 2.5.1 reports on a domain analysis study, which studies the effects of the

location of inlet and outlet conditions on the flow around a stationary cylinder. Froui

this study, an acceptable domain size, free of any substantial blockage and outflow

effects is determined. Section 2.5.2 reports on an (h—*>' grid resolution study performed

on the domain chosen from the study in section 2.5.1 at both Re = 200 and 500, once

again for a stationary cylinder! From this study, the effect of the mesh refinement

was determined and a grid independent result was obtained. The results of this study

provided a mesh for subsequent investigations of the flow around a circular cylinder.

Section 2.5.3 details the results of a combined domain analysis and lh — p1 grid,

resolution study for the flow past a blunt flat plate. Mesh independent results for three

blunt flat plates, of varying aspect ratio, were obtained from this study.
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The Floquet technique, described in section 2.5.4 was validated for the flow past a

stationary circular cylinder at various Reynolds numbers Re ^ 259; the results of the

validation were compared against the findings of Barkley & Henderson (1996), as well as

the experimental findings of Williamson (1996b). From this investigation, the Floquet

technique was validated for subsequent studies on the flow past blunt flat plates.

Simulations of the flow past a freely oscillating cylinder were validated against the

existing results of Blackburn & Henderson (1996). In section a grid independence study

was performed for the case of the flow past a tethered cylinder, both at low and high

reduced velocities, to ensure a mesh independent result was obtained in subsequent

simulations. The effect of the relaxation parameter, e and convergence criteria was

investigated in section 2.5.7 for both a tethered and freely oscillating cylinder.

In chapter 5 of the results, the tethered cylinder results are compared with the re-

sults of experiments performed by Josie Carberry (private communications), the exper-

imental setup was jointly designed by Josie Carberry and the author, and is described

in section 2.5.8.

2.5.1 Domain Analysis: The Flow Around a Stationary Cylinder

The flow around a circular cylinder at Re — 200 was tested for sensitivity to domain

size using the range of meshes shown in figure 2.4, with domain size parameters defined

in table 2.2; where U is the in-flow length, lo is the out-flow length, and lh is the cross-

flow length. Due to the design of the domain, /t- = lh for all the meshes considered. As

can be seen from figure 2.4, each mesh considered is an exact subset of -A/6, the largest

mesh considered, therefore any variation in flow-field parameters is due solely to the

domain size.

Witliin each macro-element, a Lagrange interpolant polynomial order, p = 8 was

chosen to investigate the effects of changed domain size. As is shown in the next section,

p — 8 is sufficient to resolve the near wake flow structures in the M3 domain- As the

macro-element mesh in the near wake is identical for all meshes considered in this study,

p = 8 is sufficient to analyze the effect of changed domain size parameters.

In each case, the shedding frequency (in the form of a Strouhal number), mean drag

coefficient and fluctuating lift and drag coefficients were established for each domain size

investigated, and used to evaluate the effect of domain size. The results are presented

in table 2.3, and the percentage difference of each of the evaluating parameters' for each
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Larger lo

mixlU Larger lo

M3 M6

Figure 2.4: Family of spectral element meshes used for domain analysis.
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Dimension

U/D

k/D

lo/D

N

Ml

4.0D

4.0D

23.0D

452

M?,

15.0D

15.0D

23.0D

518

M3

35.02?

35.0D

23.0JD

566

MA

4.0D

4.0D

44.5.0Z?

692

M5

15.0D

15.0Z)

44.5D

754

MG

35.0D

35.0D

44.5Z)

878

Table 2.2: Mesh parameters for the different domain sizes investigated.

domain is compared in table 2.4 with the findings of the MG domain.

St

cB

Ml

0.2154

1.5473

0.0555

0.7893

M2

0.1985

1.3595

0.0453

0.6949

M3

0.1958

1.3299

0.0443

0.6770

M4

0.2154

1.5472

0.0555

0.7894

M5

0.1986

1.3601

0.0454

0.6950

M6

0.1963

1.3330

0.0457

0.6790

Table 2.3: Variation of global quantities as a function of domain size for domains M l
to M6 at Re = 200

St

cb~

C'L

Ml

9.70%

16.07%

21.38%

16.24%

Ml

1.14%

1.96%

0.83%

2.12%

MS

0.26%

0.24%

3.16%

0.30%

M4

9.71%

16.07%

21.39%

16.25%

M5

1.17%

2.03%

0.17%

2.36%

Table 2.4: Percentage difference of global quantities between domains M l to M5 with
the MG domain, at Re :- 200

When comparing all the results, a distinct blockage effect is noted for both the M l

and M4 meshes. When compared to the MG mesh, the Strouhal number for both the

M l and M4 meshes was approximately 10% larger. The blockage effect is also apparent

when comparing the other global parameters.

For most global parameters (all except C'D), the M3 mesh exliibited the least dif-

ference when compared with the MG mesh. However the M2 mesh was chosen as the
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domain for further investigations as it had a reasonably small difference hi all the global

quantities when compared to the MG mesh and was significantly more computationally

efficient.

2.5.2 Mesh Independence: The Flow Around a Stationary Cylinder

A detailed grid resolution study was performed to establish the suitability of the mesh

used for all simulations involving a circular cylinder. The study was performed on the

M2 grid which was selected in the previous section following a domain analysis study.

Two Reynolds numbers were chosen to measure mesh independence; Re — 200 and

Re = 500. The former value was chosen as it was the Reynolds number selected for

analysis of the tethered cylinder (section 2.4.4), and it may be compared directly with

the following numerical results of previous investigations, Barkley & Henderson (1996)

and Blackburn & Karniadakis (1993). Previous experimental and numerical research

concludes that the wake is intrinsically three-dimensional at this Reynolds number,

therefore differences exist between prior experimental findings and the numerical results

discussed herein.

Some results presented in chapter 4 were conducted at higher Reynolds numbers,

up to Re — 300. To accommodate this, a further grid resolution study was performed

at JRC! = 500 as this value lies beyond the highest Reynolds number considered and

the results of the grid resolution study may be directly compared with the numerical

findings of Blackburn & Henderson (1999) who conducted two-dimeii£ional simulations

at this Reynolds number. It is inherently assumed that mesh independence at Re = 500

implies mesh independence at lower Reynolds numbers.

The grid resolution study employed two techniques; an 'ti type refinement, where

the spatial size and number of macro-elements over the domain are altered, and a (p'

type refinement, where the order of the polynomial interpolants within each element, p

is increased.

The */i' type refinement involved reducing the size of the macro-elements in regions

of high velocity gradient, in order to capture the structures within the cylinder bound-

ary layer and wake. Once an acceptable macro-element mesh was created, a 'p' type

refinement study was conducted in order to determine the most suitable value of p to

use in further simulations.
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2.5.2.1 Re = 200

t t i

8

P

10 11

Figure 2.5: Variation in the shedding Stroulial number as a function of the p, for the
M2 mesh at Re = 200.

The 'p' refinement study conducted at a Reynolds number of 200, inonitorec- die

viscous and pressure components of fluid force, as well as the shedding frequency (ex-

pressed as a Stroulial number) for a range of p values, 5 < p < 11. Grid-independent

values of these parameters were measured and these values were then compared to ac-

cepted values from previous wtudies (Barkley & Henderson (199G), Williamson (1988a),

Norberg (1994), and Henderson (1995)). When comparing with previous studies, the

results from simulations of a slightly lower Reynolds number (Re = 190) was chosen.

Figure 2.5 shows the results of the mesh independence study for the vortex shedding

Stroulial frequency as a function of p. The percentage difference difference of the

Stroulial number calculated for each value of p and that, calculated for p = 11 were

determined. The results are presented in table 2.5. For all values of p investigated;

the percentage difference in the Stroulial number was found to be 0.2%. Given the

marginal difference in the Stroulial number, it was concluded that a value of p — 5 is

sufficient to provide reliable shedding frequency results at Re = 200.

Figure 2.6 shows the maximum viscous and pressure components of drag as a func-
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p

st

cE
c'D

5

0.1987

1.3624

0.0456

0.6967

6

0.1985

1.3592

0.0454

0.6955

7

0.1986

1.3598

0.0454

0.6956

8

0.1985

1.3595

0.0453

0.6950

9

0.1986

1.3592

0.0454

0.6937

10

0.1986

1.3593

0.0455

0.6940

11

0.1985

1.3591

0.0457

0.6943

Table 2.5: Convergence of global quantities with polynomial order p on mesh Ml at
Re = 200

0.262

0.26175(

0.2615

?0.26125

| 0.261

^0.26075

0.2605

0.26025

0.26

1.14

T
f , ,
5

• I t !

6
•

7 8
P

9

-
• . . . . :

10 11

11

Figure 2.6: Variation in the (top) viscous component of the drag coefficient and (bot-
tom) pressure component of the drag coefficient, as a function of the p, for the Ml
mesh at Re = 200.

tion of p. As with the shedding frequency results, percentage differences were calculated

for the drag components as a function of p when compared to the values obtained at
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p = 11. These findings are presented in table 2.5. These results indicated that for

p > 8, the percentage difference in the viscous and pressure drag components was re-

duced below 1% when compaied to p = 11. The viscous component of drag was found

to have the most variation as a function of p. It was considered that variations of less

than 1% represented mesh independent result, and from this data the smallest value of

p which would provide reliable drag data was p = 8.

0.64

0.638

0.63

0.067|
0.0665
0.066

f 0.0655
I 0.065
Q.

f 0.0645
0.064

0.0635
0.063

i
8
P

10 11

8
P

10 11

Figure 2.7: Variation in the (top) viscous component of the lift coefficient and (bottom)
pressure component of the lift coefficient, as a function of the p, for the Ml mesh at
Re = 200.

Figure 2.7 shows the maximum viscous and pressure components of lift as a function

of p. percentage differences were once again calculated, and are presented in table 2.5.

These results indicated that the percentage difference was less than 1% for all values of

p considered. However, variations in the percentage difference are minimized for p > 6.

It was therefore considered that the smallest value of p which would provide reliable

lift data was p — 6.

Given the results summarized in table 2.5 and 2.6 and detailed in the previous para-
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Current Results

Barkley & Henderson (1996)

Henderson (1995)

Williamson (1988a)

Norberg (1994)

St

0.1966

0.1954

0.1945

0.1940

CD

1.3558

1.3442

1.3386

Table 2.6: Comparison of Strouhal number and mean drag coefficient with prior studies
at Re = 190.

graphs, the most cost-effective case is obtained when p — 8. This is cost effective in

the sense that all scales observed in the flow for Reynolds numbers up to and including

Re = 200 are clearly resolved, and running the simulations using p — 8 are consid-

erably more efficient than corresponding simulations at higher values of p, with only

marginal benefits in the flow-field resolution. For these reasons, all simulations up to

and including Reynolds numbers of Re = 200 were simulated using p = 8 as the order

of the Lagrange polynomial interpolants.

Finally, the results from simulations computed at Re — 190 are compared with

published values. In tliis case, only the Strouhal munber and mean drag coefficient are

compaied. The results are presented in table 2.6. The results computed here compare

to within 1.5% of established values.

2.5.2.2 Re = 500

A second detailed resolution study was performed on a stationary cylinder at Re —

500 to verify grid independence at tliis Reynolds number. A Reynolds number of

Re= 500 was chosen for two reasons; first it represents the highest Reynolds number

considered for this (and other) investigations and therefore represents the most rigorous

grid resolution study possible; secondly the grid resolution results may be compared

against the findings of Blackburn & Henderson (1999) in their numerical study, where

their grid resolution was conducted at the same Reynolds number. The order of the

interpolating polynomials increased from p = 5 to p = 9. Flow quantities such as the

Stroulial number, lift and drag coefficients were measured and compaied to previous
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research. The results are summarized in Table 2.7.

p

C'L

C'D

CD~

St

5

1.1873

1.5897

1.4561

0.2270

6

1.1809

1.5792

1.4457

0.2264

7

1.1817

1.5798

1.4462

0.2267

8

1.1818

1.5793

1.4461

0.2267

9

1.1822

1.5795

1.4459

0.2267

Table 2.7: Convergence of global quantities with polynomial order p on mesh Ml at
Re = 500

For all measures employed, the variation between the values at p = 7 and p = 9 is

less than 1%. Furthermore, the values of all measures for p = 8 (used in all simulations)

compare to witliin 1% of the numerical values of Blackburn & Henderson (1999), and

Henderson (1995) (see table 2.8).

Current Results

Blackbiirn & Henderson

Henderson (1995)

(1999)

0

0

St

.2267

.2280

1.182

1.200

CD

1.446

1.460

1.445

Table 2.8: Comparison of Stroulial number, fluctuating lift coefficient and mean drag
coefficient with prior studies at Re = 500.

2.5.3 Flow Around a Blunt Flat Plate

Four spectral-element meshes were used for the calculations, each corresponding to a

different cylinder aspect ratio. The meshes were composed of N quadrilateral conform-

ing macro-elements. Within each element, a tensor-product of Lagrangian polynomial

interpolants of order p were used to approximate the solution variables. The front and

side boundaries of the domain were set to a uniform background flow in. the x direction

(it = UOQ). Zero normal velocity derivatives were used at the outlet boundary (While

tliis can cause problems at higher Reynolds numbers, where it c m prevent vqrtices
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from leaving the domain, it does not cause any degradation of the solution accuracy

in the neighborhood of the cylinder for the Reynolds numbers considered here). The

boundary conditions for the perturbation velocity components are: u', v\ w' set to zero

at the upstream and side boundaries; and zero normal velocity gradient at the down-

stream boundary. The inlet length (li) and the sidewall boundary width (lw) were held

constant across all plate geometries. The outlet boundary length (Jo) was increased

for larger aspect ratios. The number of macro-elements within each mesh was var-

ied between the different geometries, such that longer plates were modelled with more

macro-elements. The meshes used for the investigation are shown in Figure 2.8. The

geometrical parameters defining each mesh are listed in Table 2.9.

(a)

(d)

Figure 2.8: Macro element meshes used for simulations, Top to bottom ((a)~(d)) cor-
respond to AR = 2.5, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5 respectively.

Mesh independence was established by performing a p-type resolution study. The

order of the Lagrangian polynomial interpolants within each element was successively
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Dimension

li/H, lw/H

lo/H

N

AR = 2.5

10

18

321

AR = 7.5

10

18

321

AR = 12.5

10

18

321

AR = 17.5

10

23.5

401

Table 2.9: Mesh parameters for the different aspect ratios considered.

increased until the solution was mesh independent. A separate grid resolution study was

performed for each mesh. The Reynolds number employed in the grid resolution study

was the highest. Reynolds number examined in further computations. The Strouhal

number, lift and drag coefficients were measured and compared across the range of n

investigated. The results for the aspect ratio AR =17 .5 grid at a Reynolds number

Re = 700 are summarized in Table 2.10. For all measures employed, the variation

between the values at p = 10 and p = 12 is less than 1% which is representative of all the

grids employed in this study. Ninth-order (p — 10) Lagrangian polynomial interpolants

were used for the tensor-product expansion basis for all subsequent calculations.

P

CL(p)

cD{P)

CDim)

St

5

2.8585

1.4252

1.4252

0.2261

6

1.5516

0.9609

0.9609

0.1752

1

1

1

0

7

.7550

.0598

.0317

.1948

8

1.6231

0.9942

0.9661

0.1840

9

1.6824

1.0231

0.9933

0.1880

10

1.6684

1.0095

0.9806

0.1861

11

1.6845

1.0159

0.9854

0.1865

12

1.6874

1.0156

0.9853

0.1865

Table 2.10: Convergence of global quantities with polynomial order p for the plate
aspect ratio AR — 17.5 grid at Re= 730.

A domain study was performed to evaluate blockage effects. As anticipated, the

Strouhal number was found to be sensitive to the sidewall boundary width. Results

from the ;>-type resolution study were crosschecked against a mesh with a larger inlet

length li — 22, side wall domain length lw = 22, outlet length l0 = 35, and N = 603

elements. The study was only performed on the AR — 17.5 case, v>s this is the most

sensitive to boundary location. The tests were performed at the highest Reynolds

number examined in further computations for this mesh {Re— 700). The Strouhal
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number was found to vary by 3.5% from the results from the grid for the smaller

domain, and mean and peak drag forces were found to vary by 6%. Despite this,

the smaller domain sizes listed in Table 2.9 were used in this study, principally for

computational efficiency as it was felt that the physical mechanism governing the mode

transition would not be affected by the smaller domain mesh size. In order to test this

hypothesis, the Floquet multipliers over the full range of span-wise wavelengths, X/H,

reported in this study were calculated for the large mesh domain. The mode transition

order and topology were found to be the same as that calculated for the smaller mesh

domain size, as was the critical wavelength for each tliree-diinensional instability. The

critical Reynolds number describing the transition from two- to tliree- dimensional flow

was found to vary slightly with mesh domain size, in the order ARe = 5.

2.5.4 Floquet Analysis of the Flow Around a Fixed Cylinder

The Floquet technique described in section 2.3 was used to determine the linear transi-

tion to three-dimensionality of the wake of a blunt flat plate (the results of which appear

in chapter 3). To validate the Floquet technique, the transition to tliree-diinensionality

of the wake of a circular cylinder was calculated at sever Reynolds number, such that

the critical Reynolds number can be compared with the previous findings of Barkley &

Henderson (1996), Williamson (1996b), and Brede et al. (1996).

The Reynolds numbers, Re = 140,180,220, and 259 were investigated at wave-

lengths, A = [0.5,4.5]. The wavelengths were chosen to correspond with to the wave-

number /?, (where 0 = 2n/\), investigated by Barkley & Henderson (1996).

The results are presented in figure 2.9, and are compared with the findings of Barkley

& Henderson (1996). The results for each Reynolds number investigated, cornpaie very

well between the two studies. The greatest variation between any two data points

for fx > 0.55, between the two studies being 3.5%. For values of /z < 0.55 the error

was somewhat greater, however the convergence of the Floquet multipliers at such low

values is not as accurate when compared to // —> 1. The critical Reynolds number was

determined from the present results using a third order polynomial fit. These results

found a critical Reynolds number Recriti — 18S.1 at a critical span-wise wavelength of

A = 3.93 for the transition of the wake to a Mode A instability; and Rea-itz — 259 at a

critical span-wise wavelength of A = 0.79 for a Mode B instability. These values compare

to within 0.2% of Barkley & Henderson (1996)'s results and agrees well with Williamson
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This Study III

1.2

0.2

(a)

I ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' I '

(b)

Figure 2.9: Comparison of Floquet multiplier results for the flow around a circular
cylinder with the findings of Barkley & Henderson (1996) for, (a) 0 - [0,3], for the
case of: - - , Re = 140; , Re = 180; —, Re = 220; (b) 0 = [6,12], for the case of:
—, Re = 220; , Re = 259; the red lines indicate the present results.

Mode A

ModeB

Mode A

ModeB

188.1

259

3.93D

0.79D

188.5

259

3MD

0.822Z)

[180, 194]

[230, 260]

[3 A}D

- 1 7 0

- 4

Table 2.11: Comparison of critical Reynolds numbers and critical wavelengths for Mode
A and Mode B between the present results and previous findings; (/), Blackburn &
Henderson (1996); (//), Williamson (1996b); (/ / /) , Brede et al. (1994).

(1996b)'s and Brede et al. (1994)'s experimental findings of Recriti = [180,194] for mode

A and Recrit2 ~ [230,260] for Mode B. The results are summarized in table 2.11.

2.5.5 Flow around a Freely Oscillating Cylinder

A few studies have been perfonned, winch investigate the flow past a freely oscillating

cylinder at low Reynolds number. The best known, Anagnostopoulos & Beannan (1992)

investigated the flow past a freely oscillating cylinder in the Reynolds number range

Re = [90,150]. However, tliis Reynolds number range is smaller than the one investi-

gated in the present work (see chapter 4), and their mass ratio is comparatively high

(m* = 150) as is their mass-damping parameter (m*£ = [0.18,0.228]) when compared

to the parameters investigated in this study. Therefore, comparison with their study

was not conducted to validate the freely oscillating code. Validation was performed by

comparing the results of a freely oscillating simulation with the findings of Blackburn &

Henderson (1996). Blackburn & Henderson (1996) perfonned a two-dimensional study

on a freely oscillating cylinder at a Reynolds number, Re — 250. In all cases, their mass

ratio, m* = 12.785, and their mass damping coefficient, ( — 0.1278, which is closer to

the values of interest studied in chapter 4. The higher Reynolds number allows the

present code to be validated up to Re — 250.

Blackburn & Henderson (1996) used a similar technique to the one described in

section 2.4.3 to simulate the motion of the freely oscillating cylinder which was combined
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with a spectral-element technique for spatial discretization. They found results similar

to previous investigations by Blackburn & Kaniiadakis (1993) and observed a region of

'lock-in' oscillation behavior.

The current freely oscillating technique was compared to their results in the 'lock-

in' region, wliich corresponds to the normalized frequency range fn/St = [0.8,1.2],

where /„ is the natural frequency of the freely oscillating cylinder system, measured in

a vacuum, and St is the Strouhal number of the fixed cylinder case, measured at the

same Reynolds number (computed as St — 0.2077 on a two-dimensional domain).

The following quantities were used to evaluate the accuracy of the present simula-

tions in comparison with the findings of Blackburn & Henderson (1996):

• fo/St, the ratio of the oscillation frequency to the vortex shedding frequency,

• Op, the mean drag coefficient and,

• RMS A*, the root mean square amplitude of oscillation.

1.5

o.s

„ q

• • " •

1.5

I
»

• •

0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

yst
0.7 0.8 0.0 1.1 12 1.3 1.4

Figure 2.10: Comparison of flow field parameters for a freely oscillating cylinder with the
results of Blackburn & Henderson (1996) as a function of the ratio offn/St, where fn is
the natural frequency of the freely oscillating cylinder, and St is the StrouhaJ shedding
frequency from a fixed cylinder; (left) Blackburn & Henderson (1996); (right), present
results, o, UE; >, RMS A*; D, fo/St.

A comparison of the two results is presented in figure 2.10. For all the parameters

investigated, there was very little discrepancy between the two studies. The largest

discrepancy between the two studies occurs for the amplitude of oscillation wliich was

found to be 57% higher then for Blackburn & Henderson at fn/St = 0.8. This dis-

crepancy between the two results decreased as fn/St was increased further, however

the current results exliibited larger RMS amplitude oscillations for all values of fn/St

considered. Given the small amplitude of oscillation at fn/St — 0.8 the discrepancy was

•considered insignificant; and the trend between the two results is consistent across the

parameter space. As with the amplitude response, the mean drag coefficient exliibited

a similar trend when: comparing the two results. The largest discrepancy for the mean

drag was 7%. Finally, the normalized frequency of oscillation, fo/St was also found to

be extremely similar when comparing both cases. The maximum discrepancy in fo/St

was only 1.5%. The region of 'lock-in' behaviour was found to be the same as that

reported by Blackburn & Henderson (1996).

In conclusion, the trend in the results was found to agree very well with the results

reported by Blackburn & Henderson (1996). VTiile quantitative discrepancies were

found, these are reasonably small and may be due to domain «md/or boundary effects

or insufficient spatial resolution in the study performed b; Blackburn & Henderson

(199G). No details of a domain or resolution analysis were provided by Blackburn &

Henderson (1996), and the their domain width was quite small (lw — UD), whidi was

found to cause significant blockage effects for the case of a fixed cylinder in section

2.5.1.

2.5.6 Flow around a Tethered Cylinder

Wliile tho results of the tethered cylinder simulations will be compared with the exper-

imental findings of Josie Carbeny (private communications), these experiments were

performed at much liigher Reynolds numbers, and the author was unable to find either

experimental or numerical results from a tethered cylinder at low Reynolds numbers

(Re = 200 in this case).

However, a mesh independence study was conducted for the tethered cylinder with

m* = 0.833 and L* = 5.5 for the two Froude numbers, Fr - 0.03 and Fr - 1.25.

The lower Frouda number case corresponds to a low mean layover angle (where

the cylinder is essential vertical). Wliiie not known a priori, it was assumed (and

nas further been verified) that at this low Froude number, the cylinder is essentially

stationary, The Fr = 1.25 case corresponds to a much liigher mean layover angle, and

the system exhibits larger amplitude oscillations.

In this study, the mean layover anglt;, mean drag coefficient, fluctuating lift and drag
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coefficients, and calculated mean reduced velocity were used as evaluation parameters.

The results are presented in table 2.12 (Fr = 0.08) and table 2.13 (Fr = 1.25). In both

cases, for p ^ 8, all parameters monotonically approached the results for p — 10 (which

was the most refined case investigated).

p

9

cE

C'D

——

5

1.851

1.349

-0.676

-0.00031

0.673

6

1.849

1.348

-0.674

-0.00030

0-673

7

1.849

1.347

-0.674

-0.00031

0.674

8

1.849

1.347

-0.674

-0.00015

0.673

9

1.849

1.347

-0.674

-0.00016

0.673

10

1.849

1.347

-0.674

-0.00015

0.673

Table 2.12: Convergence of global quantities with polynomial order p for the case of a
tethered cylinder with m* = 0.833, L* = 5.5 and Fr = 0.08.

For Fr = 0.08 (table 2.12), no difference was noted up to three significant figures,

when comparing the results for the case where p — 8, to the case where p = 10. A

small difference of 7% was noted in the fluctuating drag when comparing p — 9 to

p = 10, however, this difference is only noted in the fifth significant figure, and given

the extremely small values of C'D, was considered negligible.

For F" — 1.15 (table 2.13). it was anticipated that a larger difference would exist

when comparing the results for different cases of p, as the amplitude of oscillation is

significantly greater. When comparing the results for the case where p = 8, to the case

where p = 10, the greatest variance was found for C'^, which exhibited a 0.45% difference

between the two cases. It was considered that this difference is negligibly small, and a

interpolant polynomial order, p = 8 was chosen for all subsequent simulations.

2.5.7 Moving Body Simulations: Effect of relaxation parameter and
Convergence Criteria

Section 2.5.2 has provided grid independent results for a fixed cylinder. This grid was

then used to provide convergent results for both the flow around a freely oscillating

cylinder and the flow around a tethered cylinder, with all simulations performed at

Re < 200 (Sections 2.5.5 and 2.5.6). The technique described in section 2.4.3 employed

p

e
CD

C"L

C'D

V*

5

81.952

1.220

0.157

-1.045

22.519

6

81.701

1.218

0.157

-1.037

22.528

7

81.385

1.217

0.157

-1.028

22.524

8

83.390

1.255

0.164

-1.070

22.210

9

83.309

1.256

0.164

-L068

22.194

10

83.252

1.257

0.164

-1.066

22.182

Table 2.13: Convergence of global quantities with polynomial order p for the case of a
tethered cylinder with m* = 0.833, L* = 5.5 and Fr = 1.25.

the use of both a relaxation parameter, e and convergence criteria. We now examine

the effect of altering these terms. We look at a typical tethered cylinder simulation,

in this case with parameters m* = 0.8 and L* = 5 at two different reduced velocities,

u* — 10 and u* = 15. Further to this, we look at a freely oscillating cylinder simulation

with m* — 0.4 and u* = oo.

For the case of the tethered cylinder, the parameters used to evaluate the relaxation

parameter independence were the mean layover angle, 0, the mean drag coefficient, C~D,

the root-mean-square (RMS) 6' amplitude response of the cylinder as well as the RMS

drag and lift coefficients. For the case of the freely oscillating cylinder, the parameters

used to evaluate the relaxation parameter independence were amplitude of oscillation

response of the cylinder, C~p7 and the RMS drag and lift coefficients. In all cases a

sampling period of At* = 1000 time units has been used to calculate all quantities.

Relaxation parameters in the range 0.2 < e < 0.8 were investigated for all simula-

tions considered. From section 2.4.3, the purpose of e in the moving body simulations

is to improve the convergence rate of the solver, rather than to improve the converged

solution. As a result, increasing e from 0.2 to 0.8 is not expected to significantly alter

the vibration response, either for the case of the tethered, or freely oscillating cylinder.

The results of the tethered cylinder study is shown in table 2.14 and 2.15. The results

of the freely oscillating cylinder study is shown in table 2.16. .

For the tethered cylinder with a low rt.-'ueed velocity (u* = 10), all the evaluation

parameters are reasonably independent of e with the greatest variation being for RMS

. The greatest percentage difference in RMS CD was found to be 0.066% between
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£

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

9

14.253429

14.253372

14.253339

14.253333

14.253476

14.253446

14.253575

CD

1.361509

1.361504

1.361500

1.361505

1.361507

1.361511

1.361527

VRMS

0.554347

0.554346

0.554343

0.554348

0.554306

0.554331

0.554107

CD{RMS)

0.101249

0.101184

0.101244

0.101244

0.101244

0.101246

0.101182

CL(RMS)

0.470917

0.470773

0.470906

0.470904

0.470906

0.470908

0.470771

Table 2.14: Effect of changing e for a tethered cylinder with u* = 10, m* = 0.8, L* = 5.0.

£

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

9

35.15486

35.15449

35.15440

35.15440

35.15423

35.15464

35.15445

CD

1.37803

1.37801

1.37802

1.37801

1.37801

1.37803

1.37802

@RMS

1.23779

1.23776

1.23763

1.23763

1.23770

1.23763

1.23768

CD(RMS)

0.19345

0.19344

0.19333

0.19333

0.19333

0.19333

0.19344

CL(RMS)

0.40419

0.40418

0.40413

0.40413

0.40413

0.40413

0.40417

Table 2.15: ElLct of changing e for a tethered cylinder with u* — 15, m* = 0.8, L* — 5.0.

e = 0.2 and 0.8. For practical applications, the variation in the evaluation parameters

at u* = 10 was considered negligible.

For the tethered cylinder with a high reduced velocity, u* = 15 the cylinder is

oscillating with a much greater amplitude and it would be anticipated that the variation

in evaluation parameters should vary more significantly when compared to the u* = 10

case. However this is not the case, the parameter exhibiting the greatest variation

was once again RMS CD, and for this case it has a maximum percentage difference of

0.057% between e = 0.2 and 0.4. As was the case with u* = 10, it was considered that

for practical applications, the variation in the evaluation parameters at u* = 15 was

negligible.
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£

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

A*

0.107495

0.107466

0.107499

0.107422

0.107342

0.107362

0.107426

CD

1.174598

1.174598

1.174598

1.174561

1.174477

1.174415

1.174380

CD{RMS)

0.012977

0.012977

0.012977

0.012967

0.012965

0.012957

0.012954

CL{RMS)

0.051169

0.012977

0.051172

0.051171

0.05117.1.

0.051171

0.051169

Table 2.16: Effect of changing £ for a freely oscillating cylinder with u* = oo and
m* = 0.4.

Table 2.16 lists the results for the freely oscillating cylinder. As with the case of

the freely oscillating cylinder, all the evaluation parameters are reasonably independent

of £. In tliis case the parameter exhibiting the greatest variation is A*. The greatest

percentage difference in A* was found to be 0.15% between e = 0.3 and 0.5; for practical

applications, this variation in the evaluation parameters is considered negligible.

Finally, the results should be theoretically independent of the relaxation parameter if

they are converged. To test this, two simulations were performed where the convergence

criteria was decreased an order of magnitude from utoi = 0.0001 and F*o/ — 0.01 to

utoi — 0.00001 and Ftoi = 0.001. Tliis was performed for the tethered cylinder case

with parameters, TO* — 0.8, L* = 5, u* = 15, and e — 0.5. The results are presented in

table 2.17.

utoi/Ftoi

0.0001/0.01

0.00001/0.001

9

35.15440

35.15446

CD

1.361527

1.360751

^RMS

1.23763

1.23686

CD(RMS)

0.19333

0.19324

CL(RMS)

0.40413

0.40406

ll1

V

Table 2.17: Effect of changing Utoi/Ftol for a freely oscillating cylinder with u* = oo
and ?n* = 0.4.

From table 2.17, it is evident that the evaluation parameters remained independent

of the convergence criteria, as the convergence criteria was decreased by an order of

magnitude as described. The largest percentage difference occurred for 9/
RMS, which
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exhibited a percentage difference of 0.06%.

hi conclusion, it was found that a relaxation parameter anywhere in the range of

e — 0.2 — 0.8 was acceptable, however, for low mass ratio simulations, the upper limit

of e was restricted in order to ensure a converged result, hi general e was set equal

to the mass ratio of interest. The convergence criteria were always utoi = 0.0001 and

- 0.01.

2.5.8 Experimental Equipment and Setup

The numerical findings presented in section 6.7 were compared to the experimental

findings of J. Carberry (Private. Communications). The experimental and numerical

findings were compared for three reasons. First, the results were compared to qualita-

tively assess the numerical findings and determine if the same modes of cylinder motion

discussed in chapter 5 and 6 are observed experimentally. Second, the comparison al-

lowed us to determine the effect of Reynolds number on the response of the tethered

cylinder system, the experiments being performed at significantly liigher Reynolds num-

bers, as discussed below. Finally, the numerically simulated flow field structures were

analyzed such that hypotheses regarding the fluid forces acting on the cylinder both

experimentally and numerically could be formed. Combined, these three reasons assess

the ability of the low Reynolds number simulations to qualitatively predict the response

of the tethered cyhnder system at liigher Reynolds numbers.

All experiments were obtained using the FLAIR water channel facility, located in

the department of Mechanical Engineering, Monash Uiiiversity. The water channel has

a cross section of 60cm by 80cm and a maximum speed of 40cm/s. The Reynolds num-

ber range investigated was Re = [2800,14000], corresponding to a calculated reduced

velocity range of u* — [3.5,21].

For all cases the cylinder tether length was held constant at L* — 5, and the mass

ratio was varied in the range m* = [0.54,0.97]. The cylinders span-to-diameter aspect

ratio was 20 diameters, and the sidewalk of the channel were used as end conditions. In

all cases the clearance between the cyhnder ends and the side walls was less than 1mm.

The tether attachment point was raised above the bottom surface of the channel to

avoid boundary layer effects. Care was taken to ensure that the cylinder was sufficiently

immersed below the free surface such that free-surface effects were negligible and could

be ignored.

The cylinder motion was captured using an 'off-the-shelf PAL video camera. Pre-

liminary PIV data was obtained of the wake field directly behind the cylinder, for his

a digital (4 mega-pixel) camera was used, which in combination with PIV software,

allowed 16.256 individual flow vectors to be analyzed in the field of interest, tins corre-

sponds to a resolution of 0.97 mm. The PIV images were taken such that the motion of

the cylinder could be correlated with the instantaneous flow-field structures observed

in the wake.

The cylinder was not instrumented to measure forcing or displacement. The mean

lift was assumed to be negligible, and from tins assumption, the mean drag could be

calculated from knowledge of the cylinder mass ratio and mean layover angle from

equation 2.49.

9 = tan"1 ( ^=— " " . 1 (2.49)

Numerical findings presented in section 5.5 suggest that the mean lift is not negligible

for a wide range of mean layover angles. Assuming this effect is also observed exper-

imentally, the calculations perfonned to determine the experimental reduced velocity,

and the mean drag acting on the cylinder can only be approximations of the actual

values. Tliis point is further discassed in section 6.7. Future work aims to instrument

the tethered cylinder to directly measure the lift and drag acting on the body.
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Chapter 3

Three Dimensional Instabilities
in the Wake of an Elongated
Blunt Flat Plate

92

3.1 Introduction

Despite little supporting evidence, there appears to be an implicit assumption that the

wakes of two-dimensional bluff bodies undergo transition to three-dimensional flow, and

eventually turbulence, tlirough the same sequence of transitions observed for a circular

cylinder wake. Previous studies of a square cylinder wake support this presumption. In

this paper, the transition to tliree-dimensional wake flow is examined for an elongated

cylinder (or plate) with an aerodynamic leading edge and square trailing edge. The

tliree-dimensional instability modes are determined for a range of aspect ratio (AR =

chord / thickness). Floquet analysis reveals that three distinct instabilities occur.

These are referred to as Mode A, B' and S' tlirough analogy with the modes for circular

and square cylinders. For aspect ratios less than approximately 7.5, Mode A is the

most unstable mode. For aspect ratios greater than this, the most unstable mode

switches to Mode B'. This mode has the same spatio-temporal symmetry as Mode

B for a circular cylinder, but a span-wise wavelength and near-wake features more in

common with Mode S for a square cylinder. The dominant wavelength for this mode

is approximately 2 plate thicknesses, inuch longer than that of Mode B for a circular

cylinder. It is found that the critical Reynolds number for the onset of the Mode A

instability varies approximately with the square root of the aspect ratio. On the other

hand, the critical Reynolds number for the onset of Mode B' is. almost independent

of aspect ratio. For large aspect ratios, the separation in Reynolds number between
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the critical Reynolds numbers is substantial; for instance, for AR = 17.5, these values

are approximately 450 and 700. hi fact, for this aspect ratio, the onset of the third

instability mode, Mode S', occurs at a lower Reynolds number than Mode A. These

results suggest that the transition scenario for similar bluff bodies may be distinctly

different to that for short bodies such as circular or square cylinders. At the very least,

the dominant span-wise wavelength in the turbulent wake is likely to be much longer

than that for a circular cylinder wake. In addition, the reversal of the ordering of

appearance of the two modes with the different spatio-temporal symmetries is likely to

affect the development of spatio-temporal chaos as a precursor to fully turbulent flow.

3.2 Two-Dimensional Base-Flow Field Results

While not the main focus of this study, a summary of the base flow field results are

presented in tins section, in order to facilitate comparison of the Floquet results with

previous studies.

3.2.1 Vortex Structures in the wake

Figures 3.1 to 3.3 show equispaced contours of vorticity in the range w- = ±1 for the

case of AR — 7.5,12.5 and 17.5. The Reynolds number for each case is Re = 400, based

on the plate thickness. This particular Reynolds number was chosen because, based

on the current study, it represents the highest Reynolds number prior to transition to

three-dimensionality for all of the aspect ratios considered. As shall be quantitatively

discussed in section 3.2.2, the shedding frequency clearly decreases with plate aspect

ratio.

Figure 3.4 shows d! as a function of Reynolds number for each plate in the range

Re = [300,650]. Here, d! is defined as H + 2 6, where S is the momentum thickness

of the boundary layer, measured at the trailing edge of the plate. For all plates, H

contributes at least 97% of d'. There is very little variation between AR = 7.5 and

12.5; d! for both aspect ratios decreases slightly as a function of Reynolds number. For

the case of AR = 17.5, d! is a. 3% smaller than for the other plates at all Reynolds

numbers investigated. This is a significant decrease, as it requires an approximately 7%

decrease in the boundary layer thickness of the plate with AR — 17.5 when compared

to the case with Ar — 12.5.
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10 15

Figure 3.1: Span-wise vorticity field uz — ±1 for AR = 7.5 and Re = 400. Contours
are evenly spaced over the range (blue) —4.0 ̂  UJS ^ 4.0 (red); with Aco- = 0.5.

Figure 3.2: Span-wise vorticity field cuz = ±1 AR = 12.5 and Re — 400. Contours are
evenly spaced over the range (blue) -4.0 ^ UJZ ^ 4.0 (red); with AOJ~ = 0.5.

3.2.2 Wake Shedding Frequency Analysis

Eisenlohr & Eckehnaim (1989) experimentally investigated the flow past thin flat plates

with blunt trailing edges. They found a linear relationsliip between the Roshko number

(Rod' = Re^ • Std') and the Reynolds number (Re^ based on df). This choice of d!

allows direct comparison between all plates considered as it contains a combination of

plate length (in the fonn of the momentum thickuess) and plate thickness. Results of

ROJI as a function of Re^ are shown in figure 3.5 for plate aspect ratios AR — 7.5,12.5

and 17.5, along with the experimental results of Eisenlolir & Eckelmann (1989). The

results for all aspect ratios simulated lie within the experimental scatter of Eisenlolir
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Figure 3.3: Span-wise vorticity field u~ = ±1 AR = 17.5 and Re = 400. Contours are
evenly spaced over the range (blue) —4.0 ̂  LU~ ^ 4.0 (red); with Auz = 0.5.
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Figure 3.4: Effective thickness, d', as a function of Reynolds number for plates with
aspect ratios, AR = 7.5,12.5 and 17.5; where d! is defined as H + twice the momentum
thickness.

& Eckelmann (1989) results.
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Figure 3.5: The shedding frequency, expressed as the Rosliko number (Ro = Re • St),
where both the Strouhal number and Reynolds number use d! as the length scale, -o- ,
experimental results of Eisenlolir & Eckelmann (1989); - • - AR = 7.5 results; -A-,
Ar = 12.5 results; -*-, Ar = 17.5 results. The shaded region is indicative of the spread
in Eisenlolir & Eckehnaim's experimental data.

3.2.3 Fluid Force Analysis

Both the mean Drag and the fluctuating lift and drag forces were calculated for plates

with aspect ratios, Ar = 7.5,12.5 and 17.5.

Mean Drag

Figure 3.6 shows the mean drag as a function of Reynolds number in the range Re =

[300,650] for each plate. Over this Reynolds number range, the plate with AR = 7.5

exliibited a dramatic increase in drag with Reynolds number as the Reynolds number

was increased beyond RE ~ 400. Between Re = 400 and Re = 650 the mean drag

increases by ~ 80%. By contrast, no dramatic increase was noted in the mean drag as

a function of Reynolds number for either the AR = 12.5 or 17,5 case. The AR = 12.5

plate showed a small decrease in mean drag with increasing Reynolds number up to

a local minimum at Re ~ 450, beyond this the mean drag coefficient increased with

Reynolds number up to the liighest Reynolds number investigated. A significant drop

in the mean drag of C^ ~ 20% was noted when comparing AR = 17.5 with AR = 12.5
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over the same Reynolds number range. The drag to Reynolds number relationship for

AR = 17.5 had a very similar profile to the AR = 12.5 case lip to Re = 450; beyond

this Reynolds number, the mean drag continued to decrease with increasing Reynolds

number.

o 1.5E-
IO

AR = 7.5
AR = 12.5
AS = 17.5

700

Figure 3.6: Time mean Drag as a function of Reynolds number, for Reynolds numbers
in the range Re = [300,650].

The above description shows a dramatic difference in the mean drag as a function

of Reynok's number depending on the aspect ratio of the plate. A 66% increase in the

plate aspect ratio between AR = 7.5 and 12.5 has dramatically reduced the drag at

highest Reynolds number investigated. A further increase of 40% between Ar = 12.5

and 17.5 has resulted in a further reduction in the drag.

Peak Lift and Drag Forces

The peak values of the fluctuating components of the lift and drag forces are shown in

figure 3.7 and 3.8 respectively as a function of Reynolds number for plate aspect ratios

AR = 7.5,12.5 and 17.5. The peak lift coefficient increases linearly with Reynolds

number for all aspect ratios considered. The results for AR = 7.5 and 12.5 are very
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similar, with Ar = 7.5 exhibiting a slightly greater gradient in C'L with increasing

Re when compared with AR — 12.5. By contrast, the peak lift for AR = 17.5 is

dramatically greater for all Reynolds numbers considered, and C'L increases far more

rapidly with Reynolds number when compared to the other plates considered.

1.6

1.4

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

[ ,y^ "\
- AR = 7.5
- AR = 12.5
- AR = 17.5

300 400 500
Re

600 700

Figure 3.7: Peak fluctuating lift coefficient as a function of Reynolds number, for plate
aspect ratios AR = 7.5, 12.5 and 17.5.

For both AR = 7.5 and 12.5, a small amount of scatter was observed in the peak

value of the fluctuating drag coefficient, C'D, as a function of Reynolds number. How-

ever, within the bounds of this scatter, both aspect ratio plates exlnbited a very similar

C'D to Reynolds number relationship. By contrast, for plate AR = 17.5, the peak drag

was significantly reduced for all Reynolds numbers considered, and there was no scatter

away from a linear relationship between C'D and Reynolds number for this plate.

hi summary, the change in aspect ratio from AR = 12.5 to 17.5 appears to have

a considerable influence on the fluctuating lift'and drag response. While the results

are consistent, they were unexi>ected (for example the marked reduction in QD with

increasing Reynolds number, for the case of AR = 17.5). Further work is needed to

relate the fluid force behaviour with vortex structures in the wake.
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Figure 3.8: Peak fluctuating drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number, for plate
aspect ratios AR = 7.5, 12.5 and 17.5.

3.3 Floquet Stability Analysis of the Flow Past Blunt Flat
Plates

Floquet analysis was performed for each aspect ratio over a range of Reynolds numbers.

For each Reynolds number, a range of span-wise wavelengtlis was considered, including

at least 0.5 < X/H < 4.0. Some simulations were performed for longer wavelengtlis to

ensure that the dominant modes were captured. Once the critical Reynolds number for

each mode was bracketed, interpolation was used to refine the estimate of the critical

Reynolds numbers and correspond ng wavelengths.

Figures 3.9 - 3.12 show the Floquet multipliers for the dominant modes for a range

of span-wise wavelengtlis and Reynolds numbers. The figures refer to aspect ratios AR

= 2.5, 7.5, 12.5 and 17.5, respectively.

Local maxima in these figures correspond to topologically different wake instabil-

ity modes for the corresponding wavelength ranges. If ihe magnitude of the Floquet

multiplier, /z, at a local peak exceeds unity, then the flow field is crit; ally unstable

to the mode at the particular wavelength. Tins means that its amplitude will grow

!

Re =400

Re = 25O

Re a 240

Re = 220

Figure 3.9: Floquet multipliers (fi) for the dominant mode at each span-wise wavelength
{X/H) for different Reynolds numbers, and for plate aspect ratio, AR = 2.5.
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Figure 3.10: Floquet multipliers (fi) for the dominant mode at each span-wise wave-
length (X/H) for different Reynolds numbers, and for plate aspect ratio, AR = 7.5.
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Figure 3.11: Floquet multipliers (fJ.) for the dominant mode at each span-wise wave-
length (X/H) for diflferent Reynolds numbers, and for plate aspect ratio, AR — 12.5.
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Figure 3.12: Floquet multipliers (/z) for the dominant mode at each span-wise wave-
length (X/H) for different Reynolds numbers, and for plate aspect ratio, AR = 17.5. '
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exponentially from background noise resulting in transition to three-dirnensional flow.

Aspect Ratio 2.5

Figure 3.9 °hows Floquet multipliers for the AR = 2.5 case. For wavelengths in the

range 0.5 < X/H < 2.0, no clearly dominant (T- periodic) Floquet mode emerged

from the iteration procedure after 100 cycles for Re < 500. For higher wavelengths,

the procedure converged quickly (typically within 30 cycles for four significant figure

accuracy) and the Floquet multiplier variation corresponding to the dominant mode is

shown on the figure for different Reynolds numbers. The instability mode first becomes

unstable for X/H ~ 7 at a Reynolds number of approximately 240. However the

instability is fairly broadband, and for Re = 250, the unstable range lies between 3.5 <

X/H < 10. The upper limit is likely to be greater than this value, but no computations

have been performed to confirm this. As the Reynolds number is increased the most

unstable wavelength is reduced so that for Re = 400 it is approximately 3.5H.

The spatio-temporal symmetry and the perturbation field distribution for this mode

are analogous to those of the Mode A instability for the circular cylinder (Williamson

(1988b)). Figure 3.13 shows a comparison between coloured contours of span-wise

perturbation vorticity for the Mode A circular cylinder wake at Re = 190 at X/H = 4,

and the AR = 2.5 plate wake for Re = 400 and X/H = 4. The circular cylinder Floquet

mode shown here has been calculated independently and agrees with the mode structure

found by Barkley & Henderson (1996). Both wake instabilities show similar near and

far wake structure and the same span-wise/stream-wise vorticity topology. That is, at

the same span-wise location, the span-wise/stream-wise vorticity swaps sign between

each Karman vortex pair.

Aspect Ratio 7.5

Figure 3.10 depicts the Floquet multipliers for a plate of aspect ratio of AR = 7.5. Three

distinct stability brandies are observed for this case corresponding to three topologically

different instability modes. For the Reynolds number range investigated, the mode

corresponding to the longest wavelength instabihty becomes critical at Re « 470 for

X/H — 3.9. Again, this mode is topologically similar to Mode A of the circular cylinder

wake and the critical wavelength is similar. In addition, as for the circular cylinder, the

instability quickly becomes relatively broadband as the Reynolds number is increased.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: Comparison of the wake span-wise vorticity field of the Floquet mode for
(a) a circular cylinder (Re = 190, A = AD) and (b) short plate (AR = 2.5, Re = 240, A =
AH) showing the longer wavelength instability for the short plate is analogous to the
Mode A instability of the circular cylinder. The spatial structure of the perturbation
field relative to the posit ion of the Karman vortices is highlighted by the contours of
span-wise vorticity with uz = ±0.2. Both images are at approximately the same phase
in the shedding cycle.
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At X/H = 2.2, another local maximum is observed. For AR = 7.5, this mode is

approximately neutrally stable over the Reynolds number range simulated in this study

(400 < Re < 500). Its spatio-temporal symmetry is analogous to that of the Mode B

instability described by Williamson (1988b). In Figure 3.14, the spatial structure of

the stream-wise vorticity of the perturbation field is compared with that of Mode B for

a circular cylinder wake (Re — 259 and X/H = 0.82) at a similar point in the shedding

cycle. The symmetry is such that the sign of stream-wise vorticity is maintained from

one half cycle to the next. Tin's is true of Mode B for a circular cylinder. However, there

are some important differences in the perturbation field distributions. For the circular

cylinder, the perturbation vorticity decays downstream much more quickly than for the

plate. This is not surprising given the lower critical Reynolds number and hence higher

relative viscous diffusion for the case of the circular cylinder. In addition, because the

mode for the circular cylinder has a considerably shorter relative span-wise wavelength

than that for the plate, the structures will be subject to more rapid diffusion anyway.

The difference in span-wise wavelength is surprising, especially given that the wave-

length predictions for the square cylinder (Robichaux et al. (1999)) are similar to those

for a circular cylinder if the length scale for the square cylinder is taken as the diagonal

length. For both the flow past a circular cylinder and a square cylinder, the ratio of

the Mode B to Mode A wavelength is between 22 and 23%. For the case of a blunt

flat plate, this ratio is greater than 50%. If fact examination of Figure 3.15, which

shows the perturbation stream-wise vorticity in the neighbourhood the newly-forming

vortices, reveals that the near field spatial structure of the perturbation field has some

important differences relative to the circular cylinder case, hi the newly-forming vortex

in the top half of the vortex street, the perturbation field is of a different sign for the

case of the plate and the circular cylinder. This is indicated by the circles overlaid on

the plots. One result of this sign reversal for the plate wake is that half a cycle later, the

stream-wise vorticity of opposite sign to the dominant stream-wise vorticity pervading

the braids is amplified, leading to a different local spatial structure at the corresponding

downstream position. Tliis is indicated by the arrows on the figure. Because of the

differences in the near wake perturbation field and the span-wise wavelength, we will

refer to this mode as Mode B'.

At X/H =0.9-1.0, another local peak corresponding to a third instability mode

is observed in figure 3.12. Tliis mode remains clearly subcritical up to the highest
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Reynolds number simulated for tliis plate aspect-ratio case. The value of X/H corre-

sponding to maximum growth varies with Reynolds number; a higher Reynolds number

corresponds to a slightly smaller critical span-wise wavelength. The Floquet multipliers

(ju) for this mode are oscillatory, indicating that the Floquet multiplier (corresponding

to an analysis assuming complex eigemnodes) is actually complex. The Floquet analy-

sis method described above cannot extract complex coefficients directly. However, the

analysis was repeated assuming a complex perturbation field. Like the situation for the

square cylinder (Robichaux et al. (1999)), the mode has a complex Floquet multiplier

close to -1, and hence appeals to be almost a subhannonic mode. However, as pointed

out by Blackburn & Lopez (2003), a true subharmonic is extremely unlikely, and does

not occur in this case either.

Interestingly, the wavelength of this mode is similar to that of Mode B for a circular

cylinder wake, although the spatio-temporal symmetry is different. Figure 3.16 shows

the stream-wise perturbation field close to the end of the plate, similar to the snapshots

revealing Mode B and B' in Figure 3.15. While the mode is time-varying from one

shedding period to the next, tliis snapshot shows that the perturbation field structure

in the newly-forming vortex structure at the top of the trailing edge, and in the near

wake region, is more reminiscent of Mode B than is the intermediate wavelength Mode

B' instability discussed above. Thus, it may be argued this instability has more in

common with Mode B than Mode S (Robichaux et al. (1999)) or Mode C (Zhang et al.

(1995)), even though the spatio-temporal symmetry is different. We will refer to tliis

mode as Mode S' (even though the mode is not a subharmonic) to relate it to the

time-varying mode for a square cylinder (Robichaux et al. (1999)).

Aspect Ratio 12.5

As the plate aspect ratio is increased to 12.5 (figure 3.11), Mode B' is observed to

become unstable at a lower Reynolds number than Mode A. Mode B' is found to

become critically unstable at a critical Reynolds number of Rea-u — 410 for a critical

wavelength, X/H ~ 2.2, whereas Mode A has a mucli higher critical Reynolds number of

R&crit w 600. Tins has interesting experimental ramifications. It indicates that Mode B'

will be the first three-dimensional wake mode observed experimentally for long aspect-

ratio elliptical leading-edge cylinders. For the circular cylinder wake, it appears that

the rapid transition to a chaotic wake state is due to the nonlinear interaction of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14: Comparison of the wake stream-wise vorticity field of the Floquet mode
for the circular cylinder (Re =• 259, A = 0.8JD) and the elliptical leading-edge plate
(AR = 7.5, Re = 450, A = 2.2H) showing the same spatio-temporal symmetries.

A and B instability modes (Henderson (1997)). Experimentally, Williamson (1996c)

has shown that Mode A, milike Mode B, is not periodic in its saturated state even

for Reynolds number not far in excess of the critical value. Mode B has a relatively

narrow instability wavelength band and is non-hysteretic. Therefore, for the geometry

studied here, the swapping of the order of occurrence of two modes with different

spatio-temporal symmetries may mean that the initial transition to three-dimensional

flow is much cleaner than for a circular cylinder. Even at higher Reynolds numbers,

the spectrum of wake wavelengths may be quite different to that found for a circular

cylinder. Tin's is because of the order of transition and interactions between the modes,

and the different apparent dominance of the intermediate wavelength mode which does

not exist for the circular cylinder wake.

As for the AR — 12.5 plate, Mode S' remains subcritical for the range of Reynolds

numbers simulated. Once again, the amplification of the perturbation field has an

oscillatory component indicative of a complex Floquet multiplier; The wavelength

corresponding to the slowest decay rate was found +o decrease slightly with increasing

Reynolds number.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15: Enhanced view of stream-wise vorticity field of the Floquet mode for the
elliptical leading-edge plate (AR = 7.5, Re ='450, A = 2.2H) and the circular cylinder
(Re = 259, A = 0.8D). The circles overlaid on the contour plots highlight the change
to the spatial distribution of the vorticity in the newly-forming vortices.

Figure 3.16: stream-wise vorticity field of the Mode S' instability (AR = 7.5, Re = 500,
A = 1.0.ff). The positions of the Karnwn vortices are highlighted by the contours of
span-wise vorticity of the base flow at u = ±0.2.
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Aspect Ratio 17.5

The Floquet multipliers for AR = 17.5 are shown in Figure 3.12. Once again Mode

B' is found to become unstable first at a critical Reynolds number of Rea-u *** 430.

Mode A becomes unstable for Re > 700, with a preferred wavelength of approximately

3.5iaT. Interestingly, Mode S' was found to become critically unstable at Re^u « 690

for X/H « 0.7. Thus, both Mode B' and S' are more unstable than Mode A for this

aspect ratio.

3.4 Comparison of Plate Aspect Ratio Results

The current choice of body geometry allows a wider parameter space study than has

been presented in previous work, focusing on the effect of variation of bluff body aspect

ratio, and by implication boundary layer characteristics at separation, to the wake flow

field. A previous study (Rosliko (1955)) indicates that different bluff body geometries

generally have very similar primary wake structures. In this section we analyze the na-

ture of the instabilities, the possible effect of the different orderings of critical Reynolds

numbers for the onset of the instabilities, and the relationship to previous studies.

3.4.1 Critical Reynolds Numbers for Transition

Figure 3.17 depicts the critical Reynolds numbers for each three-dimensional mode

transition as a function of plate aspect ratio. The curves represent approximate fits

to the data. For Mode A, it was found that a relationship of the form Recrit °c AR05

was found to fit the data well. For Mode B', the transition Reynolds number remains

approximately constant independent of aspect ratio. Note that for AR = 7.5, Mode

B' only readied approximately neutral stability (fx — 0.995) at Re = 440. At higher

Reynolds numbers, the maximum Floquet multiplier decreased slightly. Mode S' be-

come/! critical for AR =17.5 but this is not shown on the figure.

3.4.2 Mode A

For all aspect ratios examined, Mode A is critically unstable at approximately the sani<

span-wise wavelength of 3.5Ar. I1: his compares well with the experimentally observed

wavelength of 3-4H (Williamson (1996c)) and the predicted jritical wavelength of 3.96H

(Barkley & Henderson (1996)) for a circular cylinder wake. Also, as found for the

circular cylinder, at Reynolds numbers not far in excess of critical, amplification of tliis
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Figure 3.17: Critical Reynolds number for the different mode transitions as a function
of plate aspect ratio. Here, • indicates a Mode B' transition and o indicates a Mode
A transition. The curves represent an approximate fit to the data.

mode occurs over a broad wavelength band. On the other hand, the critical Reynolds

number increases significantly with aspect ratio: from Re^u « 240 for AR — 2.5 to

Rec « 700 for AR = 17.5. The trend is shown in Figure 3.17. As noted, a fit to the

data points is shown assuming a relationship of the form Rea-u oc (AR)1/2. While tliis

is not perfect, it fits the data reasonably well.

Ithasbe< suggested (e.g., Williamson (1996c), Leweke & Willhnson (1998), Thomp-

son et al. (2001b)) that Mode A is predominantly an elliptical instability with the span-

wise wavelength scaling on the length scale of the vortex cores. For a circular cylinder

wake, the vortex perturbation pattern in the vortex cores appears to be clearly elliptical

in nature in the wake downstream from the body. However, there has been considerable

debate in the literature (e.g., Henderson (1997), Thompson et al. (2001b)) on whether

the elliptical instability mechanism is the cause of the instability in the near wake. The

results for different aspect ratios are interesting in that the wavelength of the Mode

A instability is appro?dmately independent of aspect ratio and similar to that for a

circular cylinder wake. For both circular cylinders and elliptical leading-edge plates,

the length scale of the vortices is determined primarily by the body cross-section; the

wake visualizations in this paper confirm tins by showing that the vortex cores are

similar in size for the different geometries. This is consistent with the hypothesis that

the instability is an elliptic instability of the vortex cores.

According to standard laminar boundary layer theory, the boundary layer thickness

(5) can be approximated by (for example see Lamb (1932))

x \i/2

'-»(£)•Re,

where x is the distance from the (virtual) origin and the Reynolds number is based on

thickness / / . Thus, if the transition required that the boundary layer profile was similar

as the flow enters the wake at the trailing edge, this should mean that the transition

Reynolds number should vary in proportion to aspect ratio. This is clearly not the

case as indicated by the approximate fit described above. On the other hand, theory

suggests (see for example Le Dizes & Laporte (2002)) that the growth rate (a) of an

elliptic instability is given by

cr =

Here the inviscid growth rate is a function of the ellipticity of vortices. Now suppose

that the ellipticity of shed vortices is ma; lly dominated by convective effects rather than

viscosity, once the vortices are shed, ĉ would follow that if the transition Reynolds

number did vary in proportion to the aspect ratio, the boundary layer thickness at the

trailing edge would remain constants, hence the elliptical form of the vortex structures

in the wake should be similar and the first term contributing to the growth rate should

be similar. The viscous correction is

Re(\/H)21

where A is the span-wise wavelength. This term reduces the amplification of short

wavelength modes providing a short wavelength cutoff. An interpretation of Mode A

in terms of elliptic instability theory is that Reynolds number must be high enough so

that the viscous correction term does not prevent the wavelength based on the core size

from growing. We have seen that the inviscid contribution to the growth rate suggests

the transition Reynolds number should be approximately proportional to aspect ratio,

and that the viscous correction term is inversely proportional to Reynolds number.

Hence, the theory suggests that the critical Reynolds number dependence on aspect

ratio should be less than linear. While this is not conclusive evidence that an elliptical

instability is the controlling generic instability mechanism for Mode A, it is at least

consistent.
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3.4.3 Order of Appearance of Mode A, Mode B' and Mode S'

An increase in theaspect ratio can alter the preferred mode of instability. For an aspect

ratio of AR = 7.5, the initial instability is Mode A with a critical Reynolds number

of approximately 475. As the aspect ratio is increased to 12.5, the critical Reynolds

number for three-dimensional transition is approximately 450, however Mode B' is now

the initial mode of instability, in. preference to Mode A. As the aspect ratio is further

increased to 17.5, the critical Reynolds number remains close to 450, and once again

Mode B' is the initial instability mode. As the aspect ratio is increased still further, the

critical Reynolds numbers for the Mode A and Mode B' instabilities presumably become

increasingly separated. Further increases in the aspect ratio may result in Mode A not

becoming critical at all, or at- least, the development and saturation of Mode B may

lead to a distinctly different transition to turbulent flow which may not involve Mode

A. For the largest aspect ratio studied (AR = 17.5), even Mode S' becomes unstable

prior to Mode A, also suggesting a further possible alteration to the transition scenario.

3.4.4 Mode B '

For aspect ratios between 7.5 and 17.5, a distinct instability mode with the same spatio-

temporal symmetry as Mode B was found to become unstable. We have referred to this

mode as Mode B' based on its spatio-temporal symmetry. The critical wavelength was

found to be approximately 2.2 plate thicknesses over the range of aspect ratios studied.

Interestingly, the critical Reynolds number does not vary significantly with aspect ratio.

Visualizations in the neighbourhood of the trailing edge reveal that the perturbation

field for Mode S' has more in common with Mode B than Mode B'. An interpretation

may be that the spatio-temporal symmetry is perhaps not an ideal classification scheme.

In this case, Mode S' and Mode B also share a common relative span-wise wavelength,

even though their spatio-temporal properties are different.

3.4.5 On the Nature of Modes

A possible interpretation of the spatial structure of the perturbation field for each of

the instability modes is that one can view these instability modes as a combination of

idealized generic instability types sucii as elliptic, hyperbolic and centrifugal, with feed-

back from one cycle to the next to sustain the mode, but with possibly one mechanism

governing the growth rate and wavelength selection. There is reasonable circumstantial
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evidence that tliis is the case for Mode A for a circular cylinder wake (e.g., Leweke &

Willinison (1998), Thompson et al. (2001b)) although dissenting views exist (Barkley &

Henderson (1996), but also consider the discussion above). Numerical simulations and

experimental visualizations of Mode A produce invariant stream-tubes as predicted by

elliptic instability theory, and are consistent with the predicted span-wise wavelength

and the growth rate in the core. Recently, Julien et al. (2003b) have shown that the

primary instability modes for an idealized Bickley wake also show strong elliptical char-

acter, in that the measured local growth rate is well predicted by elliptical instability

theory, even though the perturbations migrate to, and are amplified in, the braid regions

where the flow is hyperbolic. Conversely, the growth rates predicted by hyperbolic in-

stability theory do not match the observed amplification rates. Julien et al. (2003b) and

others have suggested that the hyperbolic instability is slaved to the elliptic instability

which controls the growth rate and wavelength selection.

There is more doubt as to the nature of the Mode B. Williamson (1996c) and Leweke

& Willinison (1998) suggest that the hyperbolic instability is the dominant mechanism

especially given that the mode appears to be located in the braids. Brede et al. (1996)

have suggested that a centrifugal instability is involved in the transition. In the case

here, as noted, the mode is mostly concentrated initially between the forming vortices

and in the braids between the vortices as the flow convects downstream. However, given

the considerably longer span-wise wavelength of Mode B' for the case of a blunt flat

plate than for Mode B for the circular cylinder, the elliptical instability probably plays

a stronger role in the cores and may support the maintenance of the instability.

3.5 Spatio-Temporal symmetry of the Floquet modes

In the previous sections, each mode has been defined in terrns of its spatio-temporal

wake structures when compared to previous research. As both Mode A and B are T

periodic, their symmetry over T/2, along with their time history over one base flow

field period, T, has previously been used to distinguish them. The spatio-temporal

symmetry of each mode has been summarized in Barkley & Henderson (1996) and

extended in Robichaux et al. (1999) (described as Reflection-Translation or RT sym-

metry in Robichaux et al (1999)). By referring to the temporal history of each mode the

spatio-temporal symmetry may be inferred and compared with these previous findings.

Figure 3.18 shows contours of the temporal evolution of stream-wise vorticity, ux,
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Figure 3.18: Contours of UJX for Mode A in the y* - t* plane, calculated two plate
thicknesses downstream of the plate trailing edge (AR = 7.5). Contours are evenly
spaced over the range -0.5 ^ ux ^ 0.5 with Aux =0.1. Dashed lines indicate negative
contour values.

for a plate aspect ratio, AR = 7.5 at a Reynolds number Re= 500, for an instability

wavelength X/H = 3.9, corresponding to a Mode A instability. The temporal evolution

of ujx is measured along an imaginary vertical line placed 2 plate thicknesses downstream

of the trailing edge for Mode A. This may be compared to figure l la in Robichaux et al.

(1999) which depicts Mode A for a square cylinder, along with the numerical findings

of Thompson et al. (1996) for the flow past a circular cylinder and the experimental

findings of Williamson (1988b), again for the flow around a circular cylinder. From

analysis of figure 3.18, the following symmetry for Mode A may be inferred, in agreement

with the findings of Williamson (1996c), Barkley & Henderson (1996) and Robichaux

et al. (1999):

ux(x, y, z, t) = -ux(x, -y, z, t + T/2) (3.1)

Figure 3.19 depicts the temporal evolution of u;x for the same plate aspect ratio case

and Reynolds number, for an instability wavelength X/H = 2.2 corresponding to a Mode

B instab.i'ity. Comparison with the findings of Robichaux et al. (1999), Williamson

(1996b) and Barkley & Henderson (1996), show a temporal symmetry corresponding

to Mode B for a circular cylinder. This is despite the span-wise critical wave-length for

Mode B in this study having rouglily twice the span-wise wavelength of Mode B for a

circular or square cylinder (X/H « 2.2 for all plate aspect ratio cases investigated in

this study). From Figure 3.19, the following symmetry for Mode B may be inferred, in

agreement with Robichaux et. al. (1999), Williamson (1996b) and Barkley & Henderson

(1996):

ux(x, y, z, t) = u>x(x, -y, z, t + T/2) (3.2)

1,14

An instability corresponding to a Mode C type has not been found for a circular

cylinder, unless the geometry has been affected by the addition of a trip wire placed

above the cylinder surface, and parallel to the axis of the cylinder, witliin the boundary

layer region (Zhang et al. (1995)). Robichaux et al. (1999) found a similar mode struc-

ture in the wake of a square cylinder (with no additional trip wires) and referred to it as

Mode S which was found to repeat once every second base flow field period (i.e. it was

2T in nature). The structure of Mode C found in the current study corresponds closely

to the findings of Robichaux et al. (1999). The stream-wise vorticity for AR = 7.5

and Re = 500, for an instability wavelength X/H = 0.9 corresponding to a Mode C

instability is depicted in Figure 3.20. Comparison to Figure lie in Robichaux et al.

(1999) indicates that the temporal symmetry of Mode C corresponds very closely to

the Mode S case that they found. However, as discussed in the previous section, and

as is clearly evident from figure 3.20, Mode C is not 2T periodic as was found for Mode

S for a square cylinder, as there is an imposed low frequency nT component, where

n > 2.

For the case depicted in figure 3.20, the long period component was found to have a

period n = 12, therefore Mode C has a 12T component and repeats every twelve base

flow field periods; chis is evident in figure 3.20. The value of n was found to vary with

Reynolds number and plate aspect ratio, and the nT component does not appear to

greatly affect the 2T component of the wake field structures. For this reason, Mode C

is viewed as quasi 2T periodic in nature with an imposed low frequency component.
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Figure 3.19: Contours of cox for Mode B in the y* - t* plane, calculated two plate
thicknesses downstream of the plate trailing edge (AR = 7.5). Contours are evenly
spaced over the range -0.5 ^ OJX ^ 0.5 with Au>x = 0.1. Dashed lines indicate negative
contour values.
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Figure 3.20: Contours of o>x for Mode C in the y* - t* plane, calculated two plate
thicknesses downstream of the plate trailing edge (AR = 7.5). Contours are evenly
spaced over the range -0.5 ^ u>x ^ 0.5 with Au>x = 0.1. Dashed lines indicate negative
contour values.
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As Mode C is quasi IT periodic, its symmetry may be inferred as: :

X3X (x, y, z, t) ~ -ZJX (x, y,z,t + T) (3.3)

In agreement with Robichaux et al. (1999), however, in order to include the low

frequency term, the symmetry for Mode C is written as:

/ nT'\
uJx{x, y, z, t) = -au)% {x, y,z,i + T)- pux [ x, y, z, t + -— J (3.4)

where a and (5 are weighting coefficients and n > 2 (n = 12 for the case represented

by figure 3.20). The parameters, a + 0 = 1, such that the cycle repeats every nT.

Information regarding each of the two periods represented in equation 3.4 may be

obtained from analysis of the Floquet multipliers. Here, the contributions of the 2T

and nT components are discussed separately. In order to clearly show the effect of a

periodic cycle on the Floquet multiplier, equation 2.20 has been rewritten as:

" " r'(t, z ^ f " = eXP(CT) [COSCT +' "^^ ' (3>5)

where r' represents any of the perturbation fields (u1, v', w' or p'), and C and £ are

the real and imaginary components, respectively, of the Floquet exponent, a.

For the dominant 2T wavelength, equation 3.5 implies that the Floquet multiplier,

//, must be real and negative. The Floquet exponent, a, must be complex, with an

imaginary component £ = ±^ ; this finding is in agreement with Robichaux et al.

(1999).

The nT wavelength implies that the Floquet multiplier, //, representing this wave-

length must be imaginary, such that the real component can be periodic with a period

of nT. From analysis of equation 3.5, it may be observed that for the flow to be nT

periodic, the imaginary component of o must equal j ^ .

As both the 2T and nT frequencies are present for Mode C, the characteristics

of the Floquet multiplier should contain aspects of each wavelength. Here, the real

component of the Floquet multiplier should be sinusoidally oscillating about a negative

constant with a period of nT. Tin's is indeed the case.

3.6 Three-Dimensional Topology of the Floquet Modes

The three modes found have been described in the previous sections for each aspect

ratio investigated. In order to compare the topology of each mode directly, the tliree-

dimensional structure of the wake flow field for each mode is presented for the specific

case of plate aspect ratio, AR — 7.5, and Reynolds number, Re = 400. The Floquet

mode topology for this case is representative of that found for other plate aspect ratio

cases.

For each mode, the Floquet velocity field was computed and tins was added as a

small perturbation to the base flow to produce a flow field representative of the t'uee-

dimensional mode in the linear regime. In order to be able to represent Modes A, I?'

and S', perturbation fields were calculated for imposed span-wise wavelengths of 4H,

2H and IB, respectively. For uniformity in the visualizations, the span-wise domain

has been extended out to 12H. This allows the span-wise variation to be observed and

compared more easily.

Iso-surfaces of positive and negative stream-wise yc-rticity for Mode A are presented

in Figure 3.21. The span-wise vorticity is also plotted \u)s - ±0.2Uoo/D) to highlight

the position of the vortical structures instability field relative to the span-wise rollers

in the wake. The swapping of the sign of stream-wise vorticity from one half cycle to

the next is clearly apparent. As previously observed for Mode A, the perturbation field

is strong in the braid regions between the rollers, although it is also strong inside the

roller cores, but this is more difficult to discern from the plots.

Figure 3.22 shows similar isosurfaces for Mode B'. Twice as many span-wise struc-

tures are shown because of the reduced span-wise wavelength. At a given span-wise

position, stream-wise vorticity utx of a given sign is generated in a fashion similar to that

found for a circular cylinder (Williamson (1996c)). The sign of u)x, at a given span-wise

location, remains constant over successive shedding cycles, leading to the formation of a

continuous chain of stream-wise vorticity of the same sign. The similarity to the Mode

B topological structiue for a circular cylinder (Williamson (1996c)) is apparent despite

the mucli longer relative wavelength.

Figure 3.23 shows stream-wise vorticity isosurfaces for Mode S'. This mode is

distinctly different to Mode A and B' as the span-wise wavelength is much smaller in

comparison and the stream-wise vorticity appears to swap sign approximately every full

shedding period, which is why the corresponding mode for a square cylinder has been

mistakenly identified with a subharnionic mode previously. (Note that this Floquet

mode structure was obtained from a complex Floquet mode calculation, which allows

for travelling modes as well as spatially stationary modes (see Blackburn & Lopez
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Figure 3.21: Isosurfaces of the stream-wise vorticity field for the Floquet Mode A.
Lsosurfaccs of span-wise vorticity (u>: — ±0.2) are also shown to indicate the positions
of the Karman vortices. (Re = 400. AR. = 7.5).

(2003)).

3.7 Three-Dimensional DNS Calculations

Floquet analysis lias uncovered two important features of the Mode B' instability in the

wake of a aerodynamic leading-edge, blunt t railing-edge flat plate. Mode B' was found

to have a consistent critical wavelength X/H — 2.2 across all aspect ratio plates investi-

gated; this value varies markedly from that for small aspect bodies studied previously,

i.e.. either circular or square cylinders. Also, for sufficiently large plate aspect ratio.

Mode B' was found to precede the transition to Mode A. once again in contrast to the

observed ordering for circular and square cylinders. There was also evidence presented

that the perturbation field in the near wake, and the span-wise wavelength, have more

in common with Mode S of a square cylinder than Mode B. In order to verify these

findings, and investigate the transition towards the saturated state, a < hreo-dimensional

direct numerical study was performed for an aspect ratio where Mode B' is dominant

and Mode A is also unstable. The Floquet analysis shows these criteria occur for

AR = 12.5 and Re = (i(
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Figure 3.22: fsosurfaces of the stream-wise vorticity field for the Fioquet Mode B'.
lsosurfaces of span-wise vorticity (u)z — ±0.5) are also shown to show the positions of
the Karman vortices. The selected span-wise wavelength is 2H wiih 0 wavelengths are
shown. (Re = 400, AR = 7.5).
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Figure 3.23: Isosurfaces of the stream-wise vorticity field for the Floquet Mode S'.
Isosurfaces of span-wise vorticity (u>~ = ±0.5) are also shown to show the positions
of the Karman vortices. Span-wise wavelength is 1H and 12 wavelengths are shown.
(Re = 400, AR = 7.5).
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Full tliree-diinensional simulations were undertaken using a Fourier/spectral-element

code documented and validated in Thompson et al. (2001a) and Thompson et al. (1996)

to explore the wake evolution from two-dimensional periodic flow to a fully three - di-

mensional saturated wake flow. This calculation assumes a Fourier series representation

in the span-wise direction and hence periodicity is enforced. This places a restriction

on the allowable span-wise wavelengths, determining both the upper wavelength liinit

and the discrete wavelength spectrum. For the parameters discussed above, a span-

wise domain size of 12H was chosen. This allows tliree Mode A wavelengths to fit

inside the domain (and approximately six and twelve Mode B' and S' wavelengths).

Sixty-four Fourier planes were used for the computation, corresponding to about 12

planes (six modes) per Mode B' wavelength. Whilst this is somewhat minimal, these

full tliree-dimensional simulations are still computationally expensive. Previous experi-

ence indicates that this discretisation should still provide reasonable resolution for the

saturated mode.

Figure 3.24 shows stream-wise and span-wise vorticity isosurfaces for the DNS in-

vestigation once the flow has readied a quasi-asymptotic state. The simulation was

continued for approximately 30 shedding cycles after the wake saturated; however, at

the end of this time there was still some irregularity in downstream velocity traces at

selected points. The simulation was discontinued at this time without resolving whether

the final state would become truly periodic. The stream-wise vortex structures shown

here resemble the Mode B' isosurfaces shown in Figure 3.22. The main difference is

the pincliing together of the opposite signed vortex structures at their heads in line

with many other studies (e.g., Henderson (1997)). The spatio-temporal symmetry of

the saturated mode is clearly identical to that of Mode B'. There are six wavelengths

shown in the figure, indicating a selected span-wise wavelength of 2H, consistent with

the preferred wavelength of the Floquet mode. There is no visual evidence of any rem-

nant of Mode A in the visualisation, although perhaps this is not surprising given the

relative amplification of Mode A and B' at the Reynolds number of the simulation.

Tliis simulation supports the findings of the Floquet analysis.

3.8 Conclusions

Floquet stability analysis has been presented quantifying the tliree-dimensional insta-

bility modes associated with the two-dimensional periodic base flow of an elliptical
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Figure 3.24: Stream-wise vorticity contours from three-dimensional DNS calculation
for AR = 12.5 and Re = 600 showing Mode B instability. Red and Blue iso-surfaces
represent u>x, yellow iso-surfaces represent uz the plate is shown as green.
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leading-edge, square trailing-edge plate. The three modes show both some similarities

to, and differences from, the three instability modes, A, B and S, previously identified

for compact bodies. For veiy short bodies, Mode A is clearly dominant and it is ex-

pected that the transition scenario may be similar to that for a circular cylinder. For

intermediate aspect ratio bodies (AR > 7.5) the intermediate wavelength instability

mode, Mode B', undergoes transition at the lowest Reynolds number, This has the

same spatio-temporal symmetry of Mode B for a circular cylinder but a much longer

wavelength (2.2H compared to 0.8Z?), and there is evidence that these instabilities are

distinctly different in the near field. For very long aspect ratio bodies, the difference in

critical Reynolds, numbers for Modes B' and A becomes more substantial, potentially

indicating that Mode A may play a very much reduced role, if any, in the transition

to turbulence. For AR = 17.5, the shortest wavelength iastability mode is even more

unstable than Mode A, again possibly affecting the transition scenario.

A recent paper by Sheard et, al. (2003) investigated the tliree-dimensional instability

modes for flow past a toriod with its axis parallel to the oncoming flow. As the aspect

ratio is varied, this geometry bridges the gap between the axisymmetric geometry of

a sphere (small aspect ratio) and that of a two-dimensional circular cylinder (infinite

aspect ratio). There were different sets of instability modes depending on the aspect

ratio. For large aspect ratios, three important instability modes were found: Mode A

and B, analogues of the circular cylinder mode; and Mode C, the intermediate wave-

length mode which is a suoharmonic. In tliis case, it is possible for a true subhannonic

to exist since the group properties of the system are different from those governing flow

past a circulai' cylinder (Blackburn & Lopez (2003)). Specifically, the symmetry 'Jxmt

the cylinder centreplane no longer holds because of the curvature of the both, For

intermediate aspect ratios, Mode C is the most unstable mode. Even though this is not

strictly a two-dimensional cylindrical body, it is a related case and, like the situation

for the bluff body considered in this paper, again indicates that transition may be less

generic than previously assumed.

Finally, a full tliree-dimensional simulation was performed which produced a quasi-

asymptotic state consistent with the findings of the Floquet analysis. Ideally, it would

be advantageous to undertake simulations at sigm'ficantly higher Reynolds numbers to

investigate possible interactions between modes and transition to turbulence but tliis

would require veiy long integration times and be very expensive computationally. We
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are planning to investigate this problem experimentally in the near future.

Chapter 4

A Freely Oscillating Cylinder at
an Infinite Reduced Velocity and
very low Reynolds Numbers

4.1 Introduction

Tliis chapter investigates the vortex-induced vibi'ation of a hydro-elastically mounted

cylinder, free to oscillate transverse to the flow field. The specific case of an innr.Ue

reduced velocity was investigated for a range of mass ratios, m* = [0.075,0.7], and a

Reynolds number range, Re = [30,300]. All simulations were conducted using a two-

dimensional domain as discussed in section 2.5. The case of an infinite reduced velocity

corresponds to setting the mechanical spring stiffness, k, to zero. The damping constant

was set to zero.

While an infinite reduced velocity represents an impractical case, Govardhan &

Williamson (2000) and Govardhan & Williamson (2003) found a critical mass ratio

m^.it ĉ  0.54 for Re ~ [1000,10000], below which large peak-to-peak oscillations were

observed up to and including u* = oo, as discussed in section 1.6. Govardhan &

Williamson (2003) further found that prior numerical simulations by Shiels et al. (2001)

at Re = 100 exhibited a critical mass ratio of m ^ ~ 0.25. It is clear therefore that the

critical mass ratio varies with Reynolds number. The principal aim of this study is to

detennine the variation in the critical mass ratio as a function of Reynolds number in

the range Re — [30,300]. The mass ratio range has been chosen in order to accurately

establish a critical mass ratio in the Reynolds number range of interest. The teclmique

used (see sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.3 for details) does not allow for the limiting case of

m* = 0, hence limiting the present investigation to finite mass ratio cylinders.

The results of tliis study may find direct application in nano-technology and bio-
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niedianical fields. Further to this, the amplitude response, fluid forcing, frequency

response and flow field structures are established in order to classify the fluid-body

interaction across a range of Reynolds numbers and mass ratio.

4.2 Oscillation Amplitude Results

The amplitude results, as a function of mass ratio, are presented in figures 4.1 to

4.3. The results have been separated into two distinct Reynolds number ranges; the

viscous range corresponding to Re = [40, ~ 100], and the liigher Reynolds number

range corresponding to Re = [~ 100,300]. While the higher Reynolds number range

may extend beyond Re = 300, Reynolds numbers above this value are beyond the scope

of this present study. No discernable cylinder oscillations were observed for Re < 40.

The Viscous Range

Figure 4.1 shows the amplitude as a function of m* for tho viscous range, hi tliis

range, the maximum incremental size of Reynolds number was ARe = 10. For Re =

40, the lowest Reynolds number at wliich oscillations were observed, the amplitude

was considerably lower for all mass ratios (mass ratios investigated for Re = 40 were

m* - [0.2,0.4]) when compared to the liigher Reynolds number cases {Re ~ [60,95]),

the largest oscillation amplitude being A^^ ~ 0.14 for m* = 0.2, this corresponds to

the lowest mass ratio considered at Re = 40, and it is possible that larger amplitude

oscillations may occur at still lower mass ratios for Re = 40.

The relationship between m* and A* for Re = 40 was different to that at higher

Reynolds numbers, where the amplitude appears to exponentially decay to a finite value

as m* was increased. For Re = 40, the oscillation amplitude approaches zero as ra* is

increased and does not appear 10 approach a constant amplitude for larger mass ratios

in the range investigated.

As the Reynolds number is increased to Re - [50,(50], the amplitude of oscillation

appears to smoothly increase with decreeing mass ratio. For tho case of Re — 50,

the amplitude was somewhat greater than the case of Re — 60 for all mass ratios

investigated, this offset increasing as m* -> 0. The relationship between A* and m*

was found to be best approximated by an equation of the form:

A* —a-e-2.2m*
t (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Cylinder oscillation amplitude as a function of mass ratio for Reynolds
numbers in the viscous range {Re — [40,100]).

with a coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.989. Here the coefficient, a was found to be

related to the Reynolds number as,

a = 0.0045 • Re, Re = [50,60]. (4.2)
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Combined, equations 4.1 and 4.2 can be used to estimate the amplitude of oscillation

in the limiting case of m* -* 0. For Re = 50, this was found to be A^,* = 0.225

and for Re = 60, tliis was found to be -AJL.^QX = 0.270. From the form of equation

4.1, it is predicted that A*,m*_^Qs corresponds to the largest amplitude expected for the

case of zero spring stiffness {k = 0) and zero damping (£ = 0). This is in qualitative

agreement with the findings of Shiels et al. (2001).

At higher Reynolds numbers (but still within the viscous range), a sharp increase

in the amplitude is observed as the mass ratio is decreased below a critical value. Tliis
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was initially noted for Re = 70; here the amplitude of oscillation was slightly lower

than for Re - 60 in the mass ratio range m* = [0.25,0.6] and a change in gradient

is observed at m* ~ 0.35. As the Reynolds number was increased above Re = 70,

the mass ratio at which this change in gradient occurred decreased with increasing

Reynolds number until at Re = 100, no discernable increase in A* was observed for all

mass ratios investigated (m* = [0.075,0.7] for Re = 100).

In the range, Re = [50,99], a peak amplitude of A* = 0.35 occurred at the lowest

mass ratio investigated (m* = 0.075), independent of Reynolds number. However at

slightly liigher Reynolds numbers, Re = [95,100], the peak amplitude rapidly decreases

with Reynolds number. At Re = 99, the maximum amplitude observed, A^ax —

0.15 which was only observed for m* = 0.075; and at Re = 100, A*max ~ 0.1, wliich

corresponds to roughly the same amplitude observed for all mass ratios investigated.

In summary, three observations are made for Reynolds numbers in the viscous range;

the critical mass ratio (taken as the mass ratio below wliich large amplitude oscillations

are observed) decreases with increasing Reynolds number, the maximum amplitude

of oscillation also decreases with Reynolds number and the maximum amplitude is

always noted at the lowest mass ratio investigated, giving cause for speculation that

the maximum amplitude possible occurs as m* —> 0.

The Higher Reynolds Number Range

Figure 4.2 shows the amplitude of oscillations as a function of mass ratio for Reynolds

numbers in the range Re = [150,200]. The amplitude response of Re = 100 presented

earlier is virtually identical to the case of Re = 150; for this reason intermediate

Reynolds numbers were not investigated.

For Reynolds numbers in the range Re = [150,170], the amplitude increased grad-

ually with mass ratio in the range investigated. However at Re = 180 a small increase

in A* was noted when m* c± 0.075 when compared to liigher mass ratio cases. At

Re = 190 a slightly larger jump in A* was noticed with AA* = 0.013 at m* ~ 0.075

when compared to higher mass ratios.

As the Reynolds number was increased to Re = 200, the size of the jump increased

dramaticbJly, and the mass ratio at wliich the jump was noted increased torn* ~ 0.1.

This trend in b : ' ' "he size of the jump and the mass ratio at which the jump occurs

(referred to he^e as the critical mass ratio, rn^ t) continues for the cases Re — 250 and
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Figure 4.2: Cylinder oscillation amplitude as a function of mass ratio for Reynolds
numbers in the liigher Reynolds number range (Re = [100,200].

Re = 300 (see figure 4.3).

For both Re = 250 and Re = 300 the flow field is intrinsically three-dimensional in

nature (see section 1.3.3) and the two-dimensional simulations model the flow field with

considerably less accuracy then for lower Reynolds numbers. These two Reynolds num-

bers were considered to deteimine whether the trend noted in the amplitude response

and critical mass ratio continues at liigher Reynolds number. With this qualification,

the trend of larger amplitude response and liigher critical mass ratios continued up to

Re = 300.

For both Re = 200 and 250 and for mass ratios below m^, the amplitude of oscil-

lations fluctuated significantly with mass ratio. These fluctuations were not observed

at any other Reynolds number investigated, and are shown in the time series data

presented in section 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Cylinder oscillation amplitude as a function of mass ratio for Reynolds
numbers in the higher Reynolds number range (Re = [250,300].

4.2.1 Maximum Amplitude Results

Figure 4.4 shows the maximum amplitude of oscillation as a function of Reynolds num-

ber in the range investigated (Re = [40,300]). It should be stressed that A^. found

here is only for the range m* = [0.075,0.7]. From the trends noted in A* as a function of

m* in section 4.2, high amplitude results (with A* > A^ determined in (,his section)

may be observed for m* < 0.075. Again, from section 4.2, it is anticipated that for

m* > 0.7, A* < AZuu .

In the range, Re — [40,80], the maximum amplitude increases smootlily with

Reynolds number, and was found to be best approximated by the cubic polynomial:

A'max = (6-14 x l O " 6 ) ^ 3 - (1.28 x 10-2)i?e2 + (8.97 x 10~2)i?e - 1.8, (4.3)

with a coefficient of determination, R? = 0.988. Equation 4.3 predicts that A^ = 0
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Figure 4.4: • Maximum oscillation amplitude as a function of Reynolds number for
cylinder mass ratios in the range m* = [0.075,0.7] and Re = [40,300]. • Oscillation
amplitude results for Sliiels et at (2001) with m* = 0.16, k = 0, c = 0, representing the
highest oscillation amplitude reported for a finite m*.

when Re ~ 34 in agreement with the observations presented in section 4.2, which

found no oscillations below Re = 35. Tliis is also in good agreement with the findings

of Taiieda (1956) in Ids experimental examination of a the flow past a fixed cylinder at

low Reynolds numbers. He found perturbations in tlie recirculation region for Re ~ 35

as discussed in section 1.3.1. From section 1.2, any pertwbatious m the wake witt result

in a net force acting on the cylinder.

As the Reynolds number is increased from Re = 80 to Re — 85, a small discontin-

uous drop of AATMJ. = 0.017 representing a 5% decrease in the maximum amplitude

observed as the Reynolds number is increased. Beyond tliis discontinuity, the maximum

amplitude of oscillation remains constant for the range Re = [85,95].

In the range Re = [95,100], a significant chop in A^^ is noted from A^^ - 0.326 at

Re = 95 to A^ax = 0.0954 at Re = 100, representing a 70% decrease in the maximum

amplitude of oscillation over ARe = 5. In this Reynolds number range, the largest
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amplitude was found to occur at m* = 0.075 (i.e. A^^ = A^=0075,Re = [95,100]).

This result is somewhat different to the results obtained from simulations performed

by Shiels et al. (2001), at Re = 100, of a freely oscillating cylinder with m* = 0.1G,

c* = 0 and u* — oo; where they found the amplitude of oscillation A* = 0.35. For

their limiting case of m* = 0, Shiels et al. (2001) found an even higher amplitude of

oscillation of A^^ = 0.47 (representing tW, highest amplitude oscillation found in their

study for the case of u* = oo). Their finding at m* = 0.16 is shown for comparison

in figure 4.4. Their finding at rn* = 0 falls outside the range of m* considered in the

present investigations.

When comparing the present results to Shiels et al. (2001 )'s findings, two conclusions

may be drawn. The first, as has been previously discussed, is that m* = 0 would

appear to represent the case of highest amplitude oscillation for all Reynolds numbers

investigated in the current study. Their results at m* = 0 exhibit significantly larger

amplitudes than any found at Re = 100 in this study. It may therefore be concluded

that by looking at m* < 0.075, higher amplitude responses should be observed for all

Reynolds numbers investigated. Second, Shiels et aVs simulations employed a vortex

method wliich approximates the Laplacian viscous term separately in the solution of the

Navier-Stokes equations; these methods are best suited to low viscous (high Reynolds

number) flow, where the viscous term does not significantly add to the total force acting

on the cylinder. It is therefore unknown how accurately Shiels et o/.'s technique can

simulate the flow at Re = 100; indeed, their results are reminiscent of the present

findings at Re = 80.

Studies characterizing the viscous and pressure components of force in the flow

around a circular cylinder by Henderson (1995) indicate that dramatic changes in the

viscous drag component as a function of Reynolds number occur at Re < 100. It is

unclear from Shiels et al. (2001) how well these changes are captured using their vortex

method.

In the range Re = [100,190], A^ax *s almost independent of Reynolds number, and

remains very small. However a slight increase is observed as the Reynolds number is

increased.

Between Re = [190,300], the maximum amplitude increases significantly with

Reynolds number, up to A^^ ~ 0.55 for Re ^ 250. A decrease in the maximum

amplitude is noted as the Reynolds number is increased from Re — 250 to 300. From
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time series analysis (see section 4.3), a beating phenomenon is observed for both

Re = 200 and 250. This phenomenon was not observed for Re = 300. Comparing

the root-mean-square amplitude at, both Re = 250 and Re = 300, we found that at

Re = 250, ^ . ^ j = 0.28 and at Re = 250, A^nax_RMS = 0.36. Therefore, while

A*max undergoes a slight decrease as the Reynolds number is increased from Re = 250

to 300, the maximum RMS amplitude increases with increasing Reynolds number. It

should again be noted that two-dimensional simulations for Reynolds numbers beyond

200 do not model the three-dimensional structures observed in the flow field experi-

mentally, and may not reflect experimental time history and amplitude results.

4.2.2 Variation in the Critical Mass Ratio as a Function of Reynolds
Number

As discussed in the previous section, a critical mass ratio has been found and below

wliich large amplitude oscillations have been observed. This finding is in qualitative

agreement with the findings of Gcvardhaii & Williamson (2000) and Govardhan &

Williamson (2003), as will be discussed below. Because the peak amplitude of oscillation

varies with Reynolds number, the critical mass ratio is defined in these results as the

mass ratio at wliich a jump (or change in gradient) is observed in the [m*, 4̂*] parameter

space.

Figure 4.5 shows m*crit as a function of Reynolds number. As can be seen, two

distinct regions exist where a finite critical mass ratio could be determined. The first

region, existing in the Reynolds number range Re = [40,99], corrfisponds to the viscous

range, ror low Reynolds numbers (Re = [50,70]), the amplitude response of the cylinder

was very similar, and the critical mass ratio was found to be constant ( m ^ f cz 0.5).

Still within the viscous range, but at slightly higher Reynolds numbers, the critical mass

ratio decreases with increasing Reynolds number, such that, at Re = 99, the critical

mass ratio is m*rit ~ 0.075.

In the Reynolds number range Re = [100,170], no discernable critical mass ratio

was observed in the mass ratio range investigated in this study, however it may be

possible that a critical mass ratio exists below the range of mass ratios considered (i.e.

m* < 0.075). For Reynolds numbers in the range Re = [180,300], a critical mass

ratio was determined, the value of which is observed to increase sharply with Reynolds

number.

Figure 4.6 compares the present findings of the critical mass ratio with the findings
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Figure 4.5: Variation of the critical mass ratio as a function of Reynolds number

of Govardhan & Williamson (2000) and Govardhan & Williamson (2003), where the

results for Re — 100 are from simulations reported by Shiels et al. (2001). As can be

seen, the critical mass ratio found from our simulations for Re — [180,300] appear to

approach the value found by Govardhan & Williamson (2000, 2003) for Iiigher Reynolds

numbers. Govardhan & Williamson (2003), based on the simulations of Shiels et al.

(2001), find a much Iiigher value of m* ~ 0.25 at Re = 100 than that reported here.

Figure 4.7 shows the amplitude results for Re — 80,100 and the equivalent results of

Shiels et al. (2001). From this figure, we can see that their results appear to more

closely resemble the results obtained by this study at Re = 80 than at Re = 100.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the calculated critical mass ratio as a function for Reynolds
number with • Govardhan k Williamson (2003)'s estimate of Sliiels et al. (2001)'s
simulations and • Govardhan & Williamson (2003)'s results from experimental evidence
at high Reynolds number.

4.3 Time History and Oscillation Frequency Analysis

The time liistory and frequency results are analyzed in this section. For a major-

ity of the cases investigated, the cylinder oscillated sinusoidally at one oscillation fre-

quency. However for the cases Re = 200 and Re = 250, a beating effect was noted for

large amplitude oscillations. Results were plot against the frequency ratio parameter

/* = fosc/f, where f03C is the fundamental oscillation frequency, and / is the shedding

frequency for a fixed cylinder at the same Reynolds number. Froin the frequency anal-

ysis, it was found that the beating occurred when the frequency ratio was between the

values of 0.5 and 0.7.
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Figxxre 4.7: Comparison of oscillation amplitude results at Re — 80 and 100 with the
results reported in Shiels et al. (2001) of simulations performed at Re = 100.

4.3.1 Time History Results

As the oscillation response was purely sinusoidal for Reynolds numbers in the range

Re — [40,190] and for the particular case of Re — 300, oscillation traces at these

Reynolds number will not be investigated in this section; the frequency response of

these Reynolds numbers is discussed in the next section.

For the Reynolds numbers, Re = 190,200 and 250 and for m* < m ^ a beating

phenomena was noted in the oscillation response of the cylinder. A typical example

time series is presented in figure 4.8(a). This time series is taken from simulations

performed at Re = 250 and with a mass ratio just below the critical mass ratio for

this Reynolds number (m* = 0.3). For comparison, the case of m* > m^ is also

presented in figure 4.8(b), once again for Re = 250 (in this case m* = 0.4). The time

series indicate that for Re = 190,200 and 250 the oscillations of cylinders with mass

ratio below m^.it are no longer locked on to the shedding frequency. By contrast, as

mentioned, all the high amplitude oscillations in the viscous regime, and at Re = 300,

are locked on to the shedding frequency.

For Re = 190 and 200, the beating phenomenon was observed only for one or two

mass ratios as the critical mass ratio was extremely low. For Re = 250, however, the

beating phenomenon occurred over a range of mass ratios as ra^ was relatively high.

The spectral density of the cylinder motion was determined and is plotted against

frequency for a range of mass ratios in figure 4.9. In figure 4.9(a), representing the

case of m* slightly greater than m^.it (m* = 0.4), the cylinder oscillates at only one

frequency, corresponding to the vortex shedding frequency. As the mass ratio is reduced

slightly to a value just below the critical mass ratio (m* = 0.3), a significant amount

of energy is noted at frequencies on either side of the wake shedding frequency (see

figure 4.9(b)). However, two frequency components are dominant. The most dominant

is at the wake shedding frequency, the second most dominant is at a frequency slightly

below this; combined they account for the beating effect noted earlier. As the mass

ratio is reduced further (m* = 0.2 see figure 4.9(c)) the frequency range wliich exhibits

significant energy levels increases such that energy is noted at all frequencies from just

above the mean frequency to frequencies just above the wake shedding frequency. Three

dominant frequencies are noted at the wake shedding frequency and at frequencies just

above and below the wake shedding frequency. Interestingly, as the mass ratio is further

reduced (m* =0.1 see figure 4.9(d)), the oscillation spectrum is cleaner with only one

dominant frequency at the vortex shedding frequency. It therefore appeal's that for

the Reynolds number range Re = [190,250] there is a range of mass ratios below the

critical mass ratio where the cylinder does not 'lock in' to the wake shedding frequency.

Further, at least for Re = 250, if the mass ratio is reduced sufficiently, the cylinder

oscillation 'locks on' to the vortex shedding frequency.

4.3.2 Frequency Analysis

Figure 4.10 shows the oscillation frequency, represented as a Strouhal number (St0Sc =

fosc ' D/Ucx>), &s a function of Reynolds number. The oscillation frequency is found

to increase asymptotically with increasing Reynolds number up to Re — 190. The

valuation of Stosc (varying with mass ratio) is also found to vary with Reynolds number,
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Figure 4.8: Time trace of cylinder oscillation for Re — 250, (a) m* = 0.4, (b) m* = 0.3.
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Figure 4.9: Spectral Density of the oscillation time trace as a function of frequency at
Re = 250 for (a) m* = 0.1, (b) m* = 0.2, (c) m* = 0.3, and (d) m* = 0.4.
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Figure 4.10: Frequency of oscillation (presented as a Strouhal number based on the
fundamental oscillating frequency) as a function of Reynolds number. The arrows
indicate increasing mass ratio.

the largest range of Stosc being found for Re = 250.

Figure 4.11 shows /* = fosclf (where / is the vortex shedding frequency from a

fixed cylinder) as a function of Reynolds number. The parameter /* has been shown by

Khalak & Williamson (1999) to provide information on the 'lock-in' characteristics of

an oscillating body. The case of Re = 40 represents the only case where /* > 1 for all

of the mass ratios investigated in this study. As the Reynolds number is increased, the

average value of /* across the mass ratios investigated decreases up to Re ~ 100. In

the range Re = 100,190 the average value of /* remains reasonably constant. As with

figure 4.10, the frequency region for Reynolds numbers in the liigher Reynolds number

range where m* < m^, has been shaded. This region corresponds to very low values of

/*. This is initially a surprising discovery, however it may be explained by the beating
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Figure 4.11: Frequency ratio, /* = fO3C/St (where St is the Strouhal shedding frequency
for a fixed cylinder) as a function of Reynolds number. The arrows indicate increasing
mass ratio.

phenomenon, and the significant fluctuations in A* observed at these higher Reynolds

number values where m* < m*ril indeed, the liighest amplitude response for the case

of Re = 250 corresponds to /* ~ 0.5. By contrast, for the case of Re = 300, the high

amplitude oscillations (in* < m ^ ) correspond to frequency ratio values /* - » 1 , as

would be anticipated. As found in section 4.2, at tliis Reynolds number, the amplitude

of oscillation was found to decrease smoothly with increasing mass ratio, and did not

exhibit discontinuous fluctuations as a function of mass ratio for m* < m^.tt.

How the cylinder oscillation amplitudes increase for /* moving away from unity

is yet to be explained. It is hypothesized that it may be a two-dimensional effect, as

experimentally, three-dimensional structures should reduce the correlation length along

the cylinder span and may act to reduce the amplitude of oscillation. From our results,
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it appears that the case of Reynolds numbers Re ^ 300 represents a different state

to Re = [200,250]. Fully three-dimensional simulations may be able to account for

three-dimensional effects at these liigher Reynolds numbers, and accurately determine

both the cylinder response and the critical mass ratio; however this is left to a future

study.

4.4 Fluid Force Coefficient Results

The fluid force coefficients acting on the freely oscillating cylinder are analyzed in tins

section. However, as the forcing is coupled to the motion of the cylinder (primarily

through the viscous component of the force coefficient), the force coefficient acting

on a fixed cylinder in the Reynolds number range Re = [50,250] is also analyzed in

an attempt to determine why a critical mass ratio was not observed in the region

ite = [100,190].

4.4.1 Fixed Cylinder Results

Henderson (1995) performed simulations of the flow past a fixed circular cylinder, on

a two-dimensional domain in the Reynolds number range Re = [10,1000]. From these

studies, he was able to determine both the viscous and pressure components of the drag

force coefficient, as a function of Reynolds number. His results indicate that the viscous

force coefficient component decreases for all Reynolds numbers considered, and that the

total drag force coefficient also decreased for Reynolds numbers, Re < 100. However, in

the range Re ~ [100,200], the pressure component of the drag force coefficient increases

with Reynolds number such that the total drag force coefficient remains approximately

independent of Reynolds number in this range. For liigher Reynolds numbers, the total

drag force coefficient increases with increasing Reynolds number. It is speculated, from

the results reported in section 4.2, that the distinct drop in A^^ as Re is increased

from Re = 95 to 100 may be due to the decrease in the viscous component of the drag

force coefficient, noted for the fixed cylinder.

Henderson's study has been repeated, so that the fluid force coefficient information

can also be determined in the range Re = [50,200] for the case of a fixed cylinder.

Figure 4.12 shows the mean drag as a function of Reynolds number from both the

current study, and from Henderson's study. In all cases, the current results were witliin

2% of those found by HeiKkrson (1995). However the current results were consistently
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Figure 4.12: Mean Drag as a function of Reynolds number; D, present results, o Hsn-
derson (1995)'s results. In the Reynolds number range below the dashed line, a jump
to large amplitude oscillations wis not observed.

liigher than those reported by Henderson (1995). Unfortunately Henderson did not

give details of the mesh used in his study, and it is assumed that the discrepancy is

due to blockage effects. The present fixed cylindei- results were found to correspond

more closely to the oscillation amplitude results described in section 4.2. In the present

study, the Reynolds number regime where m^ was not determined (for the oscillating

cylinder) corresponds very well to the region where ~C^ < 1.36 for the fixed cylinder

case, as may be deduced by comparing figure 4.12 with figure 4.5.

Figure 4.13 shows the fluctuating lift and drag as a function of Reynolds number

for the case of a fixed cylinder. Surprisingly, the fluctuating force coefficients increase

monotomcally with Reynolds number throughout the range Re = [50,200]. There is

no variation away from tins monotonic increase for Reynolds numbers in the range
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Figure 4.13: Fluctuating iift and drag coefficient components as a function of Reynolds
number, for the case of a fixed cylinder; o fluctuating lift, force coefficient, • fluctuating
drag force coefficient

i?e = [100,190].

From these results, it is hypothesized that the fluid structures inducing the increase

in mean drag as a function of Reynolds number for Re > 190 must be inlierently unsta-

ble to slight movement of the cylinder. However, this hypothesis has not been tested

in this study as only steady state, saturated oscillation results have been analyzed. In

order to test the above hypothesis, the growth of cylinder oscillation amplitude from

a cylinder at rest for Reynolds numbers, Re > 190 would have to be analyzed. From

such an analysis, the variation in the wake structures, due to the increase in cylinder

oscillations could be determined. This is left to a later study.
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4.4.2 Oscillating Cylinder Results: Mean Drag

The mean drag coefficient is plotted as a function of mass ratio in figure 4.14 for

Reynolds numbers in the range Re = [50,250]. For Reynolds numbers within the viscous

regime (Re = [50,95]), the mean drag increases inversely with m* for all m* < m^.it.

For m* > m ^ , the mean drag remains reasonably constant up to the highest mass

ratios considered in this study.
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Figure 4.14: Mean drag as a function of mass ratio for the case of a freely oscillating
cylinder, for Re = (40,250].

The relationsliip of Co to Reynolds nmnber for all m* > m^ i t in the viscous range

was approximated by the linear least squares fit,

CD = -0.0044 • Re + 1.7177 (4.4)

with a coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.998.
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The rate of increase of CD as TO* decreases below TO*^ was found to vary with

Reynolds number. For low Reynolds number simulations Re a 50, the increase in CD

was a smooth function of TO*. By contrast, for liigher Reynolds numbers ( for example

Re = 95) the gradient of C D to TO* increased markedly as m* < TO*^.

For each Reynolds number in \he range Re = [50,95], the mean drag was fitted to

a quadratic least squares fit, which had the general form,

CD = {A • m*2 + B • 7 n T 1 / m *

The parameter A was found to vary with Reynolds number as..

A = - 2 x 10~5i?e2 + 0.0062#e - 0.5937,

(4.5)

(4.6)

and the parameter B was found to be constant (B = 0.98). In all cases, equation 4.5

had a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.96 or greater.

For Re = [100,190], no distinct increase in CD was noted as TO* was reduced to the

lowest value considered in tins study. Instead, the mean drag was found to increase

slightly with increasing mass ratio in this Reynolds number range.

A slight discontinuous increase in the mean drag was found for Re = 200 as the mass

ratio was decreased down to TO* = 0.075. Tins discontinuity was more prominent as the

Reynolds number was increased to Re = 250; in this case the discontinuity occurred

for m* = 0.2. For both the case of Re = 200 and the case Re = 250, the mass ratio at

which the discontinuity in CD occv i ~ed coincided with the critical mass ratio found for

that Reynolds number.

For ali mass ratios considered, the mean drag in the liigher Reynolds number range

was fomid to be significantly less than that foimd in the viscous range.

The findings detailed above indicate that the mean drag varies with cylinder oscil-

lation amplitude. It is hypothesized that larger oscillation amplitudes induces a wider

mean wake profile which further induces; a greater mean drag.

4.4.3 Oscillating Cylinder Results: Peak Lift

The peak lift coefficient results provide information linking the force coefficients acting

on the cylinder to the corresponding motion of the cylinder. The link between the lift

coefficient and the subsequent motion of the cylinder is made by analyzing the equation

of motion, which for a freely oscillating cylinder with k = c = 0, may be written in
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dimensional terms as:

my = FL, (4.7)

where, FL is the lift coefficient acting on the cylinder. Assuming that the oscillations

are sinusoidal (as is the case with all oscillations in the viscous range), then the motion

of the cylinder can be written as:

y = Ysm(ut), (4.8)

y - -u2Ysin{ut), (4.9)

and the lift coefficient acting on the cylinder may be written as:

FL = FLsin(ujt-<f>). (4.10)

Ari there is no external damping or spring stiffness, the phase lag (<p) is either 0° or

180°, and for finite amplitude oscillations, <f> = 180°. Therefore, equation 4.10 may be

rewritten as:

FL = -FLsa(ut). (4.11)

Substituting equation 4.9 and equation 4.11 into the equation of motion, and rewriting

in non-dimensional form, the normalized amplitude of oscillation may be written as:

A'

Tliis equation corresponds to the frequency equation defined by both Govardhan &

Williamson (2000) and Govardhan & Williamson (2003). From section 4.3, it may be

seen that the denominator in equation 4.12 is very small, making the equation stiffly

stable. Small variations in Cx, as a result of a changed mass ratio, may result in

dramatic changes in the amplitude of oscillation. This goes some way to explaining

the dianiatic 'jump' in the amplitude observed both in tliis study and in Govardhan &

Williamson (2003) as the mass ratio approaches the critical mass ratio.

From the results in section 4.2.2, two regions exist where the critical mass ratio is

identified below which large amplitude oscillations are observed. The above observation

implies that, for each Reynolds number considered, for mass ratios in the vicinity of

the critical mass ratio, the gradient (dA*)/(dm*) must be negative. From equation 4.12

tliis implies that,

dCL d(2n*m* • St2 • f*2) ' , , l t x

d ^ < dm* ~ f ° r m - • < * • <4-13)

The variation in CL is described below both for the case of the viscous range and

the higher Reynolds number range.
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The viscous Range
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Figure 4.15: Fluctuating lift coefficient as a function of mass ratio for the case of a
freely oscillating cylinder for Reynolds numbers in the viscous range, Re = [40,99].

The maximum lift coefficient, plotted as a function of mass ratio, is shown in fig-

ure 4.15 for all Reynolds numbers in the viscous range (Re = [40,99]). As with the

amplitude of oscillation results, the peak lift results for Re = 40 is distinctly different

to the results for liigher Reynolds numbers. For Re — 40, CL readies a peak value at

m* ~ 0.3, prior to decreasing rapidly with mass ratio for m* > 0.3.

By contrast, for the case of Re = 50, the peak lift coefficient increases with mass
A

ratio for small mass ratios prior to asymptotically approaching a value of CL — 0.288.

At liigher Reynolds number values (Re =• [60,70], the overall form of the peak lift as a

function of mass ratio is the same, however, CL does not asymptote to a fixed value.

Instead, as the mass ratio readies m* ^ 0.3, CL reaches a constant value, prior to
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increasing again as a function of m* at liigher values of m*. In the Reynolds mmiber

range Re = [40,70], CL increased as a function of Reynolds number for all mass ratios

investigated.

At still liigher Reynolds numbers (but still in the viscous range (Re = [80,95])),

the variation of CL with m* at low mass ratios (m* ^ 0.15) remains the same as for

lower Reynolds numbers. However, a local minimum is observed as the mass ratio

is increased; the mass ratio at which the local minimum is observed decreases with

increasing Reynolds number and appears to coincide reasonably well with the critical

mass ratio calculated in section 4.2.2. Within this Reynolds number range, as m* is

increased beyond m^.it, CL increases linearly with mass ratio. The gradient with which

CL increases with m* increases slightly with Reynolds number. For the case of Re = 99,

no local mim'mum in CL was noticed. At this Reynolds number, CL increased linearly

as a function of m* for all m* investigated.

It is surprising that, for small mass ratios, CL increases with mass ratio, while

(from the results of section 4.2) the amplitude of oscillation decreases with mass ratio

number over the same range of m* ^ tnlrit. How this apparent anomaly is possible may

be clarified by re-examining equation 4.13. Resolving this apparent anomaly requires

that the denominator on the right hand side of equation 4.12 must increase at a faster
A

rate as a function of m* than CL-, for all mass ratios m* < m^ in the viscous range.

The increase in the term 27r3m* • St2 • f*2 as a function of mass ratio is greater than the

increase in the CL term, subsequently causing the amplitude of oscillation to decrease

with mass ratio.

The higher Reynolds number range

Figure 4.16 shows the variation of peak lift coefficient as a function of mass ratio in

the liigher Reynolds number range Re = [100,250]. For all Reynolds numbers in the

range Re = [100,190], corresponding to the Reynolds number range where no critical

mass ratio was observed, CL increased linearly with mass ratio. The rate of diange of
A A

CL increased with increasing Reynolds number. For the case of Re = 200, CL did not

increase between m* = 0.075 and m* = 0.1 corresponding to the critical mass ratio

as described in the previous section for Reynolds numbers in the viscous regime. It

appears that for Re = 200, the increase in A* as m* < m^ is due to an increase

in CL as the mass ratio is reduced below the critical mass ratio. The trend found for
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Figure 4.16: Fluctuating lift coefficient as a function of mass ratio for the case of a
freely oscillating cylinder, for Reynolds numbers in the higher Reynolds number range,
/te = [100,250].

Re = 200 is significantly amplified for the case of Re - 250. Here CL increases sharply,

as the mass ratio is decreased below m^it. For m* < m^.it, CL varies discontinuously

with mass ratio. It is hypothesized that this variation is due to the beating effect noted

in section 4.3 for these mass ratios at this Reynolds number.

4.5 Conclusion

Both the oscillation and force coefficient response has been analyzed using two-dimensional

simulations as a function of both Reynolds number and mass ratio in the range Re =

[30,300], m* = [0.075,0.7]. No oscillations were observed for Re < 40 in agreement

with the findings of Taneda (1956) who found no perturbations in the wake of a fixed

cylinder for Re < 36.
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hi the range Re = [40,99], appreciable oscillations were observed for mass ratios

m* < m ^ , in qualitative agreement with the experimental findings of Govardhan

& Williamson (2003) at niuch higher Reynolds numbers. Surprisingly, no appreciable

oscillations were observed for the range Re — [100,190]. From the findings of Henderson

(1995) and the present investigation, for the flow past a fixed cylinder, this Reynolds

number regime corresponds to the range where the mean drag exhibits a local minimum.

For Re > 190, a critical mass ratio was once again found, below which large amplitude

oscillations were noted.

The present results differ somewhat from the findings of Shiels et al (2001), however

this may be due to their use of a vortex metliod wliich has difficulty in determining

the linear viscous term in the Navier-Stokes equations, and as such may not be able to

adequately resolve flow structures at the low Reynolds numbers investigated {Re = 100

in their case). It was further found that their results corresponded closely to the present

findings at Re = 80.

The present results are in qualitative agreement with the finding of m^.it = 0.54 by

Govardhan & Williamson (2003). For Re > 190, the critical mass ratio was found to

increase with Reynolds number, reacliing a maximum value of m ^ = 0.4 for Re = 300.

As this was a two-dimensional study, higher Reynolds numbers were not considered.

Determining the critical mass ratio as a function of Reynolds numbers between Re =

300 and the values investigated by Govardhan & Williamson (2003) is left for a future

study.
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Chapter 5

Two Dimensional simulations of
the flow around a tethered
cylinder
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5.1 Introduction

As an extension to the case of the vortex-induced-vibration of a hydro-elastically

mounted cylinder, the case of a tethered cylinder, whose motion is restricted to an

arc by a restraining tether, is examined in this chapter. The tendency of a tethered

buoy to oscillate when excited by waves is a well-known phenomenon. However, it has

only recently been found that a submerged buoy will act in a similar fashion when

exposed to a uniform flow at moderate Reynolds numbers, with a transverse peak-to-

peak amplitude of approximately two diameters over a wide range of velocities. In

this chapter, only the case of m* = 0.833 and L* = 5.05 will be investigated; these

values were chosen to match preliminary experiments conducted simultaneously in the

FLAIR water channel. The effect of varying both these parameters independently will

be subsequently presented in chapters 6 and 7. The response of the tethered cylinder

system was found to be strongly influenced by the mean layover angle as this parame-

ter determined if the oscillations would be dominated by in-line oscillations, transverse

oscillations or a combination of the two. Three brandies of oscillation are noted, an in-

line branch, a transition branch and a transverse branch. Witlun the transition branch,

the cylinder oscillates at the vortex shedding frequency and modulates the drag force

such that the drag signal is dominated by the lift frequency. It is found that the mean

amplitude response is greatest at high reduced velocities, i.e. when the cylinder is

oscillating predominantly transverse to the fluid flow. Furthermore, the oscillation fre-

quency is synchronized to the vortex shedding frequency of a stationary cylinder, except
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at very high reduced velocities. Of interest is the finding that the cylinder exliibited

a net negative lift coefficient for all reduced velocities investigated, it is speculated in

this chapter that this is due to the constraint on the cylinder motion imposed by the

restraining tether. Supporting evidence for this hypothesis is presented in chapter 6

and 7. Examination of the mean wake profile exliibits an asymmetry in the wake in

line with the finding of a net lift coefficient. Visualizations of the pressure and vorticity

in the wake reveal the mechanisms behind the motion of the cyhnder.

5.2 Derivation of the Reduced Velocity Parameter

Following the work of Govardhan & Williamson (1997), Williamson & Govardhan

(1997), and Jauvtis et al. (2001), results are presented as a function of reduced ve-

locity, defined as:

«' = £ g , (5.1)
wliich incorporates the inlet velocity, /Too, cylinder diameter, D, and natural frequency

of the system, /n . Note that the natural frequency of the system is a fmiction of

the tension in the tether and varies with the drag, lift and buoyancy, unlike that of a

hydro-elastically mounted cylinder wliich is independent of hydrodynamic forces. The

following derivation determines the equation for the natural frequency from the polar

form of the equations of motion. Tse equations of motion in terms of polar moment

are written below:

= Fg-L (5.2)

where J is the polar moment of inertia, F$ is the force acting on the cyhnder in the

direction of motion, and L is the tether length. Note that 9 has both a mean component

(9) and an time dependent component ($').

We can rewrite Fg as:

= FD- cos(0) - (FL + B) • sin(0) (5.3)

where FD and FL are the drag and lift force, respectively, and B is the buoyancy force

which also takes into account the force of gravity.

We shall now rewrite FD — Fx and FL + B — Fy in order to simplify the force

equation. Using the fact that 9 has a mean component 9 and an oscillatory component
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91, we can rewrite equation 5.3 as:

Fe = Fx • cos(0 + 9') - Fy • sin(0 + 9') (5.4)

Using trigonometric theory and grouping like terms of sin(0') and cos(fl'), equation

5.4 may be written as:

= -sinfl' • (Fx • sin9 + Fy • cos9) +cos9f • (Fx • cos9- Fy • sin0) (5.5)

Now we know that both of the forces have a mean and oscillatory component as

well:

(5.6)

and using these definitions, equation 5.5 can be written as:

Fe = - sin9/ • ((FE + F'D) • sh\9 + (F£ + B + F'L)-COS9)

+ cos0' • ((FE + Ff
D) • CQS9-(FT+B + FL) • sing)

By separating the mean and oscillatory forces, equation 5.7 can be rewritten:

Fe = - sh\9' • (FE • sh\9 + (F[ + B) • oos~9 + F'D • sin# + F'L • cosO)

+ cos9' • (FE -COS9-(FE + B)- sin9 + F'D • cos0 - F'L • sintf)

and from the balance of forces (see figure 5.1)

F~D • sin9 + (FL + B) -cos9 = T

cos9- (FE + B)- sin9 = 0

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

where T is the mean tension over a cycle. Using equations 5.9 and 5.10, equation 5.8

becomes:

F9 = - sinfl' • (T + F'D • sin0 + F'L • cosW)
(5.11)

+ cos 9' • (F'D • cos 9-F'L- sin 9)

Finally, by assuming small amplitude oscillations, such that sinfl7 ~ 9' and sin#' ~ 1

Fe can be written in a linearized form as:

(5.12)
+ {F'D • cos9 - F'L • sn\9)

Returning now to equation 5.2 and remembering that 9 has both a mean and oscil-

latory component, the equation of motion may be written as:
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Figure 5.1: Mean force balance for the tethered cylinder

9' = -0' • (T + F'D • sin 0 4 F[ • cos 0] • L + (F'D • cos 9 - F^ • sin 0) • L (5.13)

or:

J9' + 61 • (T + F'D • 'And + F'L • eos0) • L = (F'D • cos0 - F'L • sin0) • L (5.14)

The term (T + F'D -sin6 + F'L -cos#) • L acts like the spring restoring force in the

equations of motion for a freely oscillating cylinder, except that in tins case it is non-

linear as it alters through F'D and F'L.

In order to determine an equation for the natural frequency, equation 5.14 is lin-

earized by assuming that the mean tension T is much greater than the non-linear term

(F'D -sin0 + F£ -cos#), and this non-linear term may be neglected. The linearized form

of the equation of motion is then written in polar form as:

JO' + O' -T-L= (F'D • cos0 - F'L • sinO) • L (5.15)

The natural frequency of the tethered cylinder system is determined by solving the

homogeneous form of equation 5.15, and is equal to:

(5.16)

Rom the definition, J = m-L2, equation 5.1G can be written as:

(5.17)

T can be decomposed in terms of the drag and buoyancy forces, and written in

non-dimensional form as:

By substituting equations 5.17 and 5.18 into the definition for the reduced velocity

(equation 5.1), and rewriting in non-dimensional form, we obtain

u = (5.19)

where Ca is the added mass coefficient (see Govardhan & Williamson (2000) for details),

and is equal to 1 for a circular cylinder.

For mean layover angles, $, less than approximately 30°, Equation 5.19 may be

simplified by neglecting the mean drag coefficient, as the buoyancy force dominates

drag force in this layover range. If this simplification is made, Equation 5.19 reduces to

the same form as that found by Williamson & Govardhan (1997) describing the reduced

velocity for the flow past a tethered sphere.

The above derivation highlights two limitations in using the reduced velocity to

describe the flow conditions. Unlike the case of the hydro-elastically moimted cylinder,

both fn and u* are functions of the fluid forces acting on the cylinder, and are non-

linear. The above definition of the linearized form of fn and u* (equations 5.17 and

5.19 respectively) assumes that & is small (typically less than 20°), and that T »
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5.3 Mean Layover Angle Results

Figure (5.2) shows the mean layover angle obtained through the numerical simulations,

as well as results from the water channel experiments, both as a function of reduced

velocity. The numerical simulations are found to closely match the experimental values

for u* < 12. Valid results from the experimental rig were limited to this reduced

velocity range (corresponding to a Reynolds number range of (Re = 1000 - 3500)); for

u* > 12, the mean layover angle was such that the boundary layer on the channel base
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Figure 5.2: Mean layover angle, 9 , as a function of reduced velocity, u*; o numerical
simulation, • experimental results,- analytical estimate (note the analytical estimate
assumes a fixed Co = 1-34, wliich is equivalent to the drag coefficient for a fixed cylinder
at Re= 200).

interfered with both the cylinder motion and the hydrodynamic forces acting on the

cylinder. The mean drag acting on cylinder was not measured directly in experiments.

Instead, by assuming the mean lift tended to zero, the drag may be determined from

the mean layover angle from the following equation

9 = tan-i (5.20)

An analytical estimate of the mean lay-over angle was also made from Equation

(5.20) and is plotted in Figure (5.2) as a solid line. Here, the drag coefficient was held

constant (CD — 1-34), and was equal to the drag coefficient for a stationary cylinder at

the corresponding Reynolds number of Re= 200 (Henderson (1995)). For u* < 5, the

predicted respoase using Equation (5.20) describes both the numerical and experimental

values of 9 accurately. In the reduced velocity range, 5 < u* < 18.5, the rate of increase

of 9 with respect to u* gradually deviates away from the predicted curve. Beyond

u* = 18.5, this rate of increase rapidly diminishes and crosses the predicted curve at

u* cz 20. Beyond u* = 20, the curve over-predicts 6. Equation (5.20) is essentially

the ratio of drag to buoyancy force. Assuming constant buoyancy for a given mass
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ratio, any deviation in 9 away from that predicted from Equation (5.20) implies a

variation in the drag force away from that found for a fixed circular cylinder. For a

given u*, 9numericai > 9predicted implies that the mean drag is greater than that of a

fixed cylinder and 9numcrical < 9prrdicted implies that the mean drag is less than that of

a fixed cylinder.

5.4 Mean Drag Coefficient Results
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Figure 5.3: Mean drag coefficient,^, as a function of reduced velocity, u*; o numerical
simulation of tethered cylinder, — for a fixed cylinder at Re= 200.

The drag coefficient is presented in Figure (5.3) as a function of u*. As anticipated

from the previous discassion, the drag coefficient gradually increases from that of a

fixed cylinder in the range 5 < u* < 18.5 before rapidly decreasing below that of a

fixed cylinder for u* > 19. A small peak is observed at u* = 2.5. At low reduced

velocities and therefore low layover angles, the buoyancy force dominates the drag

force and predictions using Equation (5.20) accurately estimate 9. Any variation in the

drag may be associated with an increased amplitude in the oscillation of the tethered

cylinder. Figure 5.3 indicates that two local maxima in the oscillation amplitude should

be observed at u* = 2.5 and 19. The small deviation in the mean drag as a function of

reduced velocity indicates that the cylinder oscillations should be small for the entire
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range of reduced velocity investigated.

5.5 Mean Lift Coefficient Results

The mean lift, plotted both as a function of reduced velocity and mean layover angle,

is presented in figure 5.4 and figure 5.5, respectively. For a large range of the reduced

velocities investigated, a net negative lift was observed. The mean lift, is always quite

small, with a local minimum in the mean lift of Ci ~ —0.05 occurring at u* ~ 19. At

this reduced velocity, Co exhibited a local maximum. The mean lift was only observed

to approach zero when 9 ^ 70°.

From section 1.2, it is hypothesized that the negative mean lift is due to an asymme-

try in the mean wake profile about the centc-dine. To confirm this hypothesis, section

5.9.1 will show the existence of an asymmetry in the mean wake profile for the case

of u* = 15.4 and 19. The case of u* = 21, corresponding to 0 = 78°, exhibited a

symmetric wake.

It is further hypothesized that the asymmetry in the mean wake profile is due to

the combined in-line and transverse components of motion imposed by the restraining

tether. This hypothesis is examined in section 5.8 and further in chapter 7 where the

effect of the tether length is examined in detail.
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5.6 Amplitude of Oscillation

The normalized amplitude of oscillation in the direction of cylinder motion (.4* =

is presented in Figure (5.G) along with the in-line (a;* = §) and transverse (y* =

components, each as a function of the reduced velocity. As anticipated, two distinct

peaks are observed in A*; the first, occurring at u* = 2.5, is very small in amplitude

and is dominated almost entirely by the in-line component. This dominance implies

that the forcing is comprised almost entirely of the drag force component. It appears

that the peak is due to a resonance between the natural frequency, /n , of the system

and the drag signal, fD, wliich (at this reduced velocity) is twice the lift frequency, fL.

Assuming the Strouhal number for a stationary cylinder, St ~ 0.2, the natural frequency

and the drag signal are equivalent at u* ~ 2.5, in agreement with the assumption of

a resonance between the two frequencies. The peak amplitude of the oscillations at

u* = 2.5 (dominated by an in-line component) is far lower than the second peak found

at u* = 19 (dominated by a transverse component). The relative amplitudes of the

in-line and transverse branches are in agreement with King (1974), who studied the in-

line vortex-induced oscillation of a hydro-elastically mounted cylinder. He found two

in-line brandies of oscillation in the reduced velocity range, u* ~ 1 - 3 with maximum
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Figure 5.G: Normalized amplitude of oscillation as a function of reduced velocity; • ,
in-line component of normalized oscillation amplitude; o, transverse component of nor-
malized oscillation amplitude; • , normalized oscillation amplitude in the direction of
motion.

in-line oscillations peaking at A* = 0.12D. The first branch has a symmetric shedding

wake, while the wake structure of the second branch resembles a Karaian vortex street.

At a reduced velocity, u* = 17, corresponding to a mean lay-over angle, 0 — 45°,

the transverse component of oscillation, y*, begins to dominate the in-line component.

The in-line component of oscillation peaks at u* — 17.5 prior to decreasing rapidly.

Throughout the reduced velocity range, u* — 5 — 19, A* continues to increase and is

increasingly dominated by tne transverse component.

A second peak in A* is observed at a reduced velocity, u* ~ 20. At tliis reduced

velocity the mean lay-over angle is 0 ̂  70°, and the oscillations are dominated by the

transverse component (y*), whicli accounts for 93% of the oscillation amplitude in the

direction of motion. For reduced velocities greater than 20, both A* and y* decrease

rapidly with u*. At these high layover angles, the cylinder behaves in a fasliion sim-

ilar to a low mass-damped, hydro-elastically mounted cylinder undergoing transverse

vortex-induced vibration as described by Khalak & Williamson (1999) and Govardhan

& Williamson (2000). The lngh value of u*, combined with m* = 0.833, implies that

the oscillations occur on the lower branch of oscillation and that the cylinder oscilla-
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tions become de-synchronized from the vortex shedding frequency. At u* - 22, this

phenomenon is observed, the oscillation time series is chaotic and appears uncorrelated

to the vortex shedding frequency. The cylinder oscillation at these high reduced veloc-

ities (u* > 20) is therefore in agreement with the findings of Govardhan k Williamson

(2000).

Tliree force coefficients can be identified that describe the transient forces acting

on the cylinder to induce motion; the drag coefficient, Co, the lift coefficient, CL, and

the force coefficient acting in the direction of motion, Cyan. The instantaneous value

of Cran is defined by:

CTan = CD 6') - (CL + | -m*))sin(0 + 0') (5.21)

Figure 5.7: RMS force coefficients as a function of reduced velocity; o RMS Lift, D
RMS Drag, < RMS CTAN (force coefficient in the direction of motion).

A plot of the RMS values of the amplitudes of each of these coefficients is presented

in Figure (5.7), as a function of the reduced velocity. In the reduced velocity range, u* —

1 — 4, all tlirec RMS force coefficients exliibit significant fluctuations. As anticipated,

both RMS CD and RMS CTan exliibit a local peak at u* = 2.5. Of interest is RMS

CQ, whose peak value at u* = 2.5 appears to be larger in amplitude than RMS Cran-

A more refined analysis of this parameter space would reveal if tins is correct. By
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considering the mean layover angle at this reduced velocity {9 = 0.875 degrees), it, would

be assumed that the cylinder oscillates in the in-line direction, and the oscillations are

almost entirely independent of the fluctuating lift, force. Tin's is clearly not the case,

and Equation (5.21) indicates that the instantaneous amplitude of the lift force is

considerably greater than the instantaneous amplitude of the drag force, and acts to

reduce the total force contribution in the direction of motion. From Figure (5.7), this

is indeed the case; the RMS lift is over five times that of the RMS drag for u* < 10.

As with the in-line amplitude of motion, the RMS drag force peaks at u* ~ 17.5 before

decaying. The RMS Cran peaks at u* ~ 19 before decaying, its maximum value barely

exceeding the maximum drag value. For u* > 20, the RMS lift, dominates the RMS

and both decay up to the liighest reduced velocity investigated.

5.7 Frequency of Oscillation

Figure 5.8: Frequency of oscillation, normalized against the natural frequency of the
tethered body system (f/fn), where / is the oscillation frequency, and /„ is the natuial
frequency of the system; as a function of the reduced velocity. The dashed line is the
drag frequency for a fixed cylinder at Re= 200, the solid line is the lift frequency for a
fixed cylinder at Re= 200.

Figure (5.8) sLows the fundamental frequency of oscillation, normalized against

the natural frequency of the tethered cylinder system, as a function of the reduced
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velocity. In this figure, the solid fine is the Strouhal number for a fixed cylinder

corresponding to the fixed cylinder lift frequency, and the dotted line is twice the

Strouhal number of the shedding frequency for a fixed cylinder (St2), corresponding to

the fixed cylinder drag signal.

For u* < 5, the principal frequency of oscillation is synchronized with St2, i.e.

the in-line force frequency for a fixed cylinder. This is anticipated as the cylinder is

dominated by the in-line component of oscillation. At u* ~ 2.5, St2 is synchronized with

the natural frequency of the tethered body system, accounting for the peak in both the

oscillation amplitude and the RMS in-line force at this reduced velocity (figures (5.6)

and (5.7)).

In the reduced velocity range, u* = 2.5 - 3.5, there is a reduction in the oscillation

amplitude and RMS fluid forces (see figures (5.6) and (5.7)). This is due to the oscilla-

tion frequency no longer being synchronized with the natural frequency of the tethered

cylinder system. From figure (5.6), the oscillation amplitude increases rapidly with in-

creasing reduced velocity in the range, u* = 3.5-5. At u* = 5, Sti is synchronous with

the natural frequency of the system and the dominant oscillation frequency switches to

Sti. Beyond u* = 5, as the oscillation frequency departs from fn, there is a sudden

decrease in the gradient of oscillation amplitude as a function of reduced velocity (as

shown in Figure 5.6), however the dominant oscillation frequency remains close to Sti.

Only two regions of synchronization or "lock-in" are found when one considers the

classical definition of lock-in, i.e. a synchronization of the vortex shedding frequency

(fv) and body oscillation frequency (/) with the natural frequency of the system (/n),

so that /* = £ is close to unity, which is valid for hydro-elastically mounted cylinders

of large m* = O(100). The first, at u* = 2.5, results in a local peak of the oscillation

amplitude, the second at u* = 5 results in a change in gradient in the oscillation

amplitude vs u*. If the ratio between the fluid forcing frequency and the shedding

frequency from a fixed cylinder is considered (Govardhan & Williamson (2000)), a lock

in regime clearly exists for a much broader range of u* = 1 - 19. Tliis form of lock

in behaviour is similar to the response of a freely vibrating cylinder at very low mass-

damping (Khalak & Williamson (1999)). Tins is in contrast, with a low mass-ratio

tethered sphere in which the oscillation frequency has been found not to correspond

to eithei- the vortex shedding frequency or natuial frequency within the same reduced

velocity range (Govardhan & Williamson (1997)).
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The transition in the principal frequency from synchronization with St2 to syn-

chronization with Sti would, at first glance, imply a transition in the dominant force

component from drag to lift. However, this transition occurs at a surprisingly low

reduced velocity when the mean layover angle is considered. At u* = 5, the mean

layover angle, 0 = 4.2°, and it would be assumed that the drag force would continue

to dominate the oscillations in preference to the lift, force. Analysis of figure (5.0) also

implies that Cran is dominated by the drag force up to u* ~ 17, well beyond the point

of frequency transition, and analysis of figure (5.7) clearly confirms this assumption.

This leads to the conclusion that the drag signal is dominated by the same frequency as

the lift for u* > 4. As the reduced velocity increases beyond 17, the dominant driving

force switches to the lift force; however, the frequency of oscillation does not. change as

the principal frequency of the lift remains equivalent to the principal frequency of the

drag force.
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Figure 5.9: Principal (/i) and secondary (fa) components of the cylinder oscillation
as a function of reduced velocity. • principal frequency of oscillation, O secondary
frequency of oscillation.

The abrupt switch in dominant frequency at u* = 5 is apparent in figure (5.9).

For u* < 5, the dominant normalized frequency, / i , is 0.4 (or the drag signal) and the

secondary normalized frequency, fa, is 0.2 (the lift frequency). At u* = 5, f\ and fa

switch values, such that for u* > 5, / i is 0.2 and fa is 0.4. A decrease in both / i

and fa of the cylinder oscillation is observed for u* > 19 as the oscillations become

de-synchronized with the wake flow field.

5.8 Time History of Oscillation

Tliree brandies of oscillation iiave so far been discussed and are clearly visible in figures

(5.G) and (5.7). The first branch (u* ~ 2.5) is due to a resonance between the drag

signal and the natural frequency of the system. The second branch occurs in the

reduced velocity range, u* — 5 — 19, peaking at u* = 19. In the previous section, it was

hypothesized that the cliange in the oscillation fiequency is due to a resonance between

the natural frequency of the tethered body system and the subharmonic of the drag

signal. For u* > 19, the oscillations are dominated by the lift force, and the tethered

cylinder appears to behave as a hydro-elastically mounted cylinder.

Time liistories of the fluid forces and cylinder motion for u* = 2.5,3.5 and 5.0 are

presented in figure 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 respectively. At u* = 2.5, the drag signal clearly

has twice the frequency of the lift signal, suggesting a Karman type wake shedding and

indicating that the local peak in A* observed at this reduced velocity compares with

the second instability region of in-line oscillation observed by King (1974). Both CTOH

and A* exhibit the same frequency as the drag force term with a slight modulation in

amplitude due to the lift term.

As the reduced velocity is increased to 3.5, a significant alteration is observed.

As anticipated, the drag force diminishes markedly in amplitude as the drag force is

no longer synchronized with the natural frequency of the tethered cylinder system.

However, every second peak of the drag signal is substantially greater in amplitude

than the neighboring peaks. The normalized amplitude of oscillation (A*) shows the

same behavior, indicating that the natural frequency of the system is indeed influencing

the subharmonic of the drag force.

As the reduced velocity is further increased to u* — 5.5, the drag is clearly dominated

by St\ and is in phase with the lift. This may explain the increase in the amplitude

of oscillation as both the RMS lift and drag forces act in unison to drive the cylinder

oscillations. Both A* and Cran are also dominated by the St\ frequency lending support

to tliis theory.

Beyond u* — 19, the drag signal remains dominated by St\, however the St2 com-
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Figure 5.10: Variation of amplitude and force coefficients against nonnalized time for
u* = 2.5.

Figure 5.11: Variation of amplitude and force coefficients against nonnalized time for
u* = 3.5.
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Figure 5.12: Variation of amplitude and force coefficients against n malized time for
u* = 5.5.

Figure 5.13: Variation of amplitude and force coefficients against nonnalized time for
u* = 22.
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ponent is more noticeable when compared to lower reduced velocities. The time history

for u* = 22 is presented in figure 5.13. Every second drag peak has a higher amplitude

then its neighboring peak indicating that a significant component of the St\ frequency

still exists in the drag signal. At this reduced velocity, the cylinder behaves similar to

a low mass-damped cylinder oscillating transverse to the flow field. The phase angle

between the cylinder motion and CTAN is 180°. For a very low mass-damped freely

oscillating cylinder (Govardhan & Williamson (2000)), the phase angle between the dis-

placement and forcing was 180° only for the lower branch of amplitude response. Tins

similarity provides an explanation for the reduction in A* and the de-synchronization

from the vortex shedding frequency for u* > 19, as the cylinder is now oscillating in

the lower branch of shedding as described by Govardhan & Williamson (2000) for a

hydro-elastically mounted cylinder.

x10'

Normalized Frequency

Figure 5.14: Spectral density of the cylinder oscillation as a function of reduced velocity.

Figure (5.14) depicts the spectral density of the cylinder oscillation as a function

of the reduced velocity. For u* < 5, no peak is apparent for the Sti frequency, and

the St2 frequency dominates the cylinder oscillations. For u* > 5, a local peak in

the frequency synchronous with the Sti frequency is apparent. A local peak in the

frequency synchronous with the 5*2 frequency is observed for all reduced velocities

studied.
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5.9 Flow Field Analysis

The vorticity and pressure fields are examined in this section, for a variety of reduced

velocities. Section 5.9.1 analyzes the mean vorticity field for the reduced velocity values

u* = 15.4, 19 and 21. From this analysis, an asymmetry in the wake is noted for

u* = 15.4 and 19, corresponding to the net negative lift found previously. Snapshots

of the vorticity field taken at the top and bottom position of the cylinder motion are

compared for the same three reduced velocities in section 5.8, which associates variation

in the inception of vortex structures in the wake to the instantaneous motion of the

cylinder. Finally, in section 5.9.3, instantaneous pressure fields are analyzed for u* = 3.5

and 5.5 in order to explain the change in the drag frequency noted in section 5.7.

5.9.1 Mean Vorticity Fields

Figures 5.15(a), 5.15(b) and 5.15(c) show the mean vorticity fields measured over one

cycle of oscillation for u* = 15.4, 19 and 21 respectively. Analysis of these figures

indicates a distinct asymmetry in the wake for it* = 15.4 and 19. The wake formation

region for these reduced velocities is significantly shorter than for u* — 21. Here, the

formation length is measured as the distance from the mean position of the rear surface

of the cylinder to the position downstream where the mean u velocity component is

zero. The values of the formation length are detailed in table 1. The variation in the

formation length as a function of u*, and the variation in the downstream location of

the positive and negative vortex cores, are due to the asymmetric forces imposed by

the motion of the cylinder during the shedding cycle.

A difference in the downstream extent of the positive shedding vortex compared to

the negative shedding vortex is observed for both u* = 15.4 and 19. This difference

appears to reduce with increasing reduced velocity. It is speculated that tin's is due to

the reduction in the in-line component of oscillation as the reduced-velocity is increased.

For u* = 15,4 and 19, the centroid of the time-mean vortex structure is 0.G diameters

downstream of the mean position of the rear surface of the cylinder. As the reduced-

velocity is increased to u* = 21, the centroid of the time-mean vortex cores increases

to 1.05 cylinder diameters downstream of the mean position of the rear surface of the

cylinder. Bearman (1965) found that, for the flow past a blunt body fitted with a

splitter plate, the position of the fully formed vortex downstream of the body was

inversely proportional to the base pressure coefficient. Assuming that a similar trend
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Core+

Core"

Formation length

Wake thickness

u* =15.4

0.615

0.415

1.196

1.688

u*=19

0.594

0.532

1.118

1.656

u* =21

1.038

1.038

1.787

1.788

Table 5.1: Position of time-mean positive and negative vortex cores downstream of
the cylinder, formation length, and wake thickness 26, where 6 is the boundary layer
thickness measured at (Core+ + Core~ )/2

applies to the time-mean vortex structures in the wake of a circular cylinder, from the

results listed in table 5.1, it would therefore anticipated that the mean drag acting on

the cylinder would therefore decrease as the reduced-velocity is increased from u* = 19

to it* = 21. This is finding is observed in figure 5.3.

5.9.2 Vorticity Field Analysis

Figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 show contours of vorticity at the top and bottom of the

oscillation cycle for u* = 15.4,19 and 21, respectively. These reduced velocity values are

considered as they fall in the vicinity of the transverse peak shown in figure 5.6 above;

the case of u* = 19 has the largest amplitude oscillations found for the reduced-velocity

range investigated (u" = [1,25]). For each reduced-velocity, the first frame (frame a)

coincides with the most counter-clockwise position of the cylinder (refen-ed to as the

top of the oscillation cycle), and the second frame (frame b) coincides with the bottom

of the oscillation cycle.

As there is no external damping term in the equations of motion (equation 5.2),

and an appreciable amplitude in the reduced velocity range investigated, the phase lag

between the force acting on the cylinder and the resultant displacement is 180°. There-

fore, for each reduced velocity, the first frame (frame a) coincides with the maximum

positive peak in the fluctuating fluid forces acting on the cylinder.

Figure 5.16 shows contours of vorticity (u>z) for the reduced-velocity, u* = 15.4. At

this reduced-velocity, the mean layover angle 0 = 35.5 and the oscillations are domi-

nated by the in-line component (see figure 5.6). At the top of the cylinder oscillation cy-

cle (figure 5.16(a)), four vortex structures are observed. Two of these vortices (labelled
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.15: Contours of the time-mean span-wise vorticity in the wake of a tethered
cylinder for (a) u* - 15.4, (b) u* = 19, and (c) u* - 21. Contours are evenly spaced
over the range (blue) -l^UZ^l (red); with AuJZ = 0.2.

A and B) represent the shedding negative and positive vortex structures, respectively.

In response to the pressure gradient induced by the presence of both vortices A and

B, and the no-slip condition on the surface of the cylinder, two secondary vortices (la-

belled C and D, representing positive and negative vortex structures, respectively) are

generated in the vicinity of the rear surface of the cylinder. Figure 5.16(a) represents a

positive peak in the fluctuating hydrodynamic forces acting in the direction of cylinder

motion; the combined effect of the size and location of vortex A and vortex B directly

beliind the cylinder induce a low pressure region, hi figure 5.16(b), the cylinder is once

again momentarily stationary (now located at the bottom of the oscillation cycle), the
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3 - 3 -

(a) (b)

Figure 5.16: Contours of span-wise vorticity in the wake of a tethered cylinder for
u* = 15.4 corresponding to (a) the top of the oscillation cycle and (b) the bottom of
the oscillation cycle. The flow is from left to right. Contours are evenly spaced over
the range (blue) - 1 < ws < 1 (red); with Aws = 0.2.

fluctuating fluid forces acting on the cylinder have readied a maximum negative value.

Comparing the flow field at the top and bottom of the cycle, a subtle asymmetry in

the wake is noted. At the top of the cycle, vortex A is far more elongated than vortex

B at the bottom of the cycle. The asymmetry is also apparent when observing figure

5.16(b) where vortex D is observed to dominate the entire near wake region.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.17: Contours of span-wise vorticity in the wake of a tethered cylinder for
u* = 19; (a) corresponds to the top of the cycle, (b) corresponds to the bottom of the
oscillation cycle. The flow is from left to right. Contours are evenly spaced over the
range (blue) - 1 ^ u>- < 1 (red); with AUJZ = 0.2.
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As the reduced-velocity is increased to u* = 19 (figure 5.17), representing the largest

amplitude oscillations over the range of reduced velocities studied (u* = [1,25]), the

cylinder wake structure is very similar to the case of u* = 15.4 at every stage of the

oscillation cycle, indicating that the mode of cylinder oscillation is similar. At this

reduced velocity, the mean layover angle has increased to 6 = 63.3° and the cylinder

oscillation is now dominated by the transverse component. The vortex structures have

increased significantly in size; this occurs for two reasons. First, as the reduced-velocity

is increased, the period of oscillation also increases and the vortex structures have more

time to develop over an oscillation cyde. Second, at this particular reduced velocity

(u* — 19) the amplitude of oscillation of the cylinder is significantly greater than for

the case of u* = 15.4. This is also associated with an increase in the fluctuating

acceleration acting on the cylinder, wliidi increases the size of the vortices being shed

from the cylinder. It is assumed that the increase in oscillation amplitude is due to the

increase in the Frouae number, with a subsequent reduction in the mean vertical force

(Fy) wliicli results in the mean layover angle increasing and the cylinder oscillation

being less constrained by the in-line component.

0 -

-1 -

0 -

•1 -

8 9

(a) (b)

Figure 5.18: Contours of span-wise vortex structures in the wake of a tethered cylinder
for u* = 21, (a) corresponds to the top of the cycle, (b) corresponds to the bottom of
the oscillation cycle, the flow is from left to right. Contours are evenly spaced over the
range (blue) - 1 ^ uz ^ 1 (red); with Auz = 0.2.

As the reduced velocity is further increased to u* = 21, there is a significant diange

in the wake structure, relative to the two previous cases. Here the mean layover angle

9 = 83° and the motion is dominated by the transverse component. At this reduced
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velocity, the in-line component of the oscillation amplitude is xamp ~ 0.012D, whereas

the transverse component of the oscillation amplitude is yamp — 0.1D. The near wake

structure (comprising vortex C and D) is considerably more symmetric.

In summary, a mode of wake formation has been identified (and will be referred to as

the 'transition mode') from the vortex structures in the wake of the oscillating cylinder

for u* = 15.4 and 19. From the findings of Ryan et al. ((2003), for this cylinder mass

ratio and tether length ratio, the transition mode would appear to exist over the range

u* = [5,19] and involves a transition from cylinder oscillations dominated by the in-

line component (at low reduced velocities) to oscillations dominated by the transverse

component (at high reduced velocities).

In the transition mode, the in-line motion of the cylinder appears to be critical

to the vortex shedding structures in the wake, and produces a subtle but distinct,

asymmetry in the shedding wake not observed for the flow past a freely oscillating

cylinder (see Govardlian & Williamson (2000)). The in-line component of motion acts

to reduce the length of the formation region, inducing larger forces in both the in-line

and transverse directions to act on the cylinder. As the mean layover angle, 0, exceeds

45°, the oscillations are increasingly dominated by the transverse component, and the

in-line component of oscillation rapidly diminishes.

As the reduced-velocity is increased from u* = 15.4 to u* = 19, the transverse

oscillations of the cylinder are less constrained by the resultant in-line oscillations. The

overall effect is an increase in the amplitude of cylinder oscillation as the reduced-

velocity is increased to u* = 19.

As the reduced-velocity is further increased to u* = 21, the in-line component of

oscillation is not sufficient to maintain the transition mode. The shedding vortices

convect away from the cylinder at a faster rate and the length of the formation region

increases. The forces acting on the cylinder diminish and the amplitude of oscillation

decreases markedly, in agreement with the findings of Bearnian (1965). The cylinder

is now oscillating in a fashion similar to a low mass-damped hydro-elastically mounted

cylinder oscillating in the lower branch of oscillation (as described by Govardhan &

Williamson (2000)).

To quantitatively compare the force acting on the cylinder as a function of its

relative position, the limit cycles of the cylinder position (^) as a function of the

normalized moment acting on the tethered cylinder system (M) for the three values of
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.19: Cylinder displacement & as a function of the normalized moment acting
on the tethered cylinder system, for the reduced velocities; (a), u* = 15.4; (b), u* = 19;
mid (c), u* = 21. Each limit cycle is traversed in a 'ock-wise direction

u* investigated above are presented in figure 5.19.

For each reduced velocity, the moment (and hence the force acting on the cylinder)

is clearly 180" out of phase with the cylinder position, #', hence the maximum value of

(V coincides with the minimum value of M and vice versa.

For u* = 15.4, asymmetry in the moment acting on the cylinder when comparing

the top and bottom of the cycle. This asymmetry is considerably amplified for u* = 19.

For u* = 21 the oscillation cycle is clearly more symmetric. As each cycle in figure

5.19 forms a closed limit cycle, the mean forces acting on the cylinder in the direction

of motion must equate to zero over one cycle, and the cylinder will therefore oscillate
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about the mean angle 0.

5.9.3 Pressure Field Analysis

The transition from a St2 to a Sti dominated drag cycle may be better described by

the analysis of pressure plots of the fiow field over one period of the cylinder shedding

cycle. Contour plots of the pressure fields are presented in figures 5.20 and 5.21.

Figure 5.20 shows the pressure field for a cylinder at the top of the cylinder cycle,

defined as the uppermost position of the cylinder counter clockwise from the mean

layover angle. The image on the left and right correspond to u* = 2.5 and u* = 5.5,

respectively. Comparing the two images, the wake structures are in the same phase of

spatial position. For both reduced velocities, the wake is of a von Karman type. At

this phase of the oscillation cycle, the drag coefficient is at a minimum for both reduced

velocities, and there are few differences between the two pressure fields.

Figure 5.21 depicts the pressure flow field taken \ of a shedding cycle later. In

tins case, the cylinder oscillating at u* = 2.5 has reached the bottom of its cycle (i.e.

it is halfway through its oscillation cycle) and is essentially stationary with respect

to the pivot point. However, the cylinder oscillating at u* — 5.5 is only | tlirough

its oscillation cycle and is moving in the flow field direction with a maximum velocity

with respect to the pivot point. As with figure 5.20, the wake pressure fields for both

the reduced velocities are remarkably similar, howc/er the stagnation pressure acting

at the front of the cylinder for u* = 2.5 is significantly greater than for u* = 5.5. It

would appear that the motion of the cylinder, oscillating at its natural frequency at

u* = 5.5, reduces the intensity of the stagnation pressure point over half of its cycle

providing a drag signal component at the cylinder oscillation frequency (Sti). The drag

cycle retains a component of the St2 frequency due to the Karman type shedding wake

for the entire range of reduced velocities investigated. The Sti frequency is simply

superimposed over this for u* > 3.5.

Time histories of the base pressure coefficient (CPB) and the leading-edge pressure

coefficient (CPLE) for U* = 2.5 and u* =5.5 arc shown in figures 5.22 and 5.23. As may

be observed in figure 5.22, both Cps and CPLE are synclironized with the St2 frequency.

As the reduced velocity is increased to u* = 5.5 (figure 5.23), CPB remains dominated

by the St2 frequency, however the Sti frequency is also apparent. By contrast, CPLE is

dominated by the St\ frequency, in a fasliion similar to the drag sfgnal at this reduced
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Figure 5.20: Pressure coefficient contours pbout the tethered cylinder at (left) u* = 2.5
and (right) u* = 5.5 for the uppermost portion (most counter clockwise position from
the mean layover angle) of the cylinder in its cycle. Contours are evenly spaced over
the range (blue) -0.5 ^ CP ^ 0.5 (red); with ACP = 0.05.
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Figure 5.21: Pressure coefficient contours about the tethered cylinder at (left) u* —
2.5 and (right) u* - 5.5, \ of a shedding cycle after the cylinder reaches its uppermost
position. Contours are evenly spaced over the range (blue) -0.5 ^ Cp ^ 0.5 (red);
with ACP = 0.05.
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Figure 5.22: (Top) leading edge stagnation point pressure coefficient (CPLE) and (Bot-
tom) base pressure coefficient (CPB) as a function of normalized time, for u* = 2.5.
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Figure 5.23: (Top) leading edge stagnation point pressure coefficient {CPLE) aaid (Bot-
tom) base pressure coefficient {CPB) as a function of normalized time, for u* = 5.5.

velocity.

At higher reduced velocities, the cylinder oscillation remains synchronized with the

lift frequency {St{) and sufficient horizontal motion is retained to reduce the pressure

at the leading edge stagnation point over half the oscillation cycle up to a reduced

velocity of u* = 19. Beyond u* = 19, the cylinder's horizontal motion is less dominant

as the cylinder oscillates principally in the transverse direction, and the dominant drag

signal reverts to St2 for these liigh reduced velocities.

Of interest is that the shedding into the wake is clearly a 2S branch of shedding, as

is the shedding for all reduced velocities investigated. Tliis finding is especially relevant

at tins high reduced velocity as it is in contrast with the experimental findings of

Govardhan & Williamson (2000), who found 2P shedding for a low mass-damped hydro-

elastically mounted cylinder allowed to oscillate in the transverse direction. However the

research of Blackburn et al. (2001) reveals that two-dimensional low Reynolds number

simulations are insufficient to capture 2P shedding brandies as these shedding modes

appear to be strongly influenced by three-dimensional effects.

5.10 Predictions of the St\ component in the Drag Re-
sponse

The influence of the cylinder velocity on the calculated drag force over one cycle of os-

cillation was determined for u* = 5.5, where the cylinder oscillations may be considered

in-line with the flow direction.

hi the reduced velocity range u* = 5.5 — 19, the cylinder oscillation provides a

variation in the flow field velocity with respect to the cylinder and hence an effective

change in the local Reynolds number, that is, the Reynolds number based on the flow

relative to the cylinder. The maximum local Reynolds number occurs at the point in the

oscillation cycle where the cylinder is moving upstream with the greatest velocity. The

minimum local Reynolds number occurs when the cylinder is moving downstream with

the greatest velocity. The calculate 1 maximum and minimum local Reynolds numbers

at u* = 5.5 were found to be Remax — 205.4 and i?emtn = 194.7, respectively. From the

relationship between the Reynolds number and the drag coefficient, Co, determined

by Henderson (1995), tliis implies a maximum variation in the drag coefficient of 0.003

over one cycle. Therefore the drag coefficient may be considered effectively constant

over a cycle of oscillation for u* — 5.5. However, even though the drag coefficient is
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approximately constant, the drag force may vary substantially. The maximum drag

force corresponds to the maximum local Reynolds number and the minimum drag force

corresponds to the mim'mum local Reynolds number.

For all the reduced velocities considered in tins study, the drag force acting on

the cylinder is 180° out-of-phase with the cylinder velocity. Combimng this with the

definition of the drag coefficient, the ratio of maximum drag coefficient to minimum

drag coefficient may be written as:

C D,
R2 .
•ncmm

(5.22)

Here F£>ralio =
 p™'"* is the ratio of maximum to ininiinuin drag force acting on th°-

"min

cylinder. Since the drag coefficient varies little over tins Reynolds number range, equa-

tion (5.22) can be rearranged as:

(5.23)
Re2

max

For u* = 5.5 the drag ratio was ForaUo = 1.107. By substituting this, and the values

for the maximum and minimum Reynolds nmnber quoted earlier into Equation (5.23),

we see that the variation in effective Reynolds number accounts for 81% of the observed

variation in the drag ratio. The remainder is due to non-linear effects including the

Karman type wake shedding. To confirm tliis result, the spectral density of the drag

is presented in figure (5.24). Two peaks are observed, occurring at Sti and S^- The

larger of the two peaks, St\, is due to the cylinder oscillation, and accounts for 82 % of

the amplitude of the drag trace, in close agreement with the predictions made above.

5.11 Conclusions

Two-dimensional simulations of the flow past a tethered cylinder have been performed

for the reduced veiocity range, u* = 1 — 22, for a cylinder mass ratio m* — 0.833. In tin's

range of u*, tlnee distinct branches have been identified. The first branch, peaking at

u* = 2.5, is essentially an in-line branch and is driven by a resonance between the in-line

forces and the natural frequency of the cylinder system. The second branch, occurring

over the range u* = 5—19, is initiated in the range u* = 3.5—5 by resonance between the

natural frequency of the tethered body system and the subharmonic of the drag force

which peaks at u* — 5. At liigher reduced velocities, the motion of the cylinder modifies

the drag response, such that the drag and lift have the same dominant frequency mid are
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Figure 5.24: Spectral density of the drag force for u* = 5.5.

in phase. The cylinder oscillates at the drag/lift frequency over the extent of the second

branch. The motion of the cylinder alters the frequency of the leading-edge stagnation

pressure. As a result, the drag signal is altered, such that the drag signal is dominated

by the lift frequency, and both the drag and lift are in-phase. The third branch occurs

for u* > 19 and is dominated by transverse oscillations. The cylinder response for

tin's branch is similar to that observed by Govardhan and Williamson (2000) for a low

mass-damped hydro-elastically mounted cylinder oscillating transverse to the flow field.

The cylinder oscillations reduce dramatically with increasing u*, and the oscillations

are no longer synchronized at the vortex shedding frequency from a fixed cylinder.

Two-dimensional numerical simulations of the flow past a tethered cylinder with

mass ratio m* = 0.833 have been performed. The Navier-Stokes and dynamic equations

of motion of the cylinder are solved using a spectral element method. The fluid forces

acting on the cylinder, as well as the tension in the tether, are computed and used to

determine the resulting cylinder motion. A large peak in the cylinder oscillation was

noted for a reduced-velocity u* ~ 19. Analysis of the vortex structures in the wake

of the cylinder, for the case of u* = 15.4, reveals that the in-line motion of the body

in the reduced-velocity range u* = [5,19] reduces the length of the formation region,

and increases the forces acting on the cylinder. As the reduced-velocity is increased to

u* = 19, the change in the mean layover angle allows a greater transverse amplitude of

oscillation for a given in-line amplitude, and hence the overall amplitude of oscillation is
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increased. For both these reduced velocities, the near wake, and the moment acting on

the cylinder over one period, are observed to be asymmetric. As the reduced-velocity

is further increased to it* = 21, there is insufficient in-line motion to enable enhanced

interaction of the body motion with the wake vortex structures, and the formation

length increases markedly.
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Chapter 6

The Effect of Changed Mass
Ratio on the Flow around a
Tethered Cylinder

6.1 Introduction

Two dimensional simulations were conducted at a Reynolds number of 200 for a variety

of mass ratios in the range m* = [0.1.0.8]. For all the simulations conducted in tins

section, the tether length was held constant at L* = 5.00. An extensive range of Froude

numbers were investigated (0 < Fr ^ 50) corresponding to a mean layover range of

0 ^ 9 ^ 89.99. As discussed in section 6.2.1, the reduced velocity range is limited by

the CD and CL and is different for each mass ratio.

A distinct jump in the amplitude was noted for m" < 0.38 as the Froude number

was increased beyond Fr ~ 0.8 from below. A corresponding jump in the mean layover

angle and mean drag coefficient was noted. The mean lift was found to be negative for

all but the highest Froude numbers investigated for all mass ratios considered.

6.2 Mean Layover Angle Results

Figure 6.1 shows the predicted mean layover angle, <?, as a function of the reduced

velocity, u*. For u* < 10, the data points collapse for all the mass ratios investigated.

In general, the mean layover angle varies inversely with m* for any given reduced

velocity beyond u* ~ 10. A jump in the mean layover angle is noted form* §; 0.36 as

the reduced velocity is increased beyond u* ~ 10. Close analysis of the jump region for

m* •$ 0.36 reveals a slight overlap of n*. For every mass ratio that experiences a jump

in d, the reduced velocity prior to the jump is gieater than the reduced velocity after
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Figure 6.1: Mean layover angle as a function of reduced velocity for m* = [0.1,0.8] and
L* = 5.0

the jump. The relationship between the mean layover angle and the reduced velocity

is not one to one, and the fluid controlling parameter needs to be reinterpreted in the

form of a new variable. The mean value of u* across which a jump in 9 occurs is shown

in 6.2, as a function of m*. The relationship between u*iumv with m* has been fitted to
'jump

a quadratic equation using the method of least squares, resulting in:

1 1 * •

•* jump
= 16.789m*2 + 6.018m* + 10.447, (6.1)

with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.99. Equation 6.1 indicates that for the lower

limit m* —> 0, the jump will not occur for u* < 10.5 for the Reynolds number and

tether length ratio investigated.

The layover angles just before and just after the jump occins is presented in figure

6.3 as a function of the mass ratio. The mean layover angk. about which the cylinder

passes during the jump as a fimction of mass ratio has been fit to an exponential least

squares fit,

9jump - 35.85 • e
1 1 4 5 m ' (6.2)

with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.9898. Equation 6.2 indicates that as m* —> 0
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Figure 6.2: Critical reduced velocity tlirough which the jump in mean layover angle
occurs as a function of mass ratio for m* = [0.1,0.4] and L* = 5.0

there is a lower limit of 9jump below wliicli a jump will not be observed regardless of

mass ratio. For Re = 200 and L* - 5, this critical mean layover angle is 0 m < ~ 36°,

this point is clarified in subsequent sections.

The size of the jump reduces slightly with increasing mass ratio, varying between

15.5° for m* = 0.1 and 9.5° for m* = 0.36. While not clear from figure 6.1 alone, no

jump was observed for m* ^ 0.4.

An entirely separate discontinuity is observed for mass ratios m* ^ 0.4, where a

jump in the reduced velocity is noted as 9 ~ 80°. This is most apparent for m* = 0.4.

For larger m* it is revealed by a subtle change in gradient as 9 —* 90°.

The mean layover angle may be related to the fluid forces acting on the cylinder

tlirough a mean force balance, giving the equation:

9 = tan""1 ( =
Cr

From equation 6.3, for fixed values of CD and Cx, a continuous change in the Froude

number results in a continuous change in the reduced velocity. From equation 6.3, it

may therefore be assumed that any discontinuous change in the u* — 9 relationship is a

direct result of a discontinuous change in either CD and/or CL- hi particular, the jump

in 9 for m* ^ 0.38 is due either to a discontinuous increase in CD and/or a discontinuous
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decrease in CL- For m* ̂  0.4. the jump in u* is due either to a discontinuous decrease in

CD or a discontinuous increase in CL- Evidence supporting this hypothesis is presented

in section 6.3.

©
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m* = 0.31
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m* = 0.36

— - Exponential Fit

Figure 6.3: Maximum, minimum and averaged mean layover angles tlirough which'the
jump occurs as a function of mass ratio for m* = [0.1,0.4] and L* — 5.0

6.2.1 A maximum reduced velocity

Figure 6.1 shows that for each m*, an upper limit exists for the maximum reduced

velocity possible. Tliis maximum value of u* may also be inferred from analysis of

equation 5.19 wluch is rewritten below,

\ 1//2

(m*+CA)L*
u =

2TT3/2

v/2

I

(6.4)

t— m jmm / - * v 2 1 A

CL + 2/ffi -* Ci i and the equation for the reducedvelocity (corresponding to the maximum possible reduced velocity) is simplified to,

1/2

u,
2TT3/2 / (m* + CA)L*

max
(6.5)

As the value of CD is finite for u*,Fr ^ 0, there is a limit on the maximum possible

reduced velocity. From equation 6.2.1, u^. increases with increasing m* and L*.

6.2.2 A new controlling parameter

The reduced velocity shows several shoitcomings as a parameter to describe the flow

conditions. From section 5.2, the definition of u* assumes small oscillations and that

the peak values of the Drag and Lift coefficients are small relative to their mean values.

The reduced velocity does not vary linearly with the Froude number; for small Froude

numbers, small variations in the Froude number are reflected by disproportionate vari-

ations in the reduced velocity. As the Froude number becomes large, v* —> u^^ which

depends on the flow parameters Co and CL and the physical paramete m* and L*.

In light of these shortcomings, a new controlling parameter has been suggested to the

author ( private communications, Josie Carberry), wluch has been developed in order

to acliieve a collapse of 9 results over the range of mass ratios investigated . The new

parameter, referred to as Fr' is derived by first considering the definition of the Froude

number,

(6.6)
_ U _ Fi _ Inertia

Fg gravity'

where the gravity term may be written as:

= 9 •

and the inertia! term may be written as:

•K

(6.7)

='-- U2
PwDLc. (6.8)

As all the tethered cylinders investigated in this study are positively buoyant, the

vertical force acting on the cylinder due to hydrostatic forces and gravity may be

written as,

B = -g.{p-pw)-^-Lc. (6.9)

Here, the leading negative sign on the right hand side, indicates that the buoyancy

force acts opposite to the gravity force. Fr ' may be written as,

U Inertia
Fr' = (6.10)
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(1 - m*) Buoyancy'

From equation 6.10, Fr' is essentially the inverse of the non-dimensional form of the

buoyancy force.
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Figure 6.4 plots 0 as a function of Fr'. The mean layover angle results collapse

onto a single hue regardless of mass ratio for F r ' < 0.5. For higher values of Fr', mid

for m* ^ 0.5, 6 collapses onto a single line for all Fr'. For m* ^ 0.36, a discontinuous

increase is noted at Fr' ~ 0.5; above tliis Froude number, 0 collapses onto a new line.

Of interest is m* = 0.4 which, while it does not exhibit a jump in 6, it's response

increases away from liigher mass ratio simulations for Fr' ^ 1.
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Figure 6.4: Mean layover angle as a function of the modified Froude number F r ' for
m* = [0.1,0.8] and L* = 5.0

6.3 Mean Force Coefficient Results

6.3.1 Mean Drag Coefficient Results

The mean drag, CD, is plotted in figure 6.5 as a function of reduced velocity. As

anticipated by the analysis in section 6.2, a discontinuous jump in CD is observed for

m* ^ 0.36. The extent of the jump in CD varies inversely with the mass ratio.

For mass ratios which experience a jump in both 9 aud CD, a slight reduction in

the drag ratio is not>xl as u* is increased beyond u j u m p ; this minimum in CD is referred

to as CD{IOW)- AS U* is further increased, CD increases above CD(IOW), before reaching a
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Figure 6.5: Mean diag coefficient as a function of the reduced velocity for m* = [0.1,0.8]
and L* = 5.0

maximum value ot'CD(high2) a^ umax- This trend can clearly be seen in figure 6.6 which

shows a close up of CD as a function of u*. The difference between Conighi M1d CDLOW

vari&s inversely with the mass ratio. From figure 8.6, CD(IOU>)
 im'& ^DHiyh2 appear to

be implicitly associated with tiie jump in CD as neither feature is observed for mass

ratios wliicli do not exhibit a jump in 0 and C/>. The two cases of m* = 0.36 and 0.4

(the critical mass ratio below which the jump occurs lies between these two values)

have distinct drag profiles as a function of reduced velocity. For m* = 0.36, there is a

slightly lu'gher value of CD as u* is increased beyond the value at wluoli CDLOW occurs.

By contrast, for m* = 0.4, the mean drag coefficient rapidly diminishes at high reduced

velocity values.

6.3.2 A Critical Mass Ratio

A particular mass ratio exists where CD1OW = CDhitjh2 From the previous findings, this

mass ratio will correspond to the critical mass ratio below wliicli a jump in both Co

and $ will be observed. In order to determine an accurate value of m^ below which

the jump will occur, the author has found the critical mass ratio that corresponds to
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= C/> Low-

Both C<DHigh2 and ^DLotv *ue plotted as a function of m* K 0.36 in figure 6.7.
n a s a linear trend with an equation,

- - 1 - 7 7 2 • (6.11)

with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.999. CDHigh2 n a 8 a quadratic trend with an

equation,

CD!Hgh2 =* -3.4189 • m*2 - 0.5645 • m* + 2.2374, (6.12)

with a coefficient of detenv .ation R2 = 0.999. Equating equation 6-11 to equation 6.12

results in m*rit = 0.373. B<iow this mass ratio, a jump in the mean layover angle will be

observed, as will a jump in the mean drag coefficient. The value of m^n found here is

significantly above that for a freely oscillating cylinder for the saiHe Reynolds number.

Prom chapter 4, m*rit for a freely oscillating cylinder is m^j( = 0-0l. Assuming that

the same phenomenon is responsible for the jump in Cp in both cases, the difference

in m*rit may be explained by either the fact that, for the case of tl»c tethered cyln

the cylinder motion has an imposed curvature due to the restraining,tether; or the fact
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Figure 6.7: CD1OW and CD,ligh2 as a function of mass ratio for m* = [0.1,0.36] and
L* = 5.0

that, for the tethered cylinder, the cylinder is oscillating at an angle to the flow. An

analysis of the effect of a changed tether length in chapter 7 attempts to answer tliis

question.

Referring back to figure 6.5, we can see that for m* > m ^ there is a gradual in-

crease in CD with increasing reduced velocity up to u* ~ 17; beyond tliis, CD decreases

rapidly. For u* > 18, the mean drag reduces below that for a fixed cylinder at the same

Reynolds number. From equation 6.2.1, tins reduction in the mean drag allows u* to

increase beyond the u^iax imposed by a fixed drag coefficient (see section 6.2.1). The

liighest reduced vel/x^y observed for each mass ratio increases with increasing mass

ratio.

Figure 6.8 plots the mean drag as a function of the Froude number. Of interest is

the fact that the jump in CD occurs at Fr ~ 0.8 for all m* < m^.lt. The Froude number

at which CDLOW occurs is also constant for m* < m^ at Fr ~ 1.4. Just prior to the

jmnp (Fr ~ 0.6), the mean drag is the same value for all mass ratios investigated.

Analysis of figure 6.9 reveals that the mean drag remains remarkably constant for each

mass ratio in the range Fr = [5,50].

Figiu'e 6.10 shows the mean drag as a function of the mean layover angle. This

clearly shows that the jump in both are related. For m* < m*crit, CDLOW occurs at

6 cz 77° regardless of mass ratio. A dramatic reduction in the mean drag is also noted

for m* = 0.4 and 0.5, at 0 ~ 80°; this is associated with the discontinuous increase in
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Figure 6.8: Mean drag coefficient as a function of Fronde number in the range Fr = [0,3]
for m* = [0.1,0.8] and L* = 5.0

the reduced velocity noted for these mass ratios.

6.3.3 Mean Lift Coefficient Results

The mean lift coefficient is plotted against the Froude number in figure 0.10. For all

mass ratios considered, the mean lift was negative for an appreciable range of Froude

number. It is hypothesized in section 6.G that this negative mean lift is due to the

cylinder oscillating at an appreciable amplitude at an angle to the flow. Unlike the work

of Jauvtis & Williamson (2003), the cylinder is forced to oscillate asymmetrically about

the centre of its cycle by the restraining tether. Tin's in turn induces an asymmetry in

the wake formation. The asymmetry in the wake induces a net lift force.

The range of Froude numbers over which a negative lift coefficient is observed varies

inversely with mass ratio. For m* > m ^ , the local minimum in CL was found to vary

inversely with the mass ratio between Fr = [0.4 — 0.8]. For m* < m^, the local

minimum in CL occurs at Fr ~ 0.8, corresponding to the Froude number at whicli

the jump in 9 and CD is noted. The local minimum in CL represents a discontinuous

decrease in CL as the Frouoie number is increased from Fr < 0.8.
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Figure 6.9: Mean drag coefficient as a function of Froude number in the range Fr =
[0,50] for m* = [0.1,0.8] and L* = 5.0

A distinct difference in the mean lift response as a function of the Froude number

is noted when comparing m* < m*crit with m* > m*crit. The local minimum in CL has

been determined for each mass ratio investigated. These results have been plotted in

the form of m*/CL as a function of m* in figure 6.12. For m* > m ^ , the data have

been approximated by the linear least squares fit,

-m*/CL(Min) = 36-515 • m* ~ 12.216 (6.13)

with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.99. Tins equation predicts a minimum mean

lift of -0.04 (whicli is considered to be negligibly small) for m* = 1. This conclusion is

consistent with the hypothesis that the net mean lift is a function of the mean layover

angle. For m* = 1, the mean layover angle is 90°, and the net mean lift should approach

zero. This result has been verified by predicting the flow for the case of m* — 1 for

a variety of Froude numbers. From equation 5.20, for m* = 1, the change in Froude

number does not change the reduced velocity directly. As the Reynolds number is held

constant at 200 for all simulations, the same time series result was observed with a zero

mean lift, and. a symmetric wake proile for all simulations with m* — 1.
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Figure 6.10: Mean drag coefficient as a function of mean layover angle for m* = [0.1,0.8]
and L* = 5.0

For m* < m^Lit, the data has been approximated by a quadratic least squares fit,

-m*/CL{Min) - G.3788 • m*2 + 0.7714 • m* + 0.144G (G.14)

with a coefficient of-determination R2 = 0.999. Equation 6.14 predicts C^Min) ~* 0 {U5

m* —> 0. Indeed, the minimum mean lift for m* = 0.1 is slightly less than m* — 0.2.

Simulations appro filing m* = 0have been performed (w* = 0.01). For this mass ratio

the ruinimum mean lift was equal to Ci,min = —0.346. By equating Equation 6.13 and

6.14, the value of m ^ may be predicted, resulting in (for tliis tether length ratio and

Reynolds number) m^.it — 0.37, in agreement with the prediction discussed earlier.

It was found that CL — 0 for liigh Froude numbers, corresponding to 6 ~ 90°, for all

mass ratios investigated. Figure 6.13 plots CL as a function of the mean layover angle.

For m* < m^.lt, the value of $ at whiclx the local minimum of CL occurs increases with

increasing mass ratio. As the minimum in CL occurs at the position of the jump for

these mass ratios, this finding is in direct agreement with figure 6.3 discussed earlier.

For m* > m ^ , the value of 6 corresponding to the local minimum of CL increases

inversely with mass ratio.
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Figure 6.11: Mean lift coefficient as a function of Froude number in the range FT — [0,2]
for m* = [0.1,0.8] and L* = 5.0
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In summary, a discontinuous jump has been foimd in 0, C& and CL, which corre-

sponds to a local minimum in C~L, for m* < m^. The value of m*rit has been estimated

in two distinct ways: first, by determining the mass ratio where CD(LOW) —
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Figure 6.13: Mean lift coefficient as a function of mean layover angle for m* = [0.1,0.8]
and L* = 5.0

second, by determining the mass ratio where the value of CL(Min) is obtained from the

intersection of equation 6.13 and equation 6.14. Both methods obtain m*rit = 0.37 for

this tether length and Reynolds number. Tliis value of m^.rt is considerably greater

than that found for a freely oscillating cylinder at the same Reynolds number. It is hy-

pothesized that this increase in m^.rt is due to enforcal motion of the cylinder along an

arc imposed by the restraining tether, and is therefore a function of the tether length.

This hypothesis is tested in chapter 7.

It is recognized that the jump in 9 for rn* < m*a.it is due to a discontinuous change in

both Co and CL- The mean drag was found to discontinuously increase and the mean

lift to discontinuously decrease as the Froude number was increased beyond Fr ~ 0.8

for all m* < m^. This discontinuous change represents a change in the wake structure

and it is hypothesized that the increase in Co, in particular, is implicitly related to

a jump in the amplitude of oscillation. This hypothesis is supported by the evidence

presented in section 6.4.

It is hypothesized that the large local minimum found for C~£ can be related to the

flow structure. For a finite value of CL, it is hypothesized that the wake must convect
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at. an angle to the free stream; this is confirmed in section G.6.

6.4 Oscillation Results

6.4.1 Amplitude of Oscillation Results

The amplitude of oscillation, defined as A* — & • L*, is plotted in figure 6.14 as a

function of the reduced velocity. As predicted in the previous section, a jump in A* is

noted for m* < m*crit at the same reduced velocity where the jump in 6, CD and CL was

note] in the previous section. The difference in response for m* < m^ as compared

to m* > m^.it is clearly apparent from tliis figure. For m* < m ^ , the amplitude

of oscillation is observed to jump discontinuously prior to decreasing slightly as u* is

increased further. As u* is increased further still, A* increases once more to reach a

maximum value as u* —* u^ax (corresponding to 0 —> 90°). Tliis is distinct to the

response noted for m* > m^ wliich does not experience a jump. For m* > ra^, the

amplitude of oscillation gradually increases to a maximum value prior to decreasing to

a small amplitude (̂ 4* ~ 0.1) for liigh u*. For high mass ratios m* ^ 0.5, little variation

in the value of 4̂* is observed at the highest reduced velocity considered (corresponding

to the fully laid over case, 0 ~ 90°).

The maximum amplitude was determined for each mass ratio, and is plotted as

m*/A* as a function of m* in figure 6.15. For m* < tn*crit, the data was approximated

using least squares to the quadratic,

m*/A* = 2.5355 • m*2 + 1.1943 • m* + 0.0482 (6.15)

with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.998. However, it is presumed that this

equation would not approximate the amplitude well for very small mass ratios, as it

predicts that A* —* 0 as m* —» 0. This prediction is contrary to the findings for the

mass ratios considered here. The case of rn* — 0.01 was investigated, the oscillations

were found to have a peak amplitude A1m(xx — 0.52598 at u*max. It appears from tins

that AZnax —> 0.55 as rn* -* 0 for the tether length and Reynolds number considered in

tliis study.

For m* > fri^tf, the data were approximated by a least, squares linear fit,

m*/A* = 7- rn*- 1.7725 (6.16)

with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.998. Equation 6.16 predicts the amplitude

will asymptote to A* = 0.14 as m* —* oo. This is in qualitative agreement with the
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Figure 6.14: Amplitude of oscillation, in the direction of motion, as a function of
reduced velocity for m* = [0.1.0.8] and L* = 5.0

findings for the mass ratio range considered in this study. However, it is possible that

this fit is valid only in the range of mass ratios investigated here, as it is assumed that

very large mass ratio cylinders (m* >> 1) would exhibit extremely small amplitude

oscillations. Equations 6.15 and 6.16 intersect at m* = m ^ .

Figure 6.16 plots A* as a function of Fr. For m* < m*crit, the discontinuous jump

in A* occurs at Fr ~ 0.8 regardless of mass ratio. The value of Fr at wliicli the

jump occurs appears to increase slightly with mass ratio, however the jump was noted

to occur prior to Fr = 0.9 for all m* < m*crit in this study. Of interest is that for

J'r ~ 0.78 the amplitude of oscillation is the same for all mass ratios considered.

The amplitude of oscillation maintained a constant value for all Fioude numbers

in the range Fr = [2.5,50]. For m* < m^.it, tlus amplitude was always greater than

A* = 0.4. For the case of m* — 0.4, the amplitude did not reduce to A* ~ 0.1 as

for higher mass ratios, but maintained an amplitude of A* ~ 0.3 up to and including

Fr = 50. For higher mass ratios, A* —• 0.1 for liigh Froude numbers.

Figure 6.17 shows A* as a function of 0. The jump in 9 noted in the previous section

is clearly related to the jump in amplitude described here. For 0.3 ^ m* ^ 0.36, the
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Figure 6.16: Amplitude of oscillation, in the direction of motion, as a function of Froude
number in the range Fr = [0,3] for m* = [0.1,0.8] and L* = 5.0

slight reduction in amplitude noted in figure 6.14 appears to occur at 6 ~ 75°. For

m* < 0.3, tlus reduction appears to occur at slightly lower values of 6. For m* = 0.4, a

significant reduction in A* is noted as 6 -* 85°. For liigher mass ratios, tlus reduction
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Figure 6.17: Amplitude of oscillation, in the direction of motion, as a function of mean
layover angle for m* = [0.1,0.8] and L* = 5.0

in A* occurs at progressively lower mean layover angles.

A significant increase in Cp was noted for m* < m^ as the Froude number was

increased beyond Fr^n ~ 0.8. It was conjectured in section 6.3 that the jump in ~C~D is

related to a jump in the amplitude of oscillation. Figure 6.18 shows U^ as a function

of A*. For m* < m ^ , a jump in both CD and A* is apparent and a liigh drag is

only observed for a high value of A*. The difference in response between m* < m ^ t

and m* > m^.it is clearly apparent. For m* > m^if, both the drag and amplitude

increase gradually with reduced velocity, prior to decreasing as u* is increased further.

By contrast, for m* < m^.it, both the drag and amplitude experience a jump, prior to

decreasing and then increasing once more.

6.4.2 RMS Force Results

Figure 6.19 shows the RMS drag coefficient as a function of the Froude number. Not

surprisingly a jump in CDRMS is observed for m* < m£.tt at Fr ~ 0.8. The value of

s was measured at a Froude number shghtly liigher than Frjump for each mass
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Figure 6.18: Mean drag coefficient as a function of the amplitude of oscillation, in the
direction of motion, for m* — [0.1,0.8] and L* - 5.0

ratio m* < rn^rit and was approximated by the quadratic least squares fit:

CD'HMS{jump)
= -1.36 • m*2 - 0.142 • m* + 0.667 (6.17)

with a coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.999. Equation 6.17 indicates that CD,lMSijurnp)

approaches 0.667 as m* approaches 0, which represents the maximum value o(CDRMSUump)

possible for this tether length mid Reynolds number.

At high Froude numbers (Fr > 3), the value of CDRMS remains constant up to

and including the liigiicst Froude number investigated (Fr = 50) for each mass ratio

investigated. The value of CDRMS at high Froude numbers is dependent on the mass

ratio. CDRMS was measured at Fr = 50 for each m* < m ^ ; the results have been

approximated by the linear least squared fit:

CDRMS(Fr^HO)rn. =-1.26 -m* + 0.7 (6.18)

with a coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.998. This equation indicates that at Fr > 3,

CDRMS 0.7 as m* -* 0.

The ratio ofCDRMS(iump)/CDRUSlFr=B0) was also determined for m* < m ^ , and a
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quadratic polynomial was fit to the results using the method of least squares:

cDRMS{iumJCD
RMS{Fr=m)

= 3.884 • m' 2 + 0.6849 • m* + 1 (6.19)

with a coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.999. This trend shows that CV> , ,

will be greater than CDRMS{Fr=SQ) for all mass ratios m£.i( > m* > 0.

For m* ^ 0.5, the value of CDRMS at Fr = 50 was found to vary linearly with mass

ratio as:

CDRMS{F^W) = 0.0181 • m* J- 0.002 (6.20)

with a coefficient of determination, i?2 = 0.998. This trend indicates that CDRMS is

always in the range [0.1,0.2] for m* = [0.5,0.8] for high Froude numbers. Of interest is

that CDRMS at high Froude numbers increases slightly with mass ratio.

The case of m* = 0.4 represents a unique mass ratio as it fits neither equation 6.18

or 6.20 well. It appears that m* = 0.4 retains some of the features of rn* < m^ i t , in

that it retains a reasonably high value of A* = 0.299 and CDRMS = 0.044 for Fr = 50.
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Figure 6.19: RMS drag coefficient as a function of Froude number in the range F r =
[0,3] for m* = [0.1,0.8] and L* - 5.0

Figure 6.20 shows the RMS lift, coefficient as a function of the Froude number for

m* < m^.it. A jump in CLRMS is noted at Fr cz 0.8 in line .with previous results.
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Figure 6,20 cleaily shows the range of Froude number over which tliis jump occurs

(Frjump = 0.8 for m* = 0.1, Frjump = 0.86 for m* = 0.36). For Fr > Frjump, the data

collapse extremely well to the curve:

, = 0.436 • Fr~3-37 + 0.048, Fr > Frf
jump.

(6.21)

with a coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.98. This equation can be used to determine

the highest value of CiRMS for all m* < m ^

It is interesting to note that CLRMS asymptotes to CLRMS — 0.1 regardless of m*

for Fr > 3. A small but significant difference in CLRMS is observed at Fr = 3 between

m* ^ 0.2 and m* ^ 0.25. Interestingly, at high Froude numbers, the larger mass ratio

has the higher value of CLRK1S •

Figure 6.21 shows CLRMS as a function of Froude number for m* > m^.it. The data

appear to collapse as F r —> 0 (CLRMS —> 0,5). As the Froude number is increased, the

data spread as a function of mass ratio, with CiRMS being larger for lighter m* values

in the range Fr •= [0.4, ~ 1.4].

At lugh Froude numbers, the value O{CLRMS asymptotes to a constant value. Com-
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paring figure 6.20 and 6.21 we see that CLRMS ~ [0.04,0.1] at high Froude numbers

(Fr > 3) for all mass ratios considered.

In summary, the jump in mean position and mean fluid forces noted in section

6.4 coincides with a jump in A*,CD]iMS and CLims. A critical Froude number exists

(Fr ~ 0.7) where the results collapse very well for all the mass ratios discussal here.

For m* < mlrip the jump is foimd for Froude numbers slightly greater than this critical

Froude number.

Both /.* and CpRMS asymptote to a finite value of very high Froude numbers for

777* < m^ i t. The value to winch these parameters asymptote is a function of m*. For
m* > m a i f -A* -* 0.1 and CDRMS -» 0 for high Froude number, regardless of mass

ratio.

6.5 Frequency Analysis

Figure 6.22 shows / / / „ as a function of u*, where / is the fundamental frequency .of

oscillation, and fn is the natural frequency of the tethered cylinder system. Unlike the
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case of the freely oscillating cylinder, the natural frequency varies with the fluid forces

acting on the cylinder (see section 5.2). The frequency ratio, / / / n , collapses linearly

when plotted against the reduced velocity, for all mass ratios considered in this study,

/ / / „ = 0.16 -u*+ 0.2126. (G.22)

Tliis result indicates that the fundamental frequency of oscillation locks on to the

Strouhal shedding frequency found for a fixed cylinder at Re = 200.
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Figure 6.22: frequency ratio, / / / „ , as a function of reduced velocity for m* = [0.1,0.8]
and L* = 5.0

6.6 The Vortex-Shedding Process in the Wake of a Teth-
ered Cylinder

As noted in section 6.3.3, a non-zero mean lift coefficient is observed for a majority of

the cases investigated, although for low Froude numbers and very high Froude numbers,

the mean lift is close to zero. The finite mean lift is clearly due to the influence that

the moving cylinder has on the surrounding fluid. While the wake structures and the

cylinder fonn a coupled system, this section will describe the flow from the perspective of

the influence of the cylinder motion on the formation and propagation of fluid structures
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in the wake. However, it should be remembered that the wake structures continually

influence the forces acting on the cylinder and its subsequent .motion in a feedback loop.

This section will concentrate on analyzing the case of a cvi-inder oscillating with a

liigh amplitude. Specifically, snapshots of the vortex shedding cycle will be investigated

for the case of m* = 0.1 and Fr = 0.8. The case of low amplitude oscillations has

previously been considered in section 5.9.2.

Figure 6.23: Vorticity field uz for m* = 0.1, L* = 5.0 and Fr = 0.8, for the cylinder
at the top of the oscillation cycle. Contours are evenly spaced over the range (blue)
-5.0 ^ w- ^ 5.0 (red); with Aw. = 0.5.

Figure 6.23 shows a snapshot of the vortex structures in the wake of the tethered

cylinder. The cylinder is at the top of its cycle, defined as the most counter-clockwise

position, and is momentarily stationary. Two related features of the shedding wake

distinguish the flow past a tethered cylinder from either the flow past a fixed cylinder

or the flow past a freely oscillating cylinder. First, the wake is shedding at an angle to

the inflow. In itself, this is indicative of the mean negative lift, acting on the tethered

cylinder. Second, the fluid structures are shed in vortex pairs. These structures induce

a jet of fluid to travel in the positive y direction, inducing both the mean negative lift

and the angle ut wliicli the wake is shed. The motion of the cylinder is responsible for

inducing the vortax pairing.

Figure 6.24 to 6.27 show closeup snapshots of vorticity in the wake at quarter cycle

intervals. Figure 6.24 shows the shedding structures, taken for the case of the cylinder

moving midway between the bottom position and the top position of the oscillation
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Figure G.24: Vorticity field uz for m* - 0.1, L* - 5.0 and Fr = 0.8, for the cylinder
moving between the bottom of the oscillation cycle and the top of the oscillation cycle.
Contours are evenly spaced over the range (blue) —5.0 < uz ^ 5.0 (red); with Aa>- =
0.5.

cycle. The cylinder is instantaneously moving both upstream and in the positive y

direction. At this position in the oscillation cycle, both a negative and a positive vortex

structure are forming behind the cylinder. The instantaneous streamlines indicate that

the motion of the cylindei* is inducing an upstream and positive y component of velocity

in the fluid directly behind the cylinder. Tliis acts to move the positive vortex core

upstream and in the positive y direction, and increases the intensity of the negative

vortex core.

Figure 6.25: Vorticity field u~ for m* = 0.1, L* = 5.0 and Fr = 0.8, for the cylinder
at the top of the oscillation cycle. Contours are evenly spaced over the range (blue)
-5.0 ^ uig ^ 5.0 (red); with Aa>> = 0.5.

Figure 6.25 shows the instantaneous vort-x structures a quarter of a cycle later.

Here, the cylinder is at the top of its cycle (i.e. the most counter-clockwise position)

and is stationary. The negative vortex core has commenced converting downstream.

The motion of the cylinder prior to tliis snapshot has drawn the positive vortex core

upstream and in the positive y direction, such that it is now directly behind the cylinder.

Importantly, when compared to the case of a stationary cylinder, the positive vortex

is closer to the newly shed negative vortex core. The negative vortex core is stretched
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around the positive vortex core, and from the instantaneous streamlines, a jet of fluid

has formed between the two vortex cores. The jet is travelling both in the upstream

and positive y direction.
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Figure 6.27: Vorticity field u~ for m* = 0.1, L* = 5.0 and Fr = 0.8, for the cylinder at
the bottom of the oscillation cycle. Contours are evenly spaced over the range (blue)
-5.0 ^ uz ^ 5.0 (red); with Auz - 0.5.

i

Figure 6.26: Vorticity field us for m* = 0.1, L* = 5.0 and Fr = 0.8, for the cylinder
moving from the top of the oscillation cycle to the bottom of the oscillation cycle.
Contours are evenly spaced over the range (blue) -5.0 ^ u- ^ 5.0 (rod); with
0.5.

In Figure 6.26, the cylinder is midway between the top and bottom of the oscillation

cycle, and is moving in a downstream and negative y direction. The positive vortex

core has shed away from the cylinder, and is positioned downstream mid above the

rear cylinder surface. While the positive vortex core has shed, it remains close to the

cylinder surface. As may be seen from the instantaneous streamlines, the position

of the positive vortex core inliibits the growth of the developing negative vortex core,

wliich is located at the cylinder surface. The jet between the shed positive and negative

vortices is now directed principally in the positive y direction. In tliis snapshot, the

shed negative vortex core is still considerably elongated in the cross-stream direction.

In figure 6.27, the cylinder is at the bottom of its oscillation cycle and is instanta-

neously stationary. The positive vortex core has convected further downstream allowing

the developing negative vortex core to grow slightly. However, from the instantaneous

streamlines, the growth of the developing negative core is still inliibited by the position

of the positive vortex core. At this point, the positive vortex core has been stretched

in the cross-stream direction and is becoming more diffuse. By contrast, the negative

vortex core maintains its intensity over a small area, and is becoming less elongated. It

appears that the combined action of the jet acting in the positive y direction, and the

free-stream velocity combine to maintain the intensity of the negative vortex core.

Returning briefly to figure 6.24, it may be seen that the combined action of the jet

and the free-stream velocity continue to maintain a small intense negative vortex core

as the vortex pair convect downstream.

In summary, the motion of the cylinder as it moves from the bottom to the top of

the oscillation cycle acts to induce the positive vortex core upstream and in the positive

y direction. The subsequent position of the positive vortex core induces a jet between

itself and the newly shed negative vortex core. The position of the positive vortex core

also inliibits the growth of the developing negative vortex core. This results in a delay

of the shedding of the negative vortex cores and allows vortex pairing in the wake. A

jet forms between each shed vortex pair, which induces a momentum shift from the

in-flow direction to the cross-flow direction, inducing a negative mean lift. From this

analysis the following hypothesis may be formed:

"The negative mean lift is due to the inclined angle to the free-stream at

which the cylinder oscillates."

As discussed in section 1.6.3, very few studies have analyzed the motion of a cylinder

confined to oscillate at an angle other than 90° or 0° to the flow field. Of these, only the

numerical work of Kocabiyik (2003) has identified a finite mean lift force. Kocabiyik

(2003) restricted the motion of the cylinder such that upstream oscillations coincided

with a negative y oscillation and downstream oscillations coincided with a positive y

oscillation (i.e. the angle of oscillation of the cylinder was essentially 180° from that

described in the present study). She found a positive mean lift occurred for a wide

range of oscillation amplitudes. It is left to a future study to determine if the same

results can be acliieved experimentally, and over what range of Reynolds numbers a

finite mean lift may be maintained.
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6.7 Comparison with Experimental Results

In this section the numerical results analyzed in depth in section 6.2 to 6.6 are compared

with the experimental findings of Dr Josie Carberry, who conducted her experiments

using a tethered cylinder rig set up in the FLAIR, water channel as described in section

2.5.8. Experimentally, the mass ratio's examined were m* = [0.54,0.97] and the tether

length chosen was L* = 5. The water channel allowed results in the range Re =

[1000,8000], corresponding to Fioude numbers in the range Fr = [0,1.2] and reduced

velocities in the range u* = [0,26]. As mentioned in section 2.5.8, the motion of the

cylinder was captured using a PAL video camera which allowed 25 frames per second

in temporal resolution. The camera was sufficiently zoomed onto the moving cylinder

that a spatial accuracy of ±0.5mm (representing 3.1% of the cylinder diameter) after

parallax errors were taken into consideration.

The tethered cylinder system was not instrumented to measure fluid forcing. How-

ever, by assuming that the mean lift coefficient was zero, the mean drag and reduced

velocity could be calculated from knowledge of the mean layover angle, which was mea-

sured using the PAL tracking system. As mentioned, both in section 5.5 and 6.3.3, a

finite negative mean lift, coefficient has been noted for the numerical simulations.

Assuming the negative mean lift observed numerically at Re = 200 is also observed

experimentally at higher Reynolds numbers, the assumption that CL is zero leads to

errors in the experimental calculation of both CD and it* as follows. Numerically, the

mean drag was calculated directly, however, it can also be calculated from the equation:

CDN = UxnQ • (CLN + (1 - m*)~ • Fr2) . (6.23)

By contrast, experimentally, the mean drag coefficient was calculated as:

CDB = tan0 • ((1 - m*) | • Fr2] . (6.24)

By not including the negative mean lift coefficient, the mean drag calculated from the

experimental findings is liigher than the actual drag acting on the cylinder.

The reduced velocity is calculated numerically from equation 5.19, which is rewritten

below:

(6.25)

Experimentally, the mean lift, coefficient is removed and the equation becomes:

* + Ca)L*
(6.26)

From equation 6.25, an increase in CD aots to decrease u*, and a decrease in

acts to increase u*. Numerically, both an increase in CD and a decrease in CL were

reported as 9 and A* discontinuously increased. The change in CD and CL tend to

cancel each other out and only a small decrease in it* is noted across the jump. However,

is assumedexperimentally, a jump in 0 will produce a large jump in CD, and, as

to be zero, the jump in 0 and A* will result in a significant decrease in u*. From the

numerical findings, it is believed that this decrease may be erroneous.

6.7.1 Mean Layover Results

Figure 6.28 compares both the experimental and numerical findings of the mean layover

angle as a function of u*. Experimentally, a significant reduction in u* is noted as

0 ^ 60° for all mass ratios investigated. A jump in 9 is observed for m* ^ 0.76, although

at m* = 0.76 the jump in 0 is only minor. This critical mass ratio is significantly higher

than the value found numerically where tn^.^ = 0.37. However, from the findings

presented in cliapter 4, for the case of a freely oscillating cylinder, the critical mass ratio

at Re = 200 is only m ^ ~ 0.1 compared with the experimental findings of Govardhan

& Williamson (2000) for the much liigher Reynolds number range Re = [2000.10000]

where rn^ ~ 0.54.

Both experimentally and. numerically, the critical mass ratio found for the case of

a tethered cylinder is significantly liigher when, compared to that found for a freely

oscillating cylinder at the same Reynolds number. The effect of tether length on

will be investigated in cliapter 7.

By plotting 0 as a function of Fr', where Fr' has been previously defined as:

1
Fr' = (6.27)
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\/l — m*'

both the experimental and numerical results collapse extremely well (see figure 6.29).

Tliis is a superior parameter to compare numerical and experimental findings of the

mean layover angle results, as it has been calculated directly in both cases.

Both results show a similar jtunp in 9 for m* < m*crit. Clearly, the jump in 9 occurs

at higher layover angles experimentally when compared to the numerical simulations.
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Figure 8.28: Comparison of the mean layover angle as a function of reduced velocity for,
(top) Experimental (Re = [1000,8000] and, (bottom) numerical studies (Re = 200),
both for L* = 5.0.

Figure G.29: Comparison of the mean layover angle as a function of modified Froude
number Fr' for, (top) Experimental (Re — [1000,8000] and, (bottom) numerical studies
(Re = 200), both for L* = 5.0.

The experimental results were limited by the maximum flow speed allowed by the

facilities, and therefore the highest mean layover angles observed experimentally for

m* < m^.it was 6 ~ 78°. By contrast, numerical results were obtained up to u* a 90°

for all mass ratios considered.
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6.7.2 Mean Drag Results

The mean drag coefficient, calculated both numerically and experimentally, is shown in

figure 6.30 as a function of reduced velocity. Experimentally, for small reduced velocities

(u* < 13), the cylinder was found to stick against the side walls of the water channel,

with the fluid providing insufficient momentum to move the cylinder. As a result, the

calculated values of CDB at these low reduced velocities are scattered and in some cases
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Figure 6.30: Coiupaiison of the mean drag coefficient as a function of the reduced
velocity for, (top) Experimental (Re = [1000,8000]) and, (bottom) numerical studies
(Re = 200), both for L* ^ 5.0.

extremely liigh. It is believed that the true value of CDE acting on the cylinder at these

low reduced velocities is significantly smaller.

A jump in Cn (whicli is liigiilighted in the figure by the circle) for m* < m ^ is

observed both numerically and experimentally. Numerically, a reduction in the mean

drag *s noted as u* is increased beyond u* ~ 17. Experimentally tliis effect is not noted;

tfiis may be due to the technique employed to calculate C'DE. Over the entire range,
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Figure 6.31: Comparison of the angular amplitude of oscillation, 91 as a function of the
reduced velocity for, (top) Experimental (Re — [1000,8000]) and, (bottom) numerical
studies (Re - 200), both for L* = 5.0.

the mean drag calculated numerically is somewhat, higher than CDE- This is attributed

to the difference in Reynolds number between the two sets of results; when comparing

Re - 200 to Re = [1000,10000] for the flow past a fixed cylinder, & similar decrease is

noted.
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Figure 6.32: Comparison of the angular amplitude of oscillation, 6' as a function of the
Froude number for, (top) Experimental (Re = [1000,8000]) and, (bottom) numerical
studies (Re = 200), both for L* = 5.0.

6.7.3 Oscillation Results

The oscillation amplitude results, presented as 0, are shown in figure 6.31 as a function

of u* for both the numerical and experimental results.

Experimentally, the maximum oscillations are 50% greater in magnitude than the

Iiighest oscillation amplitudes observed numerically. It is believed that this is a Reynolds

number effect, as numerically the fluid simulated is effectively more viscous then that
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analyzed experimentally and acts to damp out the cylinder motion.

The overall forms of the experimental and numerical results are very similar except

at high values of u*, where for m* > m ^ t the numerically calculated amplitude de-

creasss. Experimentally at high it*, the oscillation amplitude appears to maintain a

constant value for m* > m^.ie.

Finally, compaiing the oscillation results as a function of Froude number (see figure

6.32), a critical Froude number is observed both numerically and experimentally at

which the jump in 9 is observed to occur for all m* ^ m*rit. Numerically, this critical

Froude number occurs at Fr ^ 0.8, whereas experimentally it occurs closer to Fr = 1.

In both cases, just prior to the critical Froude number, the amplitude of oscillation

reduces, and is independent of m*.

6.7.4 Time History Results

Numerically, as has been shown in section 6.4, for m* ^ rn^.itl the oscillation ampli-

tude is relatively small for small Froude numbers before increasing discontinuously at

Fr ~ 0.8. Beyond tins Froude number, the cylinder oscillated at a considerably higher

amplitude. A similar result has been noted for the experimental results; however the

critical Froude number where a jump in amplitude is observed is closer to Fr — 1.

100 200
time (seconds)

300

Figure 6.33: Oscillation time trace for experiments with m* = 0.64, L* = 5.0 and
Fr = 1.04.
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For specific cases of mass ratio, m* —»• m^.it, at Froude numbers near Fr — 1, the

cylinder was observed to switch between oscillating at a small amplitude and oscillating

at a higher amplitude. An example of this is shown in figure 6.33 with m* = 0.64 and

Fr = 1.04. It is speculated that experimentally at this Froude number and mass ratio

the cylinder oscillation regime is unstable, and small changes in the flow field may result

in a period of large or small oscillation respectively. It is further speculated that such

a transition is not observed numerically due to the relatively low Reynolds number

examined.

6.7.5 Vortex Structures in the Wake

Preliminary PIV results from the experiments performed by Josie Carberry have been

obtained and two images are presented here with numerical results for comparison. Ex-

perimentally, the mass ratio considered was m* = 0.64. Figure 6.34 shows a snapshot

of the vorticity field comparing results for low amplitude oscillations for both the nu-

merical simulations and the experimental results. The two snapshots have been taken

at the same phase of shedding and cylinder position in the oscillation cycle. In both

cases the wake resembles a standard Kannan vortex street wliich would be seen in

the wake of a stationary cylinder. Three features indicate distinct differences between

the experimental and numerical findings. Tiie first is that the vortex structures fomid

experimentally show smaller vortex structures which may be due to the contour levels

used and noise in the How. Second, the vortex structures found experimentally are

much smaller than those found in the numerically simulated wake. The boundary layer

thickness is similarly smaller for the experimental results. This is a direct result of the

discrepancy in the Reynolds number between the numerical and experimental results.

Figure 6.35 shows the vortex field for larger oscillation amplitudes (In tliis case for

m* < m^.jf and for Fr > 0.8 numerically and Fr > 1.0 experimentally). Once again,

for both the experimental case and the numerical case, each image represents a snapshot

of the vorticity field. The cylinder position and the shedding is in phase between the

numerical and experimental result. In tliis case, the wake from the numerical simulation

is fomid to shed at an appreciable angle to the flow direction for oscillations of tliis

amplitude (see section 6.6). The experimental results are very similar to the numerical

finding and it appears that the experimental wake is also directed at an angle to the

flow. From the results presented in section 6.6. this may indicate that the cylinder has a
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Figure (I'M: Comparison of (he span-wise vorticity iî Icl. utz for a. cylinder undergoing
low amplitude oscillations; (left) numerical and, (right) experimental studies, both for
L* = r>.().

finite (and in this case negative) mean lift, for the experimental results, in line with the

findings of the numerical simulations. Tho author is cautious to suggest that this is the

only possible conclusion. The; PIV results are preliminary and the three-dimensional

nature of the wake results in two-dimensional slices having very patchy vorticity fields.

It is intended that future work will analyze- the wake structures experimentally in more

detail.

6.8 Conclusions

The results presented in this chapter demonstrate the existence of a critical mass ratio,

which in this case was found to be ().."J7. below which a large jump in .4*, 0 and Cp is

observed. The jump occurs in the vicinity of Fr = ().& for the Reynolds number inves-

tigated. The critical mass ratio found for the tetheml cylinder represents a dnunatie

increase in m*rit when compared to the cast; of a freely oscillating cylinder at. the same

Reynolds number.

A new controlling parameter Fr' = Fr • 1/vT"— ">n* enables the results from all the

mass ratios investigate! to collapse along a single lin<>-

For a majority of cases, a negative mean lift was observe! and this has been related

to the vortex shedding process.
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Figure 0.35: Comparison of the span-wise vorticity field. u)z for a cylinder undergoing
high amplitude oscillations; (left) numerical and. (right) experimental studies, both for
L* = 5.0.

Comparison between the numerical results and Dr Josie Carberry's (experimental

results indicated that the same trends exist for both sets of data despite the significant

difference in Reynolds number. Of interest is whether a negative mean lift is obsemxl

experimentally. As the experimental rig was not instrumented to measure force, this

remains an unanswered question and is (lie source of future work.
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Chapter 7

The Effect of Changed Tether
Length on the Response of a
Tethered Cylinder

7.1 Introduction

The effect of the normalized tether length parameter (L* = L/D) on the response of

the tethered cylinder is investigated in this chapter. Initially, all studies have been

restricted to m* = 0.2; however subsequent investigations have determined the critical

mass ratio, m ^ (as defined in section 6.3.2 for a tethered cylinder) as a function of

tether length.

The value of m* = 0.2 was chosen, as, for the case of L* = 5, the large amplitude

oscillation branch was noted for Fr > 0.8 for this mass ratio. This branch of tethered

cylinder response exhibits large oscillation amplitudes of up to 0.5.D, and it is therefore

interesting to examine if this mode exists for both larger and smaller tether lengths.

Tether length ratios in the range L* — [0.1,10] were investigated. As the tether

length is measured from the centre of the cylinder, L* < 0.5 represents a cylinder

which is pivoted internally, and L* =0.5 represents a cylinder which is pivoted at a

point on its surface. The limiting case of L* for very small tethers is L* —> 0, where

L* = 0 represents a fixed cylinder. At these very small tether lengths, simplifications

used so far in determining the moment of inertia of the tethered body are no longer

valid. The equation used by previous investigators (see section 5.2) for a tethered sphere

assume that the moment of inertia is given by:

J = m-L2. (7.1)

Equation 7.1 was also used in our investigations for a tethered cylinder where L* » D.
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However, the exact value of the moment of inertia for a tethered cylinder can be obtained

from any standard physics textbook (for example Giancoli (1989)) as,

J = m • L2 + (l/8)m • £>2,

wliich can be rewritten in terms of the length ratio, L*, as,

(7.2)

L
(7.3)

From equation 7.3, if L* >>l l /64^then equation 7.1 is a valid simplification of the

moment of inertia, as has been used in previous investigations. However, in order to

discuss the results of this chapter, the exact value of the moment of inertia (equation

7.3) must be used.

Substituting equation 7.3 into the derivation of the natural frequency of a tethered

cylinder system (see section 5.2 for the complete derivation), the natural frequency of

oscillation becomes,
/ T • L*

It should be kept in mind that derivation in section 5.2 determines the linearized form

of the natural frequency by assuming a small angular amplitude of oscillation (assumed

to be & < 20°).

From equation 7.4, the reduced velocity is defined as

u =
u m* • n(L*2 + 1/8)

(7.5)
fnD V 2CT-L*

where CT is the tension coefficient as defined in section 5.2. As with the moment of

inertia, both the natural frequency and the reduced velocity defined in equation 7.4

and 7.5 approach the values previously used as L* —> oo. In practice, the error induced

by using the definitions given in section 5.2 is less than 1% for any tether length ratio,

L* > 3.6.

At greater tether lengths (the largest investigated here being, L* = 10), the tethered

cylinder behaves as a freely oscillating cylinder restricted to oscillate at an angle to the

flow field, where the angle of oscillation is defined by the equation,

9 = tail"1 CD (7-0)

For large tether lengths, the curvature of the cylinder path, represented by 9', varies

with the amplitude of oscillation in the direction of motion, A*, as,

(7.7)
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Therefore, as the tether length increases, the amount of curvature inherent in a given

oscillation amplitude decreases. For example, for L* = 15, and A* = 0.5, the angular

amplitude, 9' is only 1.9°. Tliis may be compared with the same amplitude, A*, for

tether length, L* = 5 (9' ~ 5°) and for a tether lengt.li L* = 1 {& ~ 26.0°).

Of particular interest in this study is the effect of both very large and very small

tether lengths on the subsequent motion of the cylinder.

The small values of L* investigated provide information on the behaviour of a cylin-

der pivoted internally, and the results have practical applications in marine and offshore

engineering fields. Of interest is the amplitude and frequency response as L* —* 1/64.

Of interest too is the vortex structures in the wake of an internally pivoted cylinder,

as large amplitude oscillations A* require large angular oscillations, necessitating large

in-line and transverse components of oscillation.

The study of large tether lengths provides a link between research on a tethered

cylinder and prior studies on freely oscillating cylinders with low mass and damping

(see for example Khalak & Williamson (1999) and Govardhan & Williamson (2000)).

Of particular interest is the effect of the tether length on the critical mass ratio, m^.it,

when compared to that fomid for a freely oscillating cylinder at the same Reynolds

number (see chapter 4), and if the imposed oscillation angle has any significant effect

on the cylinder response.

7.2 Mean Layover Angle Results

Figure 7.1 shows the mean layover angle as a function of reduced velocity for L* =

[1,10]. Each study was performed with m* = 0.2. A jump in the mean layover angle is

clearly apparent for L* = 5.0 as has been discussed in the previous chapter. While not

apparent from the results in this figure, the cases of L* = [2,7.5] all experience a jump

in the mean layover angle for this mass ratio. Interestingly, the case of L* = 10 did not,

tin's is further discussed in section 7.7. Regardless of whether a jump in 9 is observed or

not, the overall form of the relationship between 9 and u* appeal's very similar regardless

of tether length. The most marked difference between each case is the rate of increase of

9 as a function of u*. Another observation is that the maximum reduced velocity u^^,

as defined in section 6.2.1 varies significantly with tether length. Close observation of

figure 7.1 reveals that for the mass ratio investigated, the highest reduced velocity does

not in general correspond to the highest mean layover angle recorded. For L* — 1.0, the
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Figure 7.1: Mean layover angle as a function of reduced velocity for m* = 0.2 and
L* = [l,10]

largest reduced velocity recorded was u* — 5.67 (corresponding to 9 — 70°), whereas

for L* = 10.0, the largest reduced velocity recorded was u* = 21.45 (corresponding to

# ~ 84°). Following the method presented in section G.2.1, we can determine u^ax from

conation 7.5 to be:

umax ~

\

m* • TT(L*2 + 1/8)
(7.8)

To account for the effect of L* on u^ a x , a new parameter, 77, was developed in an

attempt to collapse the data, where:

77 = it
L*2 +1/8

(7.9)

Figure 7.2 plots the met- .* layover angle as a function of 77. The results collapse to

follow a general trend, however there is still some difference in the response as a function

of L*. As the mass ratio investigated is the same for all tether lengtlis investigated,

the variation observed in figure 7.2 can only be due to a variation in Qr, and as a

consequence, implies a variation in CD and CL as a function of tether length. In

the previous two chapters, it was shown that Co and CL varied as a consequence of
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oscillation amplitude. Therefore, from figure 7.2, a slight variation in cylinder oscillation

characteristics as a function of tether length is implied.

Finally, the parameter Fr' was used successfully, both numerically and experimen-

tally to collapse the mean layover results onto one line regardless of mass ratio in the

previous chapter. By its definition (see section 6.2.2), for a fixed mass ratio, all the

results should collapse onto one line when plotted against Fr' = U( (1 — m*)

regardless of tether length. Figure 7.3 shows the mean layover angle as a function of

Fr'. Despite a wide range of tether length investigated, all the results collapse onto one

line. A small variation is noted for large layover angles (9 > 70°); tliis may be due to

the fact that there is no jump in 9 for L* = 10. Therefore, for the same Fr', the mean

layover angle is slightly reduced for tliis tether length. The results shown in figure 7.3

show an inflection at 9 ~ 45° at Fr' ~ 1. Below Fr' ~ 1 the rate of change of 0 is

considerably greater than for F r ' > 1.

7.3 Mean Force Coefficient Results

7.3.1 Mean Drag Coefficient Results

Figure 7.4 shows the mean drag as a function of reduced velocity for L* = [1,10] and

m* = 0.2. For a majority of tether lengths investigated, a jump in 9 wa.i observed

as the reduced velocity was increased beyond a critical value. The critical value of u*

at which the jump occurs increases as a function of tether length corresponding to the

reduced velocity at which a jump is observed in 9 (as picsented in the previous section).

The size of the jump in CQ decreases with tether length, such that at L* = 7.5, the

jump in CD represents only a 27% increase.

Of interest is that for this mass ratio and Reynolds number, there ?s no discontinuous

jump in CD as a function of reduced velocity observed for L* = 1.0 or 2.0. In these

cases, the mean drag rises steeply but continuously as a function of reduced velocity. It

is postulated that the reason that no 'jump' in the drag is noted for these tether length

ratios, is that the maximum reduced velocity is very small, and the rapid increase in

CD only appears to be continuous.

. From figure 7.4, the maximum mean drag coefficient recorded remains very liigh

down to L* = 1. As the mean drag was shown to vary with oscillation amplitude

in chapter 5, it is interesting to determine the maximum mean drag as a function of

tether length for both the limiting cases of L* -+ 0 and L* -* 00, as this may reflect
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Figure 7.3: Mean layover angle as a function of the modified Froude number, Fr', for
m* = 0.2 and L* = [1,10]
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Figure 7.4: Mean drag coefficient as a function of reduced velocity for m* = 0.2 and
L* = [l,10]

t' ; maximum amplitude of oscillation expected as a function of tether length. Figure

7.5 shows the maximum ii\oan drag coefficient as a function of tether length for the

range L* = [0.1,10]. For very small tether lengths (L* = [0.1,0.3]), the maximum

mean drag coefficient is very small, remaining reasonably constant at C£)(maa;) = 1.4.

Comparing this value to the mean drag for a fixed cylinder, this represents only a 4%

increase. It is therefore assumed that for these very small tether lengths (representing

an internal pin), the maximum amplitude of oscillation is very small. This finding is

verified in section 7.4.1. As the tether length is increased further (L* = [0.4,1.0]),

Cj[)(mQa.) increases rapidly with L*.

A discontinuous change in the relationsliip between C£>(maa.) and L* occurs as L*

increases from 1 to 2. For the range L* = [2,10], the maximum mean drag decreases

with L* as:

C^] = 1.6071 • e-0127L* + 1.15, (7.10)

with a coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.99. In equation 7.10, the constant 1.15, is

the mean drag coefficient calculated for a freely oscillating cylinder with m* = 0.2 at

Re = 200, for an infinite reduced velocity and no damping (see chapter 4). Equation

7.10 reveals that the maximum mean drag coefficient decreases with tether length, such
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that, for the case of L* -* oo, the mean drag response approaches the case of a freely

oscillating cylinder with no damping and u* = oo.

Figure 7.5: Maximum value of C# as a function of L* for m* = 0.2.

The mean drag is plot againsi the mean layover angle in figure 7.6. For length

ratios in the range L* = [3,7.5], a local peak in the mean drag occurs for 9 ~ 50 — 00°.

As the mean layover angle is increased beyond this value, the mean drag decreases

once more. At. 9 ~ 70 — 80°, a local minimum in Cp is observed, before the moan

drag coefficient increases once more to reach a second maximum at 9 = 90° (tliis being

the maximum mean layover angle investigated). For L* = [1,2] no local maximum is

observed at 9 ~ 50,60, and the value of Co at 9 = 90° represents the largest mean

drag coefficient. When determining the maximum mean drag coefficient for L* < 1 in

figure 7.5, the trend that Cjr> at 9 = 90° represents the largest mean drag coefficient was

taken into consideration; for these tether length values, only very high Froude numbers

(corresponding with 9 = 90°) were simulated.
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7.3.2 Mean Lift Coefficient

Figure 7.7 shows the mean lift coefficient as a function of Fr' for L* = [1,10] and

m* = 0.2. As has been shown in the previous two chapters, a negative mean lift

coefficient is noted for a majority of reduced velocities investigated. For all tether

lengtlis investigated, there was a value of Fr' at which a local minimum in CL was

observed. The value of F r ' at which tins local minimum is observed varies slightly with

tether length, however it is always found in the range Fr' = [0.8,1]. Interestingly, a

very small positive mean lift coefficient was found for the case of L* = 1 and 2 for

Fr' = [2,10]. This implies that for these two cases, there is a difference in the shedding

process in this range of Fr' when compared to longer tether length cases with the same

in-flow conditions. Section 7.6 analyzes the wake patterns as a function of tether length.

It is fomid that the recording of a positive mean lift occurs in conjunction with a liiglily

asymmetrical wake, for both cases of L* = 1.0 and 2.0, as 9 -* 90°. It is believed

that tliis small positive mean lift is due to the asymmetry of the shedding wake at

these tether lengths. For higher values of Fr ' , corresponding to 0 —> 90°, the mean lift

approaches zero for all tether lengths considered.
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Figure 7.7: Mean lift coefficient as a function of the modified Froude number, Fr' for
m* = 0.2 and L* = [1,10].

The mean lift coefficient is plotted against the mean layover angle in figure 7.8.

From this figure it is clear that the local minimum in the mean lift, occurs at 9 ~ 50°

regardless of tether length, except for the particular case of L* — 1.0. For the case

of L* = 1.0, a local minimum in ~CL is observed at 9 ~ 25°. Tliis tether length was

the shortest investigated over a range of 9. Simulation of smaller L* tether lengths

were only performed at 9 ~ 90°, as for m* = 0.2, they exhibited a maximum in the

amplitude of oscillation at this layover angle.

In the range L* = [2.0,5.0], the minimum CL decreases linearly with increasing

tether length:

C£ = -O.0G63L* - 0.0335, (7.11)

with a coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.993. Clearly, there must be an upper limit

of L* beyond L* = 5.0, where this linear relationsliip no longer holds. However, for the

present results, an insufficient number of simulations have been performed in the range

9 = [40,70] for L* > 5.0 to accurately determine the upper limit of L* where equation

7.11 still holds.

In chapter G, it was hypothesized that the negative mean lift coefficient could be due

to a combination of the oscillation amplitude, and the angle between the flow direction
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Figure 7.8: Mean lift coefficient as a function of the mean layover angle for m* = 0.2
and L* = [1,10].

and the cylinder motion. An alternative hypothesis is that it could be due to the

imposed curvature on the motion of the cylinder by the tether. The observation that

the local minimum in C~l occurs at 9 ~ 50°, regardless of tether length in the range

L* = [2.0,5.0], lends weight to the first hypothesis. The variation in the minimum

value of C L , as a function of L* in the range L* = [2.0,5.0], indicates a variation in the

amplitude of oscillation in this range of L*. Tliis variation in amplitude is discussed in

the next section.

7.4 Oscillation Results

7.4.1 Amplitude of Oscillation Results

Figure 7.9 shows the amplitude of oscillation, A*, as a function of the modified Froude

number, Fr', for tether lengths in the range L* = [1.0,10.0] and m* = 0.2. For all

tether lengths investigated, a rapid increase in A* was noted as Fr' was increased

beyond F r ' ~ 1. The dramatic increase in A* as a function of F r ' corresponds to the

rapid increase noted for L* — 5 and m* < m ^ in chapter 6.

In chapter 6, for m* < i^lru M1d L* = 5.0, the increase in A* as a function of

Fr was described as discontinuous. From figure 7.9, the increase in A*, as a function
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Figure 7.9: Amplitude of oscillation, in the direction of motion, as a function of the
modified Eroude number, Fr', for m* = 0? and L* = [1,10].

of Fr', is clearly discontinuous for L* = [3.0,7.5]. However, for L* = 1.0 and 2.0,

the amplitude increases rapidly but smoothly as a function of Fr'. For L* = 10.0,

there is insufficient resolution at Fr' ~ 1.0 to determine if the jump is continuous or

discontinuous. As will be shown in section 7.7, for L* ••= 10.0, m^w is very close to

and possible marginally smaller than the case of m* = 0.2 shown here. Should m^.it be

less than 0.2 for L* = 10.0, then the amplitude should increase smootlily, in a fasliion

similar to the case of m* = 0.4 and L* — 5.0 shown previously in section 6.4.

For Fr' > 1.0, the amplitude of oscillation quickly reaches a steady value invariant

of further increases in Fr'. Once this invariant value is readied it is maintained up

to and including the highest Fr' investigated (here Fr'max = 57), and corresponds to

the highest amplitude observed for the range of Fr' investigated. Of interest is that

this maximum value of A* varies only slightly with tether length. A high maximum

amplitude is observed even at small tether lengths as low as L* = 1.0. It is recognized

that there must be a lower limit of I* below whidi large amplitude oscillations are not

observed.

To investigate how A*mox varies with L* for L* < 1.0, several cases in the range

L* = [0.1,1] were investigated at Fr = [5,50], corresponding to 0 = [87°, 89°].. In
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Figure 7.10: Maximum amplitude of oscillation, in the direction of motion, as a function
of L*, for m* = 0.2.

tliis range of Froude numbers, for a given tether length, the amplitude of oscillations

remains essentially constant with variation in amplitude of less than 5% for any given

tether length investigated. It is believed (from the analysis of the cases of tether length

L* > 1.0) that this Froude number range should correspond to the highest amplitude

of oscillation observed for these low tether lengths. The results are shown in figure

7.10. Two distinct regimes exist. In the first regime (L* = [0.1,1.0]), the amplitude of

oscillation increases rapidly with tether length. For L* ^ 2.0 (representing the second

regime) the amplitude decreases slowly with increasing tether length. The maximum

amplitude observed across all tether lengths investigated occurs at L* = 3.0. Comparing

figure 7.5 to figure 7.10, a similarity in the response of CD(max) as a function of L*,

and Afnax as a function of L*, is observed. Tins supports the hypothesis that the mean

drag coefficient may be related directly to the amplitude of oscillation, as discussed

previously in section 5.4.

As with the maximum Co response, the diange in A^aa. response as a function

of L* in the range L* = [1,2] indicates a possible diange in the system response at

a critical L* witliin this transition range. In section 7.7, the calculated critical mass

ratio as a function of L* indicates that m^.tt ŝ 1.0 for L* ^ 1.23. As shall be further

discussed in section 7.6, the system response for m ^ ^ 1.0 is inherently different to

that for m^.,t ^ 1.0, and may explain why there is a change in response in the range
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• = [1,2].

Figure 7.11: Maximum amplitude of oscillation, in polar coordinates, as ft function of
L\ for m* = 0.2.

Despite the linear amplitude being very small for small tether lengths (for example

^Knax = °-°5 for L* = 0.1), the maximum polar amplitude of oscillation remains very

high, even for the shortest tether length investigated in tliis study, as shovm in figure

7.11. The highest maximum polar amplitude of oscillation, ffmax, occurs at L* = 0.3,

with 0'max = 43.6 at this tether length. Recalling the definition of the polar moment of

inertia, which is rewritten below:

= m- D\Vl +1/8), (7.12)

we see that the tether length L* = 0.3 corresponds to the critical value where L*2 ~ 1/8.

For tether lengths, L* < 0.3, the critical scaling length in equation 7.3 is the cylinder

diameter. For L* > 0.3, the critical scaling length is the tether length. Therefore the

case of L* = 0.3 represents a critical case and this may explain why 0'max has a local

maximum at tliis tether length.

As discussed in section 5.2, in order to linearize the equations leading to the def-
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inition of u* and the natural frequency of the tethered system, the temis sinfl' and

cos0' were replaced with 6' and 1 respectively. Tliis linearization is only successful if

0' is small (for example, if & = 20° the error induced by the linearization is about 6%).

rrom figure 7.11, this implies that the linearization process in the determination of the

natural frequency and the reduced velocity is invalid for L* < 1. The natural frequency

and reduced velocity calculated for these tether lengtlis have errors inlierent in their

calculation.

Finally, figure 7.12 shows the amplitude of oscillation, A*, as a function of mean

layover angle for Is = [1,10] and m* = 0.2. The amplitude of oscillation remains

reasonably constant at A* ~ [0.4,0.5] for 9 = [50,60], for all tether lengths investigated.

As has been mentioned, wliile a distinct increase in A* is noted for V = [1.0,2.0], it is

distinguished from larger tether length cases as tliis increase in A* is smooth.
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Figure 7.12: Amplitude of oscillation, in the direction of motion, as a function of the
mean layover angle, for m* = 0.2 and L* = [l, 10].

7.4.2 RMS Force Coefficients results

The RMS drag coefficient is plottai as a function of Fr' in figure 7.13, for L* = [1,10]

and m* = 0.2. A jump in CD{RMS) is noted for Fr1 = 1.0 for all tether lengths

investigated. For L* = 1.0 and L* = 2.0, the increase in CD{RMS) as a function of
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Fr' is smooth (as is expected given the previous results) and increases slowly with

increasing Fr' beyond Fr1 = 1. The rate of increase of CD(RMS) BS a function of Fr'

is greater for L* = 1.0 than for L* — 2.0. For L* = 3.0, C^RMS) has a discontinuous

increase at Fr' ~ 1.0. At slightly liigher Fr', the RMS drag coefficient decreases before

reaching a value independent of further increases of Fr'. Tethered cylinders with longer

tether lengths experience the same phenomenon as for L* = 3.0, however the value of

^ high Fr' decreases as a function of L*.
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Figure 7.13: RMS drag coefficient as a function of the modified Froude number, Fr',
for m* = 0.2 and L* = [1,10].

The RMS drag coefficient is plotted as a function of 0 in figure 7.14. For L* > 3.0,

the jump in CD(RMs) appears to coincide with the jump in 6 noted in section 7.2. The

constant value of CD(RMS) at liigh Fr' noted for L* ^ 3 corresponds to the constant

value of Cjr,(flAf5) observed at 9 -* 90° in figure 7.14. The range of 9 over which this

constant value of CD(RMS) occurs appears to decrease with increasing L*.

The RMS lift coefficient is plot as a function of Fr' in figure 7.15, for L* = [1,10]

and m* — 0.2. For L* = 1.0 and L* = 2.0, CL(RMS) increases smoothly as a function

of Fr' over the range investigate. For both these values of L*, CL(RMS) exhibits-a

local maximum at Fr' ~ 0.8 before asymptotically decreasing to a constant value of

higher Fr'. Foi L* ̂  3, the CL{RMS) collapse onto one line when plotted
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Figure 7.14: RMS drag coefficient as a function <.i the mean layover angle, for m* = 0.2
and L*= [1,10].

against Fr'. A jump is noted for all L* ^ 3 at Fr' ~ 1.0 before CL(RMS) asymptotically

decreases to a constant value.

The fact that CL(RMS) collapses onto one line regardless of L* for L* ̂  3 indicates

that CL(RMS) should also collapse as a function of 9. Tliis is indeed the case, as shown

in figure 7.1 G. The fact that CL(RMS) collapses as a function of 9 regardless of tether

length for L* = [3,10] indicates that it is purely a function of the angle to the mean

flow field at which the cylinder oscillates. By contrast, as no collapse of CL(RMs) is

predicted for L* < 3.0; for these tether lengths, the induced curvature on the motion of

the cylinder begins to alter the shedding structm-es in the wake. The form of the shed

vortices in the wake is shown in section 7.6 to be a function of tether length.

7.5 Frequency Analysis

For each tether length investigated, the time trace of the cylinder displacement was

sinusoidal, regardless of Froude number. Therefore, the change in character of the

oscillation response may be described in entirety by mialysis of the amplitude and

frequency of oscillation.

The ratio of the frequency of shedding (/) to the natural frequency of the tethered
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Figure 7.15: RMS lift coefficient, as a function of the modified Froude number, Fr', for
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Figure 7.16: RMS lift coefficient as a function of the mean layover angle, for m* — 0.2
and L* -[1,10].
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system (/n), is shown as a function of tether length for L* = [0.1,1] in figure 7.17. In

each case the largest value of / / / „ coincides wlii the largest Froude number investigated

(Fr = 50 for each case, corresponding to 0 ~ 90°). For L* < 2, the calculation of /„ is

approximate, as & ̂  20° (as discussed in section 7.4.1).

As the largest value of Fr corresponds to both the largest amplitude of oscillation

and the largest value of / / / n , it is the maximum value of f/fn that is of interest when

analyzing figure 7.17.

f/fn(max) l i a s a loc»l minimum at L* = 0.3, coinciding to where L*2 - 1/8. For

all tether lengths in the range L* = [0.2,1.0], the maximum value of f/fn approadies

1. As shown in the next section, it is these tether lengths which experience a different

wake state, when compared to longer tether length results.

| M I I | I I I I | I M I | I I I I | I I I I j I I I I | I I I I I I I II I I I I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 7.17: Frequency ratio, f/fn, where / is the oscillation frequency, and fn is the
natural frequency of the tethered cylinder system; as a fimction of tether length for
m* = 0.2

7.6 The Effect of Tether Length on Vortex Structures in
the Wake

Snapshots of the vortex stnictures in the wake of the tethered cyhnder are shown in

figures 7.18, 7.19 and 7.20 for a range of tether lengths, L* = [0.1,10]. In each image,
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the cylinder is at the top of its oscillation cycle and is instantaneously stationary. For

each case, m* = 0.2 and the Froude number chosen was Fr — 50, corresponding to

0 ~ 90°. Because ~Q ~ 90°, the oscillations are symmetric about the cylinders mean

position and, from figure 7.8, the mean lift approaches zero for all cases investigated.

This mean layover angle was chosen so that the effect of L* could be analyzed without

the complications induced by a finite mean lift coefficient and the accompanying vortex

pairing in the wake and mean angle at wliich the wake is shed.

For L* = 0.1, the vortex structures observed are not dissimilar to the Karman

vortex street observed in the wake of a fixed cylinder. This is not surprising given that

the amplitude of oscillation is very small (A* = 0.05, & — 28°) and is not expected to

aifect the shedding process appreciably.

As the tether length is increased to L* = 0.3, the vortex stnictures in the wake are

considerably different to the case of L* = 0.1. In this snapshot, the positive shedding

vortex core is shed at a considerable angle to the flow direction. Downstream, the

negative and positive vortex cores coalesce to form two distinct shear layers. Tliis

'double' sb.ixir layer becomes unstable at about fifteen diameters downstream. Beyond

this instability point, the shear layer rolls up in the form of a Karman vortex street

of lower frequency. The vortex structures in tins Karman wake are considerably larger

than the stnictures shed from the cylinder for either the case of a fixed cylinder or for

the case with L* =0.1. The transition of the double shear layer occurs very close to the

outlet. It is left for future studies to determine the effect (if any) of the location of the

outlet on the wake stnictures and the position of the double shear layer instability. The

double shear layer is similar to that observed by Dusek et al. (1994), who observed tliis

vortex structure in the wake of a circular cylinder in the range Re — [50,300]. They

found that the local shedding vortex core is strained by surrounding vortices into an

elliptical cross-section. They further found that tliis elliptical vortex core rotates due

to self-induced velocities such that H's major axis is in-line with the flow field. As the

vortices convect downstream, consecutive vortices of the same sign form a continuous

shear layer. Further downstream, they noted that the double shear layer becomes

unstable and gives rise to a secondary vortex street with a lower shedding frequency.

The present findings arc in agreement with these findings.

As the tether length is further increased to L* = 0.5, representing the case where

the cylinder is pivoting about a point on its surface, the shear structures are observed

to continue all the way to the outlet. When compared to the case of L* = 0.1 and 0.3,

a subtle difference in the vortex stnictures is observed, in the vicinity of the cylinder.

For the case of L* = 0.5, the forming negative vortex structure is between the cylinder

and the newly shed positive vortex structure. The shed positive vortex structure has a

very weak 'ann' of positive vorticity which is entrained around and above the recently

shed negative vortex core. The resulting wake is significantly wider than for the case of

either L* — 0.1 or L* = 0.3. It is hypothesized that the increase in Qo as a function of

L* in tliis range may be directly attributed to the increase in wake width as a function

of L* m the same range.

Figure 7.19(a) shows a snapshot of the vortex structures for L* = 1.0. The wake

appears to be wider than for the shorter tether lengths discussed above. As with

L* = 0.5, a component of positive vorticity is stretched around and above the newly

shed negative vortex core. Further downstream (at about seven diameters downstream),

a very weak positive vortex core is observed above the negative vortex core. Tliis would

provide a very weak tlirust in the negative y direction. As for L* = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5,

the wake reverts to a double shear layer wliicli remains up to and including the outlet

boundary. Towards the outlet, the width of the wake is observed to reduce slightly.

As the tether length is increased to L* = 1.5 (figure 7.19(b)), a significant change

in the wake is observed when compared to the case of L* < 1.5. As with L* = 0.5

and 1.0, a component of positive vorticity is observed above the negative vortex cores

and the wake appears to have a 'P+S' structure as described by Williamson & Rosliko

(1988) and observed by Blackburn k Henderson (1999) for the case of a freely oscillating

cylinder at low Reynolds iiumb.-r>.. In agreement with the current findings (see section

7.3.2), Blackburn k Henderson (1999) report a very small mean positive lift for tliis

wake structure. The small positive vortex cores above the negative vortex cores convect

downstream faster than the negative vortex cores, and therefore appear to skip the

tliird negative vortex core in tliis snapshot. No shear structure is observed in this case,

however, towards the outlet, the wake appears to fonn a secondary Karman vortex

street in a fasliion similar to the case where L* = 0.3.

For a tether length, L* = 2.0, the wake appeals to commence shedding in a fashion

similar to a Karman vortex wake observed in the wake of a stationary cylinder. However,

rouglily seven diameters downstream, the wake reverts to a double shear layer. The

double shear layer in turn becomes unstable seventeen diameters downstream. The
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double shear layer is more complicated than that found for L* — [0.3,1.0]. From

seventeen diameters downstream up to the outlet, the wake appears to form a secondary

Karman vortex street.

For L* = 5.0 and L* = 10.0 (figure 7.20), the formation length is considerably

greater than for shorter t< lengths and appears to increase with tether length. For

both these cases the wake has reverted to a reasonably 'standard' Kannan walce, as

would be observed for the wake of a stationary cylinder. However, for the case of

L* = 5.0, an instability appears to exist about 20 to 25 diameters downstream of the

cylinder.

7.6.1 The Vortex Shedding Process for V — 0.5

In the previous section, for L* — [0.3,2.0], a 'double' shear layer has been noted with

vortex structures in the wake wliich are significantly different to that observed in the

wake of stationary cylinder. This section analyzes the interaction between the flow

field and the oscillating cylinder wliich results in the formation of these structures.

While it is recognized that the wake structures and the moving cylinder form a coupled

system, as with section 6.6, this section will describe the flow from the perspective of the

influence of the cylinder motion on the formation and propagation of fluid structures in

the wake. However, it should be recognized that the wake structures have a feedback

effect on the subsequent motion of the cylinder.

This section concentrates on the case of L* = 0.5 and m* = 0.2. Specifically,

snapshots of the vortex shedding cycle will be investigated for the case of Fr = 50,

corresponding to 6 ~ 90°. This Froude number was chosen so that the vortex shedding

process resulting ki the 'double' shear layer could be analyzed without the complication

of the cylinder oscillating at an angle 6 < 90° to the free-stream. Analysis in section 6.6

showed that the case of the cylinder oscillating at an inclined angle to the free-stream

induces a non-zero mean lift, and vortex pairing in the wake.

While, in the present study, the case of the double shear layer formation only appears

to occur for a very small range of L* and only one value of 9, it has also been noted to

occur for low Reynolds number simulations of a freely oscillating cylinder, restricted to

oscillate transverse to the flow field (private communications, Justin Leontini). Similar

vortex structures have been noted in the wake of a stationary elliptic cylinder (for

example see Joluison et al. (2001)), and for the flow around a thin flat plate, placed
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Figure 7.18: Instantaneous snapshots of the span-wise vorticity field, a;., as a function
of tether length. Contours are evenly spaced over the range (blue) — 1 ^ wz ^ 1 (red).
All images are at the instant when the cylinder readies the top of the oscillation cycle;
(a)L* = 0.1; (b) L* = 0.3; (c) L* = 0.5. 247
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Figure 7.19: Instantaneous snapshots of the span-wise vorticity field, uz, as a function
of tether length. Contours are evenly spaced over the range (blue) - 1 ^ uz ^ 1 (red).
All images are at the instant when the cylinder reaches the top of the oscillation cycle;
(a) L* = 1.0; (b) U = 1.5; (c) L* = 2.0. 248

Figure 7.20: Instantaneous snapshots of the span-wise vorticity field, a;-, as a function
of tether length. Contours are evenly spaced over the range (blue) — 1 ̂  coz < 1 (red).
All images are at the instant when the cylinder readies the top of the oscillation cycle;
(a) U = 5.0; (b) L* = 10.0.

normal to the flow field (Najjar & Balachandar (1997)).

Figures 7.21 to 7.24 show closeup snapshots of vorticity in the wake at quarter cycle

intervals. Figure 7.21 shows the shedding structures, taken for the case of the cylinder

moving midway between the bottom position and top position of the oscillation cycle.

The cylinder is instantaneously moving both upstream and in the positive y direction.

At tliis instant, a positive vortex is being shed, and a negative vortex core is forming

adjacent to the cylinder. Both the shed positive vortex core and the forming negative

vortex structures are located at an angle with the free stream direction of 30°, where
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measurements are taken from the rear stagnation point. The instantaneous streamlines

indicate that the motion of the cylinder is in the positive y direction. Tliis transverse

component of motion acts to move the negative vortex core in the negative y direction,

and a jet structure is observed between the two vortices. The jet is travelling in the

negative y direction. The cylinder motion in the upstream direction appears to have

a minimal effect on the vortex structures, however it may act to intensify the negative

vortex structure, with a resultant effect that the jet between the two vortex structures

is intensified.

Figure 7.21: Instantaneous snapshots of the span-wise vorticity field, UJS, for m* = 0.2,
L* = 0.5 and Fr — 50, for the cylinder moving between the top of the oscillation cycle
and the bottom of the oscillation cycle. COL.OUTS are evenly spaced over the range
(blue) - 1 < ws < 1 (red).

Figure 7.22 shows the instantaneous vortex structures a quarter of a cycle later. The

cylinder is at the top of its cycle (i.e. the most counter-clockwise position) and, at tliis

instant, is stationary. Here the positive vortex has shed and is convecting downstream,

and the negative vortex structure has just shed from the cylinder. The jet wliich formed

between the positive and negative vortex structures a quarter of a cycle earlier has now

acted to draw a component of the negative vortex structure away from the cylinder,

in the negative y direction. This elongated structure wraps around the newly shed

positive vortex core. Analysis of the instantaneous streamlines shows the jet between

the positive and negative vortex structures still exists and acts to propel the positive

vortex in the negative y direction, increasing the width of the wake when compared to

the wake shed from a stationary cylinder.

In figure 7.23 the cylinder is midway between the top and bottom of the cycle, and
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Figure 7.22: Instantaneous snapshots of the span-wise vorticity field, u)~, for m* = 0.2,
L* — 0.5 ana Fr = 50, for the cylinder at the top of the oscillation cycle. Contours are
evenly spaced over the range (blue) — 1 ̂  a;- ^ 1 (red).

is moving downstream and in the negative y direction. The positive vortex continues to

convect downstream and in the negative y direction. The jet be' .veen the component

of negative vorticity wrapped around the positive vortex core, retains a very strong

component of velocity in the negative y direction. The negative vortex core has shed

away from the cylinder and is beginning to convect downstream, and in the positive

y direction. In tliis snapshot, the negative vortex now has two distinct regions, the

negative vortex core which has just shed, and the 'tongue' of negative vorticity wrapped

around the positive vortex as a result of the jet, The flow field appears to be a mirror

image of that described in figure 7.21.

In figure 7.24, the cylinder is at the bottom of its oscillation cycle and is instanta-

neously stationary. Both the negative and positive vortex cores have converted down-

stream, and the negative vortex structure wliich is wrapped around the positive vortex

core has weakened significantly. Without the induced jet between the positive vortex

core and tlii.s negative vortex structure, the motion of the positive core in the negative

y direction is diminished, and the wake width remains relatively constant further down-

stream. Analysis of figure 7.24 reveals that, further downstream, adjacent vortices of

the same sign merge, to form the double shear layer described earlier.

Returning briefly to figure 7.22, and comparing this image to figure 7.24, it is clear

that the shedding cycle is symmetric about the mean position of the cylinder.

In sununaiy, the traasverse component of motion of the cylinder as it moves from

the bottom to the top of the oscillation cycle acts to move the forming negative vortex

I
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Figure 7.23: Instantaneous snapshots of the span-wise vorticity field, uz, for m* = 0.2,
L* = 0.5 and Fr = 50, for the cylinder moving between the bottom of the oscillation
cycle and the top of the oscillation cycle. Contours are evenly spaced over the range
(blue) - 1 ^ cuz ^ 1 (red).

-2

Figure 7.24: Instantaneous snapshots of the span-wise vorticity field, uz, for m* = 0.2,
L* = 0.5 and Fr = 50, for the cylinder at tbe bottom of the oscillation cycle. Contours
are evenly spaced over the range (blue) — 1 ̂  us ^ 1 (red).

across to the bottom rear surface of the cylinder. This induces a jet between the forming

negative vortex and the newly shed positive vortex. As the cylinder reaches the top of

its cycle, the positive vortex core has connected slightly downstream, and has entrained

an elongated negative vortex region, wliich wraps around the vortex core. Between

the positive vortex core and the negative vortex region, a jet is induced, with velocity

components in the negative y and downstream direction. This jet acts to convect the

positive vortex core in the negative y direction. These findings are in broad agreement

with the findings of Dusek et al. (1994). -From tins analysis, the following hypothesis

may be formed:

"The double shear layer wake is formed due to tli3 motion of the cylinder

moving the forming vortex region from one side of the wake to the other

and increasing the lateral spacing of vortex structures,"

It is further hypothesized that the same mechanism creates the double shear layer

wake observed numerically for the case of a freely oscillating cylinder confined to oscil-

late transverse to the flow field at low Reynolds numbers by Justin Leontini (piivate

communication). However, it is left for future studies to provide supporting evidence

for this conjecture.

It is noted that there is a similarity between the near wake structure of the double

shear layer described here, and the 2P mode described by Williamson & Rosliko (1988)

among others. For example, the wrapping of the liighly strained negative vortex struc-

ture arornd the positive vortex core of opposite sign may allow a small negative vortex

core to detach from the highly strained region and convect with the positive vortex core

downstream. This is indeed evident on one side of the wake for L* = 1.5. Whether

the double shear layer mode is a low Reynolds number form of 2P shedding is left for

future studies.

Finally, referring back to figure 7.17, it is noted that the double shear layer wake

only occurs when the ratio of / / / „ -* 1. That is, the natural frequency of the tethered

system must coincide closely with the oscillation frequency to allow the mechanism

leading to the double shear layer wake. Of interest, referring to the work of Govardhan

& Williamson (2000), both the initial and upper branches (which both exliibit 2P

shedding) have / / / „ —» 1, whereas for the lower branch (which exlubits 25" shedding),

f/fn -» 1.1.

7.7 The Critical Mass Ratio as a Function of Tether Length

In chapter 6, the critical mass ratio found was m^.it = 0.38 for L* = 5.0. For mass

ratios below tliis critical value, a jiunp in 0, A* and the mean and RMS fluid forces

was observed as the Froude number was increased beyond Fr ~ 0.8. The clearest

evidence of choosing m^.it = 0.38 is in figure 6.8, which shows C& as a function of Fr

for L* — 5.0 and m* ~ [0.1,0.8]. For very high Froude numbers (Fr = [5,50], arid for

m* > m*crit, the mean drag collapsed to a very small value (CD — 1-2) regardless of
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mass ratio. By contrast for m* < m^.it, CD maintained a high, finite value over all

Froude numbers considered in the range Fr = [5,50]. Of particular interest is that for

m* > m^.it, the mean drag was marginally greater for larger mass ratios. Therefore,

the smallest recorded mean drag at these high Froude numbers was found for m* just

marginally greater than m*criv

In chapter 4, for the case of a freely oscillating cylinder, with k = 0 and c = 0, the

critical mass ratio was found to be much lower, m^ = 0.1. In tliis case, the definition

of m*^ is slightly different, as it is the mass ratio below which large peak to peak

oscillations occur. However, the two mass ratio values may be related by considering

that the case of a freely oscillating cylinder with k = 0 and c = 0 effectively represents

the same problem as a tethered cylinder with L* —> oo and very liigh Froude numbers

(corresponding to 6 —* 90°). The question of why there is a discrepancy in m^ between

the two cases arose. As the tether length represents the controlling parameter between

the two studies, it was decided to determine the effect of tether length on m^.it.

To determine the critical mass ratio for each tether length, simulations over a broad

range of m* (m* = [0.1,1.0]) were conducted at Fr = 0.8 and Fr — 50 for several

tether lengths. The mean drag was calculated for each simulation, and an estimate

of the critical mass ratio was made by determining the mass ratio which exhibited the

smallest value of C& (typically C/> —» 1.2). For each tether length, a more refined study

was undertaken with four mass ratios close to the estimated value of m^.it; tliis allowed

for estimates of m^.rit to be made with Am* = ±0.05. Finally, a check of the amplitude

response was made to determine that m* < :-; i ^ exliibitcd large amplitude oscillations

and m* > m^ exhibited small amplitude oscillations. The results are shown, ,-r.s a

function of L* in figure 7.25 for L* - [2,15].

The value of the critical mass ratio was found to exponentially decay with L* and

is well represented by the equation:

m*crit = 1.3313 • e - ° - 3 1 6 3 L ' + o.l, (7.13)

with a coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.995. Therefore, from equation 7.13, for

L* —* oo, m^it —> 0.1 whicli is the same value found for the freely oscillating case in

chapter 4.

A second finding :: that m^.it ^ 1 for L* ^ 1.23. Tliis finding correlates extremely

well with the previous finding in CD, A*, and the voitex shedding structures in the
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Figure 7.25: Critical mass ratio, m*^ as a function of tether length, for L* = [2,15].

wake, to suggest that there is a critical tether length, L* ~ 1.23 below wliich the flow

conditions are inherently different to tethered cylinders with longer tether lengths.

7.8 Conclusion

By choosing Fr' as the controlling parameter, the mean layover angle results were

found to collapse on to a single line for L* = [1.0,10.0]. The amplitude of oscillation

was found to increase significantly as Fr' was increased beyond 1. Beyond tliis value,

the amplitude of oscillation remained reasonably constant at A* ~ 0.5 for L* = [1,10].

By referring solely to these two results, it may be inferred that there is barely any

change in the cylinder response for L* = [1,10]. However, analysis of the force results

shows a significant decrease in the maximum C~D as a function of U. Close examination

of the oscillation results shows a similar decrease in A*max as a function of L* in the

range L* = [3,10].

A significant change in the vortex structm-es in the wake of the cylinder has been

noted as a function of L*. For L* •= [0.1,2.0], a 'double' shear layer has been identi-
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fied, which appears to show many of the characteristics of the 'P+S' and '2P1 modes

described by Williamson Si Rosliko (1988) for the case of the forced oscillations of a

cylinder, transverse to the flow field. Similar structures were once again identified by

Govardhan & Williamson (2000) for the case of a freely oscillating cylinder. The '2P'

mode has not been previously identified for two-dimensional simulations, and it is not

clear from the present, results if this is a true '2P' uiode or a 'P+S' mode, which has

previously been identified numerically by Blackburn & Henderson (1999) for the case

of the forced oscillations of a cylinder, transverse to the flow field.

Finally, the effect of tether length on the critical mass ratio has been identified. The

value of the critical mass ratio was found to decay exponentially with tether length,

such that as L* —> oo, rn*rit approaches the value found for the freely oscillating cylinder

with k = 0 and c = 0 in chapter 4.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Recommended
Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

Two distinct studies are reported in this thesis. The first study investigates the transi-

tion to three-dimensionality of fluid structures in the wake of a bhiflf body. By varying

the aspect ratio of the body but maintaining the form of both the leading and trailing

edges; the effect of body aspect ratio on the flow structures in the wake is investigated.

Aspect ratios in the range AR — [2.5,17.5] were investigated for flows with Reynolds

numbers in the range Re — [300,700]. A Floquet stability analysis study was performed

to determine the order in which instability modes become linearly unstable, the critical

Reynolds number of transition, and the structure of the three-dimensional modes.

Tliree instability modes wore identified, and are referred to herein as Mode A, Mode

B', and mode S'. Both Mode A and Mode B' show similarities in wake structure to

Modes A and B identified for the case of a circular cj'linder. Mode 3' show similarities

to the Mode S instability identified by Robichaux et al. (1999) for the case of a square

cross-section cylinder.

For very short bodies, Mode A is the first instability to become critically unstable,

and it is prasumed that the transition scenario is the same as previously described for

the flow around a circular cylinder (see section 1.3.3 for details). For larger aspect ratio

bodies (AR > 7.5), Mode B' undergoes transition at a lower Reynolds number than

Mode A. Mode B' differs from Mode B described for the case of a circular cylinder,

as it has a much longer wavelength and the near wake structure of mode B' differs in

comparison to that found for Mode B. The difference in critical Reynolds numbers of

inception for Mode A and Mode BT increases with plate aspect ratio. For the aspect
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ratio body (AR = 17.5), Mode S\ is also more unstable than Mode A. A full three-

dimensional simulation is performed which produce a quasi-asymptotic state consistent

with the findings of the Floquet analysis. The results indicate that the path to turbu-

lence for a bluff body of significant aspect ratio is distinctly different to that already

described for a circular, or square cross section cylinder.

The second study focuses on the vortex-induced-vibration for both the case of a

cylinder free to oscillate transverse to the flow field at u* = oo, and for the case of a

tethered cylinder free to oscillate at finite reduced velocities.

Chapter 4 details the results of two-dimensional simulations of a freely oscillating

cylinder at u* = oo,.for cylinder mass ratios in the range m* — 0.075,0.7; and Reynolds

numbers in the range Re — [40,300]. The purpose of the study was to determine if a

critical mass ratio existed, below wliich large amplitude oscillations would be observed,

in this Reynolds number range. Tliis phenomena has already been reported for much

liigher Reynolds numbers by Govardhan & Williamson (2000), and for the specific case

of Re = 100 by Govardhan & Williamson (2003).

A critical mass ratio was fomid for the Reynolds number ranges Re = [40,99]

and Re = [190.300]. In between these two Reynolds number ranges, no appreciable

oscillations were observed for all the mass ratios investigated in the present study. In the

first Reynolds number range, the critical mass ratio decreases with increasing Reynolds

number. In the second Reynolds number range the critical mass ratio increases with

increasing Reynolds number, reaching a maximum of m^ = 0.4 at Re = 300, and

appears to be approacliing the value of m*^ = 0.54 found by Govardhan & Williamson

(2000) at higher Reynolas numbers.

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 detail the investigations of the flow past a tethered circular

cylinder. In each case the numerical simulations were performed on a two-dimensional

domain and the Reynolds number was held constant at Re — 200.

In chapter 5, an initial study is made for the particular case of m* = 0.833 and

L* — 0.505 for reduced velocities in the range u* — [1,22]. Tliree distinct brandies

of oscillation were observed. The first branch, peaking at u* — 2.5 is essentially an

in-line branch, and is driven by a resonance between the in-line forces and the natural

frequency of the tethered cylinder. The second branch, occurring in the reduced velocity

range u* = [5,19] has components of oscillation in the in-line and transverse directions.

It is initiated in the range u* = [3.5,5] by a resonance between the natural frequency
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of the tethered body system and he subharmonic of the drag force The third branch

occurs for u* > 19 and is dominated by transverse oscillations. The cylinder response

for this branch is similar to that observed bjr Govardhan & Williamson (2000) for a

low mass-damped hydro-elastically mounted cylinder oscillating transverse to the flow

field. Analysis of the wake structure was made for u* = 15.4, 19 and 21. For both

u* = 15.4 and 19, the near wake was asymmetric and a net negative lift was observed.

As the reduced velocity is increased to u* = 21, the wake is far more symmetric and

the mean lift approaches zero.

Chapter 6 examines the effect of mass ratio on the interaction between a tethered

cylinder and the flow field. Mass ratios in the range m* = [0.1,0.8] were investigated,

and the tether length was kept constant at L* — 5. A critical mass ratio is found (in this

case m ^ = 0.38), below wliich a large jump in A*, 6 and Co is observed. The jump in

these parameters occurs at a Froude number, Fr = 0.8. The critical mass ratio observed

for this particular tether length is considerably higher when compaied to the case of

a freely oscillating cylinder at the same Reynolds number. For a majority of cases, a

net negative lift was observed, and this has been related to the shedding structures in

the wake of the tethered cylinder wliicli exliibit vortex pairing. Comparison is made

between the numerical results and the experimental results performed at a inuch higher

Reynolds number range. Despite the difference in Reynolds niunber, common trends

are observed between the two studies.

Chapter 7 examines the effect of tether length on the interaction between a tethered

cylinder and the flow field. Tether lengths in the range L* — [0.1,10] were investigated,

and the mass ratio was held constant at m* = 0.2. Very little variation in the oscillation

amplitude was observed as the tether length was varied in the range L* = [1,10]. How-

ever the mean drag was observed to decrease with increasing tether length. Analysis of

the vortex structures in the wake of the tethered cylinder reveals a 'double' shear layer,

in place of the standard Karman vortex street for tethered cylinders with tether length

L* = [0.1,2.0]. The 'double' shear layer appeal's to exliibit many of the characteristics

of the 'P+S' and '2P' modes described by Williamson k Roshko (1988). Finally, the

effect of tether length on the critical mass ratio is identified. The value of the critical

mass ratio is found to decay exponentially with increasing tether length, such that as

L* —> oo, the value of m^.it approaches the value found for a freely oscillating cylinder

at the same Reynolds number.
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8.2 Recommended Future Work

While tins work has answered several questions, it has also raised several issues which

are themselves worthy of further investigation; commencing with the initial study re-

garding wake transition to three-dimensionality:

• The effect of varying the geometry of both the leading- and trailing-edge of a

generic bluff body may provide further information on the spatial mid temporal

properties of tliree-dimensional structures leading to turbulence.

• A fully non-linear three-dimensional study of would provide iiifonnation on the

interaction of both linear and non-linear instabilities in the cylinder wake.

The study of vortex-induccd-vibration of both a liydro-clastically mounted, and

tethered cylinder have also led to suggestions for future work:

• A fully three-dimensional study of the freely oscillating cylinder at higher Reynolds

numbers would be able to provide information relating the current work to the

work of Govardhan & Williamson (2003).

• In the case of the tethered cylinder, further study of the case of an internally piv-

oted cylinder at higher Reynolds numbers, than that studied here would provide

information of interest to the offshore industry.
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